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. , Your letter of August 29th has been received.

Although I would like to be of service, the FBIi
. as an investigative agency of the Federal Governinent, does
not make evaluations nor draw conclusions as to the Character
or integrity of any organization, publication or individual.

Mease do not infer that we. do or do not have data in our files

pertaining to thexiflidividual'jtajwhom you referred. . :

*

; In view of this same policy, this Bureau has

_ never^pubHshed'a list of books such as you described. I feel -

m each &f us should become well versed in the aims and purposes
? of the*false ideology of communism so that we can judge for

rourselves the merits of books on this topic.
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assignee to you*

Enclosed is some literature I hope will be d§

*0#

Sincerely yours, •

^ &fear Hopver •• "

John Edgar JHfoover

Director
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Mrs. Jerome Levy
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' Do You Really Understand Communism?
Communism an<i The Knowledge To Combat It!

LEB Intro 4-lr61> «
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"
:

•What You©an Do To Fight Communism V .'

- NOTE: Correspondent^cannot be identified in Bufiles. however,'
one Jerome Levy, Demopolis, AJabamajwrote Congressman
Frank'Boykin in ;19!58 concerning a missing persons matter and
the Congressman referred this .inquiry to;the FBL
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Demopolis, Ala.
Aug 29, 1962,.

Dear Mr. Hoover.

—

• I have just read the book, "You Can Trust the

Communists io be Communists" py Dr. Fred Schwarz. In it

he says things with which I totally, agree & feel that all loyal

Americans should know iheseJacts, if they, areifacts.

I would like-to have your opinion of the book and
the man. One person told me that your office had investigated

him as a facist & that he was found to be. a character of disrepute.

I would like.to know if this is so & whether I may believe what
he writes.

It would help the public if your officewould widely
circulate a list of books that aretheitruth & books that are
subversive. Confusion reigns now. . If you have such a list where
may I obtain it?

Sincerely,

/s/ Mrs. Jerome, Levy
301 S. Main
Demopolis
Ala.

/
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N. P. Callahan

The Congressional Record
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17Q OCT 12 1962

faT-d'Zt,

In the original of a memorandum captioned and dated as above, the Congressional

Record for was reviewed and pertinent items were

marked for the Director's attention. This form has been prepared in order that

portions of a copy of the original memorandum may be clipped, mounted, and placed

in appropriate Bureau case or subject matter files.

5 4 OCT 18 1962 %yS£
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, :',-.-i received your letter of October 12th, with enclosure, and

want to thank you lor your best'wisnes>
:<
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. : > j As a matter of loiig*standiug policy, I have refrained from
commenting on ni^ this Bureau or me. „

However, you will recaU that my book, "Masters.ofODeceiti" contained ,;

information concerning reasons people become communists and also relating

to the communist theories ofmaterialiism. I further point but on page 323:

"The followers of Marx have a way of calling scientific any dogma to which

they intend m cling, regardless of whether it can be supported by conclusive

evidence.* fhere is also a discussion of the attack by communists on reli-

gions and relMous beliefs. .
'. ; .

..":-.' .-.•'--' -.,'"'•

;.

':"' Perhaps you will want to read my Uew book, ,jA Study of */*:"

Communism; *» which was published &e first of this monthby Holt> Binehart

anil Winston, Inc., 383 Madison Avenue, New Tork 17, Kew York. This

; book contains: some additional inforn»ation.you will find pertinent. Enclosed
'

is some literature 1 hope will be of interestto you, and I,am returningthe

item you rarnished with your communication. " > / , '.-•'.. :

&>;oo '

I &<
Sincerely yours,

.v^\
tolson ,

; Belmont. Z_

*"Mohr ^

^Casper *
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Correspondent's enclosure '•"•
;

;[: Communist Illusion and Democratic Reality .-';.-•

: American Legion Speech, 10-9-62 '
,

•

faith in'God--Our Answer To Communism .

Dp .You Really Understand Communism? -, '.'

,

The Communist,Menace: Red GSbals and Christian Ideals ,-• • -

;

-: .NOTE: Correspondent cannot be-identified in Bufiles. The item - ;•'..>

A enclosed by correspondent consisted of the testimony of Dr. Fred.-
;

-

:'*lMsb$3£z before the House Committee on Un-American Activities on'.
;

, £>;:29?57v .The /Bureau lias had this material brought to its attention \
{ ;

pii numerous occasionsin the/past and we have copies in Bureau files.
^Corr^spohdentWas particularity-invested in the,statements by Schwarz '.--.

. to the effect that commuhistsplah to change human, nature through science ; '.

;.:.; pointing Out fihat communists believe the human is entirely an evolutionary
-product .subject to modificationj 'adaptation and transformation.
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Manufacturers - Manufacturer's Representatives

ATLANTIC 2-3262

2303 N. RANDOLPH AVENUE

PORTLAND 17, OREGON

Q>% SPECIALIZING IN COMPLETE LINES OF PLYWOOD AND VENEER PLANT EQUlPMENT~|e)

October 12, 1962

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UHCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JH

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover, Director
'

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sir:

I have just recently been able to read your book "Masters of Deceit," and thank

you very much for writing it. In addition to your book, however, I have also

read the attached "spread sheet" reprinted by the Allen-Bradley Company. I am

sure you are familiar with it and that it covers the interview of Dr. Schwartz

by Mr. Arens and the Committee on Un-American Activities. As you will note, it

was printed in 1957 when the interview took place, but the facts of the past ^
four years only confirm what Dr. Schwartz had to say about the threat to Ame

and to freedom.

The one surprising thing to me was the very clear statement Dr. Schwartz «ad|||

the interview, and which I have underscored with red pencil approximately, ox^e

lining the concept of. the Communist that he is a "scientist" who can change

human nature. I would appreciate your comments on this specific point and
numan nature, j. wouiu a.VVi.^>-j.a.^ jr—. — - - -

„v.,.t

whether you feel that this is one of the basic tenets of Communist philosophy^

Therreason this point intrigues me is that for many years I was unable to dis-

cover why intellectually-trained people would become followers of this ism. ^-, j

It was even more mystifying to me why wealthy people would become Communists .81
, \

This point _of changing human nature, however, makes it more than reasonable wbyjj

a person who has no belief in God would follow such a theory. f~\ £
w

It follows, however, that those people who believe that human nature i^L&ejfci

through God's grace would more clearly understand the danger of Commun^sJS with

its opposition to this basic truth. It seems to me that such a distin|<?ion would

be well worth publicizing, in order- to crystallize a point of agreement among

God-fearing people who, perhaps politically or economically, may have variations

of opinion, but who religiously would recognize this common ene^^_^
, 1 sincerely hope you may be able to take the time fifom^your schedule to comment

on the specific point /raised as to the Communist belief, and would certainly

appreciate any advice you might be able to make
:
as to how we c^n^ore^fe^Lyely

1 defend our country against this threat. . «£^
1 ST404 13 OCTTT>62
With every best wish for your ^continued..success,"~I am

jo;«»t :'\ it
^ Viiii » •

Respectfully,

ms

tfwarcl A. Prentice

cQ#fflr
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Oct, 28th . 62

Deaa? Mr Hoover -

A group of about one dozen teen-agers meet at

our home to learn about our Government & also the threat of

sub-version. They belong to a Young Republicans group.

I have had the wonderful experience oiygprking
I with many pfeople in the area, when we organized thSi^geL&^s^

.pfiy I §£l!22L2lJ^ Thi^iKisDr ^d^^prz
v)y I school. So I have the tapes of Herb Philbrick, Dr Bell?DoG^

9

'
I Cliori. Skousen and others to play for these children. I would like

J
some good literature for them 'also and would appreciate anything
you can jsend me.

If there is anything you can send me in large
quantities for mass distribution to inform the public - I would
appreciate it very much. I have other people who will work with
me on this. We can hand them out in parking lots at various
super-markets in the area.

At one store alone a few weeks ago in (3) hours we
handed but 1600 pamphlets. We have a good group working in

Seattle also - so between 8 to 10,000 pieces of literature would
not be to much for us to distribute in Seattle and surrounding
areas.

I have met so many good and wonderful people since
I got into this battle and I hope the day will come, when the

Americans who are still unaware of the battle being waged around
them, wake up and realize that the word "extremist" was just part of the

game to discredit the few who are fighting for so many.

God Bless you Mr. Hoover and do all you can to help
us - we need it. The odds are so great against us.

v 5411 - 190th S.W.
}GL{t*-$~b a -^p Lynnwood, Wash.
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Via AIRTEL

(Type in plain text or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

DIRECTOR, FBI

FROM:

SUBJECT: DR. BRED
V
TSCHWARZ

INFORMATION CONCERNING

ALL IHFORMATION COBTAINED

SAC, LOS ANGELES (62-4580) HEFIIIJ IS classified
—

*
N ^ ' DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

Transmitted herewith is an article from the 11/14/62
edition of the "Citizen-News," Hollywood, California,
reflecting that Dr. FRED SCHWARZ was to speak at the
Santa Monica, California, High School on 11/15 and 16/62.

"ta-WS1,
3/- Bureau (Encl.c>l)
1 - Los Angeles /^ „

RHB: jcc itf

(4) . ~

&
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^
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Special Agent in Charge
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(Mount Clipping in Space Below)

Doctor Who FigfiTi

Reds Plans Talks
| Dr. Fred Schwarz, the Aus-

tralian medical doctor who

'gave up his medical practice

[to fight communTsm, will

make two personal appear-

ances in Barnum Hall at San-

ta Monica High School, 601

Pico, Santa Monica, Thurs-

day and Friday at 8 p.m. The

two special meetings .are part

of a series of
r
rallies Dr.

iSchwarz is holding in cities of

iSouthem California. They are

'being sponsored by the Chris-

tian Anti-Communism Cru-

saae.

\ At the first meeting Dr.

Scfcwarz will discuss "The

Lessons to
1

be Learned from

}he Cuban Crisis." The discus-

sion will include the following

questions: (1) What were the

Communists trying to achieve

With their Cuban missile
bases? (2) Who has gained

more from the crisis — 'the

Communists or the Free
,World? (3) What does the fu-

ture hold? (4) What policy

should be followed in Cuba
and Latin America? These
^questions will be considered in

the light of Communist phil-

osophy, morality .and objec-

tives.

j At the second meeting a

film will be shown of Dr.

ISchwarz* recenfe debate with

Harry Bridges, pro-Communist

Jjfcss of the International

longshoremen and Ware-

housemen Union, expelled

ix\m the AFL-CIO as the

agent of International Com-
ftnunism. The -screening of the

film is designed to show the

Communist techniques ^ v
"Big Lie" and character as-

sassination. "In the debate,

Harry Bridges makes scanda-

lous and libelous charges/
1

said Dr. Schwarz. "The film

will be shown completely un-

purged/\he added.

The invitation to attend the

film showing is limited to those

who are anti-Communbt.
*-''

sympathetic to the work of

the Christian Anti-Comjmu-

nism Crusade.

Dr. Schwarz will introduce

the film and will answer flues-

tions at the conclusion. There

is no admission change for ei-

ther meeting.

DR. FRED SCgSEARZ*
. . . announces lectures

LI^&I

4.

ALL IIFOOTATIOI COHTAIHED
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(Indicate page, name of

newspaper, city and state.)

Page Bl
Metropolitan edition
The Citizen-News
Hollywood, Calif.

Publisher: DAVID B.

HEILER

Date: ll/^/SZ
Edition:

Author:

Editor:

Title:

Character: DR* FRED SCHWARZ|
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Classification:

Submitting Office: LOS AngeleS
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subject:

DIRECTOR, BEE (100-402036)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-43854)

S-"S<

date: 12/3/62

ALL DIFOKKATIOIJ CONTAINED

HEREIIJ 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN!

Dr. FREDERICK CHARLE
Executive Director
Christian Anti-Communist
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

SCHWARZ

Crusade

This is to advise that the 11/26/62 edition of
the "Los Angeles Herald-Examiner" contained an article indi-
cating that Dr. FRED C. SCHWARZ, "noted communist fighter,"
has announced that he has set a joint anticommunist rally
for the Southern California area to be held on Tuesday night,
12/11/62, at 8:00 p.m., at the Shrine Auditorium, Los Angeles.

The main subject of discussion at the public rally-
will be "The Truth About the Communist Crisis in the Western
World, " with particular emphasis on the current Cuban situa-
tion.

This article announced the event will be sponsored
by a group of leading citizens, which Is now being formed,
and that several top Hollywood stars have indicated they
will attend In person.

The article concluded that the rally at the 7500-
seat Shrine Auditorium, 665 West Jefferson Blvd., Los Angeles,
will be open to the public free of charge. L °

«*

27- Bureau (REGISTERED)
- Los Angeles
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Oakland 9 Calif

Dec - 4 - 1962

rf Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Director Of Federal Bureau -

Of Investigation

Washington, D. C.

Sir:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE "04-19-2010 BY 60322 iJCLP/ELJ/JN

M$^;

Having read your books on Communism and found
same very interesting* reading. So there' for I would like to

request from you information on The John Birch ^Society. Are
they Anti communists or not, as I have been ask to join them*
First HI wait to hear from you in this matter . as I am 100%
against communets or what they stand for. Thanking you for

your reply.

Yours truly

/a/
,

Mr Louis E Silva

470 - 37th Street

Oakland 9 Calif
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Full House for Crusader

el Leamington Talk

DR. FRED C. SCHWARZ AT HOTEL LEAMINGTON
: Communists obtained "great victory", in Cuban crisis

I .X

Dr. Fred C. Schwarz be-
lieves nh^^mrOTffifg^ob-
iained a "great victory" from
the Cuban crisis.

The colorful president of the
Christian Ant i-Communism
Crusade spoke to an overflow
audience of 600 in the Hotel
Leamington here last night.

Dr. Schwarz said that the
over-all Cuban victory was
won by the Communists be-
cause the United States seems
to have established a policy
which will allow the develop-
ment of Red nations through-
out Latin American just so
long as long-range missiles
and bombers are kept off their

territory.

TAKE-OVER PERIL
He declared during a twa-

hour lecture on the, lessons
of the Cuban crisis that Amer-
ica apparently will allow the
Communists to take over the
goyernments of South Ameri-
can countries and abolish per-
sonal liberties, fill up prisons
and concentration camps, ex-
propriate American property
without compensation, estab-
lish pacts with Russia and re-

ceive vast quantities of Com-
munist weapons.*
"Any country may do this

with impunity,*' Dr. Schwarz
emphasized. "The thing they
must not do is set up missile
and bomber bases with direct

military positions against the

United States. Is it any won-
der that Castroites through all

Latin America are jubilant?"

He said that the withdrawal
of missiles from Cuba by the
Russians is totally in accord
with the principles of Com-
munism. _ ^,***

The Austrialian physician-
turned - crusader explained
that the Communists plan to

take over the United States
without nuclear war T)y ex-

ternal encirclement and inter-

nal demoralization.
Dr. Schwarz characterized

the Cuban crisis as a Russian
test—timilar to the toothpick
test used by most housewives
to determine whether a cake
j.s done.
A straw or a toothpick is

pushed into the cake. If it

who cannot stage a strategic

retreat is unworthy of the

name Communist.* 1

He said that the retreat re-

versed world opinion on Khru-
shchev and gave him a reputa-

tion as" a man of peace.

"Khrushchev, not Castro,

created the Cuban crisis," Dr.
Schwarz stated. "He supplied

the missiles, the ships to carry
them, the technicians to in-

stall them and the troops to

guard them. Nevertheless,

when he removed them, he
'changed his image throughout
;the world."
* He said that even bitter

enemies of communism came
to believe that Khrushchev
was the main hope for the

security of mankind.

NIKITA'S LEAD
* Dr. Schwarz warned that

Krushchev is now ahead in

Latin America as a result of

the retreat because all atten-

tion has been diverted from

\&
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DR. FRED C. SCHWARZ AT HOTEL LEAMINGTON
' Communists obtained "great victoagkn Cuban crisis
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United States. Is it any won-

1

der that Castroites thromg^ll

Latin America are jubilM?"
He said that the withdlj^al

of missiles from Cuba by the

Russians is totally in accord

with the principles of Com-
munism. '

., .
^*^--^-~~-
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PLANS FOR U.S.

The Australian physician-

turned - crusader explained
that the Communists plan to

take over the United States

without nuclear war by ex-

ternal encirclement and inter-

nal demoralization.
Dr. Schwarz characterized

the Cuban crisis as a Russian

test—timilar to the toothpick

test used by most housewives
to determine whether a cake
is done.
A straw or a toothpick is

pushed into the cake. If it

emerges clean, the cake is

clone. Otherwise, it is put back
in the oven.

CAKE BAKED?
"The housewife uses some-

thing small because she

doesn't "want to spoil the

cake," he continued. "Cuba
was ideal for the Communists

to see if the American cake

was baked."
Dr. Schwarz emphasized

that if America had taken only

verbal action, the. Russians

would have concluded that the

United States was ready for

surrender and that the con-

quest could be consummated
in a brief period.

"The Communists received

their answer but it was not

the answer for which they had

hoped," he said. "The resolute

stand involving actions and

not mere words proved that

the American cake was by no

means baked."

HIS PREDICTION
Dr. Schwarz reported that

he had predicted the Russian

missile withdrawal because

"any Communist commander
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subject:

SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-43854)
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DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN
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Dr. FRED C. SCHWARZ
Executive Director
Christian Anti~ Communist Crusade
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau is a publication
entitled "News Letter" for November., 1962. Dr. FRED C.
SCHWARZ is listed as the editor, with the address Post Office
Box 890, Long Beach 1, California* Also enclosed for the
Bureau 1 s information is a self-addressed funds solicitation
envelope of the Christian Anti- Communist Crusade, listing
FRED SCHWARZ, M.D., as president This envelope indicates
annual membership is $10.00 per year; life membership is
$100.00 per year.

As the Bureau was previously advised/ Dr. SCHWARZ pM
will preside at an anticommunism rally on 12/11/62 at the
Shrine Auditorium in Los Angeles.
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PRACTICAL" SUGGESTIONS FOR EFFECTIVE ANTI-COMMUNISM ACTION

Place me on your mailing list to keep me informed.

I would like to become a member. Please enroll me for—

Annual Membership at $10.00 per year. Life Membership at $100.00.

Forward me information on how I can support a full time worker in a foreign land in the battle against

Communism for only $15.00 per month.

Please send me information on how to establish a neighborhood study group.

Study Group Manual $.50. D Meeting Manual $.50.

O Contribute $_

Name

. to Crusade International program.

Address

(Please Print)

Qty Zone State

^Communism is the Burning Issue of our time"
All gifts to the Christian Anti-Communism Crusade are Tax Deductible

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED" -

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

WRITE NAME OF BANK ON ABOVE LINE

CITY STATE
PAY TO TPF

OHM OF CHRISTIAN ANTI-COMMUNISM CRUSADE $-

DOLLARS

ST. ADDRESS

CITY, ZONE, STATE ACCOUNT NO. SIGNATURE
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NOVEMBER, 1962 DR. FRED C. SCHWARZ, EDITOR BOX 890, LONG BEACH 1, CALIF.

Why are the Russian Military Personnel in Cuba?
The following statements may appear contradictory, but I

am convinced that both are true;

L The Soviet military personnel are not in Cuba to launch

an attack on the United Spates*

2* The Soviet troops are in Cuba to fight for the conquest

of the United States*

These two statements are not contradictory because the

Communist plan for the conquest of the United States does not

require a military assault upon this country*
The Communist program for the conquest —

of America is not mysterious. It involves

neither' the conversion of the American

people to the doctrines of Communism nor

the defeat of America in an atomic, thermo-

nuclear war. Their real plan is expressed

""by- the formula, "Encirclement plus demora-
lization equals progressive surrender". The
official title given to this program is

co-existence.

Co-Existence

I am frequently asked the question, "Is

it possible to co-exist with ~Communism?"
The reply is obvious. "Yes, of course it is.

We are co-existing with the Communists
at this moment." This* question is similar

to the following one: "Is it possible, to

co-exist with cancer?" Again the answer

must be an affirmative one. Millions of

people throughout the world are co-existing

with cancer at this moment. Both of these

questions should be supplemented by the

following question: "For how long can this

co-existence continue?"

To the Communists co-existence is the

period, of progressive conquest without
thermo-nuclear destruction.

Encirclement
The encirclement is five-fold: Numerical,

military, economic, educational and psy-
chological. This encirclement is developing
with remarkable rapidity. The major Com-
munist offensives are being waged in Asia,

Africa and Latin America. It is important
that we understand their program for the
conquest of Latin America as an important
step in the encirclement of the United States.

The Method of

Communist Conquest

With very few exceptions the Communist
program of conquest in any country has
required the existence of a common border
with an established Communist country.

The two exceptions to this rule have been
Russia itself and Cuba. It is possible that

a third exception may be British Guiana.
If the Communists, successfully achieve this

goal, their standard method can then be
followed for the remainder of Latin

America.

Communist conquest is usually, the result

of the operation of internal revolutionary
forces which are supplied, disciplined, and
directed from outside. To supply these
internal forces with weapons and leader-

ship and to provide them with a secure
haven to which they can retreat if the
governmental forces press them too severely,

a common border with a Communist country
is needed. Thus, the basic arrangements
for conquest are:

1. Internal Communist-led revolutionary
forces.

2. An adjacent Communist base.

Internal Revolutionary Forces
The internal revolutionary forces have

already been recruited and are active in
most Latin American countries. The key
personnel in these forces is usually recruited
from the universities. These young Com-
munist intellectuals are trained and molded
into Communist leaders called "Cadres".
These fanatical Communist youths then
exploit the grievances and ambitions of
various segments of the community to
recruit a revolutionary force and lead it

against the established authorities. There
is no shortage of grievances which can be
used by these Communists to rally opposi-
tion throughout Latin America. Many of

the elements actively fighting in this

revolutionary force may be non-Com-
munist or even anti-Communist. They are

frequently unaware of - the Communist
character of their leadership.

The major problem facing the Inter-

national Communist Movement is:

1. How can these revolutionary forces be
supplied with the necessary weapons
and leadership?

2. How can they retain power once the
groups whom they have deceived
become disillusioned and hostile?

It is to provide the answer to these two
basic questions that the Communist troops
are in Cuba.

Venezuela and Brazil

Two of the Latin American Republics
considered ripe for conquest by the Com-
munists are Venezuela and Brazil. Should/
they be successful in these two countries,,

the consequences for all South and Central
America would be catastrophic. In both
countries they have recruited Communist-

*

led revolutionary forces which are in open
rebellion against constituted authority. There
are many grievances the Communist leaders
are exploiting very effectively. In Venezuela
revolution is chronic and recurrent. The
government has faced crisis after crisis. In
Brazil Communist-led guerrilla bands roam
the northeast countryside awaiting the day
of complete conquest. The great need for
both countries is a base of supply and
refuge lying across the border in an
adjacent country* '

(Continued on Page 2)
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(Continued from Page 1)

British Guiana

British Guiana is ideally located to serve
as a Soviet base of supply for the guerrilla

forces of both Venezuela and Brazil. Should
it come under complete Communist domi-
nation, it will represent an enormous
advance toward the Communist conquest
of both these countries.

Present Situation In

British Guiana

British Guiana may soon be added to

Cuba and Russia as a country conquered
by Communism without the necessity of a
Communist neighbor. Although no Com-
munist country presently borders British

Guiana, Cuba is not far away and may
fulfill this role.

Today, British Guiana remains a British

colony. It has internal self-rule but foreign
relations are controlled by the British
Government. A conference is presently
taking place in London to discuss the
granting of complete independence to British
Guiana. Foreign relations will become the
responsibility of^ the Government of British
Guiana once independence is granted.

Communist Power In

British Guiana

The present head of the British Guianese
government is Cheddi Jagan who has been
a Communist for many years. During his
student days in the United States, when
he studied at Howard and Northwest
Universities, he embraced Communism ideo-
logically and domestically. He married a
girl leader of the Young Communist League,
Janet Rosenberg. On returning to British
Guiana, they organized a political party
called the Peoples Progressive Party. Jagan
is leader of the party and prime minister
of British Guiana while Janet edits the
party newspaper, Thunder, and organizes
with ability and thoroughness. Both are
presently in London in the quest for
independence. Janet went to London via
Peking, China where she was the honored
guest of Mao Tse-tung.

The social force utilized by the Jagans
in their quest for political power has been
Indian racism. The population of British
Guiana is a mere half-million. Approxi-
mately fifty per , cent are of the Indian
race, forty per cent of the African race,
while the remaining 10 per cent are made
up of Europeans, chiefly * British and
Portuguese, Orientals and Amerindians.

Since Jagan is an Indian, he and his
party, the P.P.P,, have the instinctive

support of the majority of the Indian
population. These Indians are located mostly
in the country areas where they work in
the sugar and rice plantations.

The Africans instinctively support the
African political party, The People's
National Congress, and its leader, Forbes
Burnham. The significant fact is that Jagan
is a member of the international Com-
munist conspiracy while Burnham is non-
Communist.

A third political party led by a business-
man, Peter D'Aiguar, has garnered some
support among Indians, Negroes and Euro-
peans but his appeal is primarily to the
business community.

In 1953 Jagan was elected to limited

political power. He followed an extreme
policy of non-cooperation with the British

and revolutionary agitation which he later

classified as left-wing deviationism. The
British moved in troops, suspended the
constitution and expelled the Jagan govern-
ment. Jagan received his first practical
lesson concerning the real basis of political

power. This is expressed by the Chinese
Communist leader, Mao Tse-tung, in his

famous statement, "Political power grows
out of the mouth of a gun".

In 1957 elections were held under a new
constitution. Jagan was re-elected but this

time with an opposition, The Peoples
National Congress, led by Forbes Burnham.

In 1961 elections were held to select
a government which would receive inde-
pendence. Aware of the enormous stakes
at issue, the Christian Anti-Communism
Crusade worked hard to inform the people
of British Guiana of the tyrannical nature
and techniques of deception characteristic
of Communism. A great educational pro-
gram involving the entire country was
launched and continues up to the present

As a result of this election Jagan was
re-established in power with 20 seats in
a parliament of 35 seats. He received, how-
ever, only forty-two per cent of the votes.
Burnham's party received approximately
the same number of votes but elected only
11 members. The United Force had 4 seats.
It now seemed that Jagan had merely to
wait for independence and he would have
complete charge of the foreign relations of
British Guiana and could make any agree-
ment he wished with the Soviet Government.

Revolution

Events that transpired in February, 1962
again clearly showed that political power
grows out of the mouth of a gun. Jagan
and his government are located in the
major city of British Guiana, Georgetown.
The great majority of the citizens of
Georgetown are Negro and support Burn-
ham. Jagan introduced a harsh and
unpopular budget. Opposition to his budget
was immediate and united. Protests were
launched by the opposing political parties
and all segments of the community. The
trade unions called a general strike with
practically complete support "from the
people. Mass demonstrations took place
which turned into riots in which many
people were killed and the heart of
Georgetown was burned to the ground.
The besieged government of Cheddi Jagan
had to call upon military force to main-
tain itself in power. It called for British
troops who were landed and restrained
the violence of the mobs and sustained the
governmental authority of Jagan and his

party. Thus the role of the British troops
was reversed in 1962 from what it had
been in 1953.

The power of Jagan has been waning,
British troops are needed to protect him
from the hostile populace. His parliamentary
majority has shrunk to one. The minister
of Home Affairs, Mr, Rai, who is^ an
anti-Communist and challenged Jagans
nominee for presidency of the party has
been expelled.

It seems unusual that Jagan should be
clamoring for immediate independence in
this situation. He would lose the protection
of the British troops and in the event of
'future trouble with the African population
of Georgetown, he could not call upon them
for help. The quest for independence in
these circumstances might appear foolhardy.
Deeper consideration will show that

immediate independence could bring about
a great Communist victory. Its purpose
would be to transform British Guiana into

a Soviet base -to supply the Communist-led
guerrilla forces of Venezuela and Brazil.

There are two obvious hindrances to

achievement of this goal. They are:

1. The determination of the United States

to prevent the establishment of a
Communist stronghold in South
America.

2. The hostility of the people of George-
town.

He is confident he has the means at
hand to solve both of these problems.
America can be neutralized by a signature
on a military treaty with Russia. This
could be consummated with great rapidity.
Any intervention by the United States
could now be interpreted as military
intervention demanding the protection of
Russia. The cry that it would start the
third world war and that the missiles would
soon begin to fall would ring throughout
the land. .Arguments against American
intervention in Cuba would apply with
greater force against American intervention
in British Guiana. The military might of
the United States would be neutralized.

Jagan would still need protection against
the hostile population of Georgetown. He
is trying to train young Indian activists
for this purpose. A youth organization
which is much more openly Communistic
than the political party, The P.P.P., and
which is called The Peoples Youth Organi-
zation, The P.Y.O., has been formed. Many
of its leaders are receiving military training
in Cuba. If these are inadequate, an invita-
tion could bring adequate Russian forces
based in Cuba. Jagan could thus be pro-
tected, the Communist dictatorship estab-
lished, and the Soviet base set up.

The purpose of the Soviet troops in
Cuba should be obvious to all. It is difficult
to exaggerate its sinister significance. It

should stimulate every individual to con-
centrated study of the problem in the
effort to devise practical plans to avert
the imminent tragedy, Communist control
of Central and South America.

ftrifririlrttttM

Harry Bridges, San Mateo School replying
to challenge by Dr* Schwarz to debate*
Debate arranged for October 22* ,
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"Blessed are ye when men shall revile

you and persecute you and shall say all

manner of evil against you falsely."

Matt. 5:11.

The torrent of slander against the Chris-

tian Anti-Communism Crusade, the Schools

of Anti-Communism, and Dr. Fred Schwarz
has continued to flow fiercely. Originating

with the campaign of the Communists to

destroy those who were informing the

people of the true nature of the Communist
menace, the campaign of slander has

involved many people unassociated- with

Communism and even hostile to its

purposes.

©us Half

Gus Hall, leader of the American Com-

munist Party, boasts of the role played

by the Communist Party in the attack on

the Anti-Communists. In the April edition

of "Political Affairs", a theoretical organ

of the Communist Party U.S.A., he tells of

the concern of the Communists because of

the great success of the Southern California

School of Anti-Communism in August, 1961.

In his mind he identifies opposition to

Communism with Fascism. He writes:

"Communists, I'm proud to say, played

an important role in struggling to defend

democratic rights from this fascist-like

assault It started with our statement ten

months ago, that warned of this danger
and outlined a tactical approach for the

mobilization of the Democratic forces to

oppose this menace.

"At. first;, many, including progressives,

questioned the correctness of this tactical

approach. Today, many recognize it as an
important contribution in the defense of

democracy. It is not just because of this

statement but because the Communists of

the West Coast understood it, took it,

used it It was their guide and very
successful. And what happened was that

this tremendous effort by the ultra-Right

and the counter-action by the democratic
forces coincided, accidentally, with my
appearance on the West Coast."

Stanley Mosk

The Communists have always shown

remarkable skill in enlisting nbn-Commu'

nists in their cause. One man who has

played a key role in the campaign to

discredit the Schools of Anti-Communism

is Stanley Mosk, Attorney General of

California,

During the course of the first San
Francisco Bay Region School of Anti-

Communism held in the Oakland Civic

Auditorium, January 29 through February

2, 1962, Stanley Mosk, unleashed an
unprovoked attack on the school, its

sponsors and its faculty. He inferred

dishonest motivations by speaking of

"patriotism for profit" but failed to name
the individuals receiving the profit and
thereby cast suspicion on all the sponsors

and administrators of the school.

He was invited to make his charges

specific and was offered time on television

to do so but he did not clarify his charges

nor accept the opportunity of the proffered

T.V. appearance.

After the school had terminated, he

appeared on Television Station KTVU,
Oakland, California, Monday, February 5,

1962. You will remember that we reported

this talk in its entirety in our April News
Letter. That you might remember the

viciousness of his attack we quote from it:

". . . the Crusade ivas not a school but a

promotion . . . none of the alleged instruc-

tors have teaching credentials issued by the

State of California . . . That this is a pro-

motion is indicated by the fantastic economic

nature of the movement . . . For 90 days

following June 30, 1961 the so-called Crusade

took gross receipts in Los Angeles alone in

the sum of $311,253. It expended $96,496 in

rent, pay to its speakers, advertising, printing

and so forth, leaving a net profit of $214,757.

This is indeed big business; nearly a quarter

of a million dollars net in 90 days. At that

rate there would be a million dollars a year

in fust one city . . . No one is told, except

in generalities, what is happening to the

Oakland profits or to the $100,000 taken out

of Philadelphia; the $40,000 taken out of

Phoenix, and so on, city after city. No
wonder this whole movement has been called

'Patriotism for Profit.

"They tell us we are losing the Cold War
. . . The ' orators of the radical-right have

tried to pre-empt the term 'patriotism' . . .

Is it patriotic to demand that the Chief

Justice of the United States be impeached?
Is it patriotic to soio dissension by insisting

that some of the very highest leaders of the

United States are disloyal? Is it patriotic

to debase free and open debate by heckling

and shouting and hooting? Is it patriotic

to deride Democracy by calling it a perennial

fraud? Does this help America or hurt

America?

". . . Let us turn aside from these shrill-

voiced apostles of despair. The leading anti-

Communist is not to be found among them.
He is to be found in the White House. He
is the President of the United States of

America. Every President of the United
States."

Stanley Mosk's brief speech contains 16

distortions of the truth either by direct

misstatements or obvious inference. His

statement discussed two themes:

1. The finances of the Schools of Anti-
Communism.

2. The message of the Schools.

In each case he gave an inaccurate and
biased account.

Finances

Where his figures were taken from the

published audits of the Southern California

School -of Anti-Communism, they were

^accurate. His other figures were false. The
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Christian Anti-Communism Crusade i did not

take $100,000 out of Philadelphia. Many
of his other alleged financial facts are

equally incorrect. The books of the. Chris-

tian Anti-Communism Crusade have recently

been audited by both the Federal Govern-

ment and the State of California. This is

in addition to a regular annual audit by

a C.P.A. which is published.

The Message of the School

Mr. Mosk criticized things that were

never said or done at any School of Anti-

Communism we have conducted and inferred

that these were features of the school.

Every message given at the San Francisco

Bay Region School of Anti-Communism

was recorded and the following can be

easily proved.

1. It was never suggested that the Chief

Justice of the United States be
impeached.

2. It was never suggested that some of

the very highest leaders of the United

States are disloyal.

3. There was no heckling, shouting and
hooting to debase free and open debate.

4. Democracy was exalted and was not

called a perennial fraud*

The sad thing is that this slander was

effected not by a private citizen but by

the Attorney General of California. This

statement of the Attorney General has had

wide influence:

1. The Communist press seized upon it

and published its slanders widely.

2. Various groups hostile -to the Christian

Anti-Communism Crusade accepted the

statement uncritically and republished

it.

3. Accusations from it were included in

a speech in the U.S. Senate by
Senator S. Young of Ohio and became
part of the Congressional Record.

The results were:

1. It deceived many American citizens.

2. It gave comfort and aid to the forces

of Communism.

3. It caused grave damage to the repu-

tation and work of the Schools of

Anti-Communism.

4. It severely damaged my reputation

as Director of the Anti-Communism
School.

5. It debased the office of the Attorney
General of California to a vehicle for

slander and a comfort to Communism.

I do not know the mind or motives of

Stanley Mosk. I do not know why he

opposes so vehemently a program to teach

American Citizens the philosophy, morality,

organizational structure, tactics, and strategy

of Communism so that citizens may be

more effective in preserving freedom. I do

know he has spoken falsely and slander-

ously. Slander is a strange quality in the

custodian of justice.

(Continued on Page 4)
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16 SEPTEMBER, 1962 TWU EXPRESS

RIGHT WING
REVIVAL
Patriotism
For Profit

The statements of Stanley Mosk have given the enemy ammu'
nition which is much more effective than any Communism could
provide. Any statement by an Attorney General carries great pres-
tige* The number of organizations and individuals who have repeated
his false charges are myriad. As one example, the TWU EXPRESS,
official organ of the Transport Workers Union of America, in the
September edition features the charges of Mosk in a long article*
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of the articIc is '"^ Win9 Revival, Patriotism For
Profit . Under a photograph of me is the statement.

The Christian Century

One magazine that has been conducting
a vendetta against me for a number of
years is the Christian Century. They have
used all the techniques of slander including
outright falsehoods, half-truths, quotation
out of context, and guilt by association.
Their performance would, nauseate any
honest mind. Whenever afiy article critical
of the Crusade has appeared, they have
seized upon it and published any portion
they considered damaging. Their latest
vicious dishonesty appears in their issue
of October 10, 1962, when they state:

"In an effort to establish himself as a
responsible anti-Communist leader, Schwarz
cut whatever ties he may have had with
Robert Welch of the John Birch Society
and with the Minute Men. In answering
charges from 'liberals that the real danger
in America is from the right wing rather
than from Communism, he dismissed 'that
candy manufacturer from Boston and a
few men with guns' as 'insane and
ineffectual'."

The statement that I dismissed the candy
maker from Boston and a few men with
guns as insane and ineffectual is false. I

have frequently stated that I consider any-
one who equates the alleged right wing
danger with the obvious, enormous danger
of international Communism shows signs
of insanity.

The Commonweal

Time magazine, February 9, stated that
the opposition of the liberals to the Schools
of Anti-Communism and Dr. Fred Schwarz
is visceral. This is another way of stating
that it is irrational. This is the only way
I can account for the consistency with
which certain professedly liberal journals
betray every principle to which, they pro-
fess sincere devotion. One examole of this

SCHWARZ — California Attorney General Stanley Mosk charged him
with selling "patriotism for profits." Dr. Schwarz landed in the United
States with §10 in his pocket. Mosk charges that the Crusade headed
by Schwarz generates **a million dollars a year in just one city."

is the liberal Catholic journal, The* Com-
monweal In their August 10, edition, they
published an article on the School of Anti-
Communism held in Omaha, Nebraska. The
author is an unknown writer, Kenneth L.
Woodward, and the title of the article
is YOU CAN TRUST DR. FRED
SCHWARZ. The article

t
reeks with hos-

tility, innuendo and malicious falsehood.
The magazine published it without com-
ment. They did not * notify me that the
article was to appear. It was drawn to
my attention by a friend who read it. I

wrote a reply specifying the falsehoods.
My reply has not been printed by the
magazine. I have been informed that a
copy of my letter was sent to the author
for his rebuttal. If he is entitled to a copy
of my article in advance so that he can
rebut the charges, if possible, why was I

not granted the same privileges with his
article? The ways of some liberals are
certainly strange.

Senator Young

Senator Young of Ohio rushed into the

fray. I have never met Senator Young,

and I am in no position to judge his

motives. He gathered together a collection

of slanderous statements from hostile sources

and spewed them forth in one of the

most vicious defamatory speeches ever

made in the United States Senate. The
Times Picayune of New Orleans, Louisiana,

answered him in an editorial on August

31, 1962. Reproduced below.

To the editor of the Times Picayune,

I express my sincere thanks.

TIMES PICAYUNE

ANSWERS SEN. YOUNG

NEW ORLEANS, AUG. 31, 1962

Fred C. Schwarz has brought his Anti-

Communism crusade school to New York,
doubtless to the rage of intellectuals who
still see McCarthy-ites under every bed.

He handled himself very creditably on a
program which might well have been called

"Meet the prosecuting attorneys." How-
ever, the New York Times denies it, mis-

quoted him (as he implied) concerning

some inanity of a year ago.

Sen. Young (Democrat) of Ohio went
into a literal frenzy earlier in August over
an impending visit by Dr. Schwarz to

Cleveland. "Medicine man," "flamboyant
faker," "demagogue," "fascist-minded," were
some of the milder expressions he used in

a general attempt to brand the Schwarz
movement as a hate-stirrer, rouser of

"rabble," exponent of radicalism, hunter of

"witches," censor of books, etc., etc.

AH this without offering a shred of
evidence. If by now a considerable file of

material has not accumulated to bolster

attacks like the Young diatribe, and the
insinuations and innuendos that have begun
to "thicken in "liberal" writings, one must
Surmise Dr. Schwarz is just about the
quietest "hate-shouter" on record.

But if he wanted a model for this sort
of thing, he could not do worse than
follow the tone and tenor of Sen. Young's
intemperate, indiscriminate, envious, and
personal assault—possibly one of the most
libelous ever made under cloak of senatorial

immunity.
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The Voice of Truth and Friendship
While we are naturally concerned to

some degree by the effects of the cam-
paign of slander, we never lose sight of

the friends of truth and freedom who are
courageously speaking out. We are certain

that their views will finally drown the

sordid lies of the enemy. Typical of these

statements by friends are the following:

Congressman Walter Judd
No member of Congress has a more

honorable record in the battle against
Communism than Congressman Walter Judd
of Minnesota. One woman wrote to him
asking for his opinion of myself and our
work. I publish the following letter with
pride:

Jewish Friends

The following advertisement appeared in

the Los Angeles Reporter on Wednesday,
October 10. The newspaper itself has been
hostile to our work. A number of our
Jewish friends want to make their position
clear.

I express my -love and sincere congratu-
lations to the Jews Against Communism.
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American followers of

Schwarz)

In spite of organized hostility by some
leaders of Jewish organizations, I am
greatly encouraged by the growing number
of Jewish friends who are supporting our
work. Many of v these Jews have heard
the false and slanderous charges made
against us. They have investigated per-

sonally and discovered that the charges
are completely false and their indignation

against the deceivers has been shown in

friendship and support for our cause. The
following is a letter from a Jewish boy
who attended the Greater New York School
of Anti-Communism:
Dear Doctor Schwarz:

"After attending your most inspiring
school on Anti-Communism, and after hav-
ing been reawakened to the Communist

WALTWB H JUDO
trx Otrr

Congress of t&e WLnitzb States

Jlotitfe of Sepresfentatibeg

August 28, 1962

Mrs. H. C. Campbell
247 Christopher Street
Upper Montclair, New Jersey

Dear Mrs. Campbell:

I am sorry that I was in Minnesota when your letter came but I hope this
reply will not be too late for your purposes.

With respect to Dr. Schwara, I have seen him on several occasions in the
last decade or so and have participated in four of his so-called Schools
on Communism. I think he is the most astute student of Communism as a
disease of the human mind and of human behavior that I have known. I wish
I might have had time and opportunity to participate more in the Schools
where he has been trying under great difficulty and with great misrepresen-
tations and opposition to alert people to the malignant process that con-
tinues to spread in our own and other countries.

When stories came to my attention that there was something bad or unfavorable
about Dr. Schwarz, I tried my best to get some facts. I believe in the
American system of considering every man innocent until he's proved guilty.
Neither from our own Government agencies nor from any of those who have
passed on the smears about Dr. Schwarz have I been able to get any tangible
facts on which to base a judgment. It has been most disappointing to see
how many supposedly Christian leaders have engaged in the very sort of
character assassination which they denounced so vehemently when they were
accusing others, like Senator McCarthy, of that practice.

I have often asked the critics of Dr. Schwarz what they themselves had done
to help our people understand and combat more effectively the greatest
menace our country has ever faced.

Some have suggested that Dr. Schwarz did not offer anything constructive and
helpful to do about Communism. This is untrue. He consistently advocates
a deeper understanding of and dedication to the Christian religion and its
principles as the answer to Communism. That is quite an answer!

So, until or unless something factual is developed that is derogatory, I shall
continue to support Dr. Schwarz and his work, and hope he may be able to reach
more and more of our people, so many of whom are still slumbering as we drift
into greater and greater peril.

With very best wishes,

Sincerely voura i

''Walter H. Judd
'^

threat, I would like to thank you and your
organization for granting me a scholarship

to the school. You truly -gained a new
supporter.

"I am a Jew, and as a Jew, an orthodox
one, I am against Communism and atheism.

I feel it my duty to organize and found
an Anti-Communist organization based on
a Jewish theme for my Jewish brethren.

"I feel that we should, Jew and Christian,

join hand in hand to combat this menace
to our utmost.

"I would like your opinion regarding my
intentions of founding the 'Jewish Teens
for America* at our school. Our program
and aims are as follows:

"To study our American ideals, culture

and heritage and to learn how to protect it.

"To learn the systems of our government
and to keep ourselves informed on the

issues that back it

"To recognize the fact that Communism
is the most important issue and threat to
democracy today.
"To learn and help protect this country

from the Communist threat through ' edu-
cation and information,
"Our first rule of survival is—Know your

enemy. Our motto—Action without knowl-
edge breeds confusion and chaos.
"We have a set of immediate goals to

be attained. For example, the distribution
of Anti-Communist material, the display of
the U.S. flag in the classrooms and to
obtain a course in Communism will be
advocated.

"I am looking forward to your reply
and to your most esteemed and respectable
advice.

(Continued on Page 6)
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VOICE OF TRUTH AND FRIENDSHIP

(Continued from Page 5)

Catholic Friends

One of the most remarkable features of
the Communist campaign has been their
success in recruiting certain segments of
the Catholic Press. This is in no sense
typical of the point of view of most of
the leaders and members of the Catholic
faith. The letter from Father Charles Beal
brought warmth to my heart:

£$L (&nityxmt'% (ttiptrtlt

3641 Mary Street

Riverside, California

overland 3-0800

11 September 1962

Doctor Fred C. Schwarz
Christian AntI-Communism Crusade
124 East First Street
Long Beach, California

TAPE OF THE MONTH
The recommended tape of the

month I call "The Barroom Brawl/'
The Hungry I is a well known night club

in San Francisco. A radio program moder-
ated by Mr. Crane originates there each
weekday evening at 11:30 P.M. from this

night group. Listeners telephone in and
discuss various subjects with Mr. Crane.
He was very critical in his frequent dis-

cussions of the Christian Anti-Communism
Crusade and myself on these programs. It

was arranged that I would appear on his

program and answer questions. On my
arrival I was informed that he had also

invited Vincent Hallinan, infamous pro-
Communist propagandist and arrogant
blasphemer. When informed of this, I

knew I had been trapped into a brawl
which would be devoid of courtesy and
truth. The ensuing debate lived up to these

expectations. It was filled with vicious

personal attacks and counter attacks. This
tape recording gives a splendid illustration

of the techniques of a pro-Communist pro-
pagandist and also shows, I hope, methods
to effectively combat these forces.

At the San Francisco Hungry I, left to
right. Dr. Fred Schwarz, moderator Les
Crane,, and pro-Communist lawyer Vin-
cent Hallinan.

Those interested in securing a copy of

this tape may do so by writing.

CHRISTIAN
ANTI-COMMUNIST CRUSADE

P.O. Box 66422, Houston 6, Texas

Ask for Barroom Brawl Tape
PRICE: $5.00

Dear Doctor Schwarz,

It was and Is with tremendous joy that I read your
general communique, dated September 6, 1962, telling of
your unqualified success in Greater New Yorfc and of your
glad heart. Believe me, Doctor Schwarz, it made me so
happy to hear this, that upon finishing your report, or
rather the reading thereof, I just had to sit dowm immed-
iately and send these few words of heartfelt congratulations
and, above all, a prayer of thanksgiving to the Sacred
Heart of Jesus, for giving to you the opportunity to offer
to a puzzled people a truth which they thirst for, and a
goal which must, by it's very nature, emanate from "THE
DIVINE OFFICE" itself.

Indeed, you have a magnanimous talent as a public
speaker afire with truth and persuasion, and you are using
this sterling gift well. Please, Doctor Schwarz, continue
your splendid work* Many, many grateful people, particular-*
ly Christians, are on their knees in thanksgiving to God
for giving us someone like yourself to go forth and articulate
those truths which gladden the Halls of Heaven and silence
the Iron curtains of hell,

I have one regret, Doctor Schwarz, and it is this
I am a priest belonging to a religious Order obliging a
vow of poverty upon itTs members, and, therefore, I am un-
able to help you financially. I more than realize the
gargantuan financial burdens that rest upon your shoulders,
and I would so happily offer to you a million dollars were
it in my possession and permission to grant. I am sure
that you understand. However, may I ask you to please
accept my continued prayers each morning as I stand at an
altar begging God to bless your every work and your every
word.

Please do not feel obliged to make a reply to this
letter; it is not expected, believe me. Your time is at a
premium and can be used much more profitably than answering
this letter.

God bless you now and always, and grant to you and all
your zealous staff nothing except bright todays and beautiful
tomorrows.

Your grateful brother in Christ,

(Fr. Charles Behl, C.S.Sp.

)

Assistant Pastor

OFFICIAL COMMENDATION
Among the many brick bats we arc receiving, it is

good to receive an occasional bouquet from governmental
sources* Ambassador deLesseps S» Morrison, U*S* Rep-
resentative to the Organization of American States
referred to the work we have done in, British Guiana
in a speech at the 20th annual Institute on World
Affairs at San Diega State College, August 13* He said:
"Volunteer Anti-Communist groups such as Dr. Fred
Schwarz, Christian Anti-Communism Crusade made a
contribution to the downfall of Communism in British
Guiana/'

-tJUL.jqsrgjciH:?^ii *» .W.*-1«««*%*



> Meet the Press

Seldom has any event in my experience
generated such widespread interest and
enthusiasm as my appearance on the NBC
television program "Meet the Press"* A
flood of letters was received following this

program and I am human enough to be
glad that the overwhelming majority were
congratulatory. The producer of this pro-
gram is Mr, Lawrence Spivak, and I am
grateful* (o him for the invitation that
allowed me to speak to such a fine audience.

WALTER WINCHELL
Elation -was the natural reaction when I

read the following report on the program
by Walter Winchell:

THE T.V. SHOW OF
THE DECADE

The way Lawrence Spivak s "Meet The
Press" panel (including Mr. Spivak) were
demolished from start-to=finish Sunday eve'g

. . . The man-on-the-hot-seat was Red-
Fighter Dr. Fred Swartz ... He made
them all look like jurks ... He was articu-

late, confident, knowledgeable and backed
up everything he politely said in reply to

their needling ... He must have won over
many people who call Commy-detesters

"witch-hunters" ... I never met him—never
was impressed by his talks—never anythingl

. . . But I am no knocker of his-way-with-
a-fact . . . James Wechsler of the panel

(once an official for The, Young Com-
munist League which Dr. Swartz sports-

manlike didn't tell the viewers) went down
with dozens of hard facts on the jaw, nose
and stomach (Oooopppffff!) it was a delight

to witness . . . First time I ever saw
Spivak wearing a pained-expression. He
seemed in agony when (in reply to one
of his statements) Swartz calmly answered:
"The N.Y. Times which ran that inaccuracy
you just read apologized to me for it 3
months later" . . . Time mag's ex-press

editor (Clurman) now in charge of another
department, was a poor advertisement for

that newsmag . . . Doctor! Get that tape
and use it again, again, again and again
in the 50 States. Before they burn it.

N.Y. POST
One of the panelists on "Meet the Press"

was Mr. James Wechsler, editor of the

^New York Post. He challenged me to give

any example of cooperation between the

Christian Anti-Communism Crusade and the

Government of the United States. He was
seeking to establish that the worldwide

program of the Christian Anti-Communism

Crusade was in conflict with the objectives

of the foreign policy of this country. I

informed him that the United States Infor-

mation Agency had arranged for the trans-

lation of the book "You Can Trust the

Communists" into Korean and suggested

that the Christian Anti-Communism Crusade

should encourage the publication by pur-

chasing 3,000 copies for free distribution

to the Koreans in Japan. We readily

agreed to this project. Here is one of the

letters received from the Foreign Service

of the United States. (See letter on this

page,)

THE FOREIGN SERVICE
- * OF THE

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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U. S. INFORMATION SERVICH

American Embassy*

APO 301
San Francisco, California

October 10, 1962

Dear Doctor Schwarz:

I have for acknowledgement, two recent letters from you
and will refer to them in the order received, i.e., your
letter of September 26, enclosing a check for $12°0 to
Chungang Moonwha Sa, and your letter of September 10 (received
today), asking whether I had suggestions as to a method of
distributing in Japan to Koreans, the Korean translation of
your book "You Can Trust the Communists".

Your check has been delivered to Chungang Moonwha Sa
as well as your request that they send 100 copies of the
translation to you.

As to distributing the book in Japan, may I suggest
the following: the Government of the Republic of Korea has
an information office in Tokyo and is well acquainted with
the leading Koreans resident in Japan. In a recent conver-
sation with the Public Relations officer of the Ministry of
Public Information, I learned that they are most anxious to
have anti-communist books and publications for distribution
to these resident Koreans. Now it occurs to me that this
source may be only too willing to handle the distribution
of your book and would undoubtedly handle shipping costs of
the books from here to Tokyo. If this should meet with
your approval, kindly advise me by airmail and I will
ascertain whether the Ministry will accept the copies now
being held by the publisher for distribution in Japan.

Sincerely yours,

0£e. > 4< jhuAM^dL-
Lee M. Hunsaker
Book Translation Officer

Dr. Fred Schwarz,
President, Christian Anti-Communism Crusade,
P.O. Box 890,
12lt E. First St.,
Long Beach, California.

In reply to a question by Lawrence
Spivak, I stated that I had received a letter

of apology from the New York Times for
errors in the article which he quoted. The
following day Clifton Daniel, Assistant
Managing Editor of the New York Times,
denied that the apology had been for errors
and stated that it was only for delay in
answering my letter. The New York Post
accepted at face value the statement by
Mr. Daniel and wrote an editorial criticiz-

ing Walter Winchell To settle this dis-
pute, here is the letter of apology received
from the New York Times.

THE NEW YORK TIMES
August 22, 1961

Dear Dr. Schwarz:

The New York Times owes you an
apology. One of your friends and sup-
porters, John W. Wageman, 522 Valpa-
raiso Road, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, wrote
to us recently. It was not a very polite

letter, but in the course of it he said that
we had failed to answer a letter you had

written to us about the article on the St
Louis School of Anti-Communism by Cabell
Phillips that appeared in The New York
Times on April 30, 1961.
We made an investigation and discovered

that your letter was not, in fact, answered.
This was an oversight, because it is our
policy to reply to every reasonable letter

from a reader.

We investigated the inaccuracies that
you claim were made in Mr. Phillip s article,

and, indeed, there were a few minor factual
errors. We do not feel, however, that any
fundamental mistakes have been made or
that our readers have been in any way
seriously misled.
We regret the factual errors, and we

shall make every effort to see that they
are not repeated if we have occasion in
the future to write about your organization
and your activities.

Sincerely,

Clifton Daniel
Assistant Managing Editor

You may judge for yourself whether the
letter does apologize for factual errors. -
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OVERSEAS PROGRAMS-FAITH PLUS WORKS
INDIA - KERALA

ANDHRA
One of the objectives of the campaign

of slander is to deprive the Christian
Anti-Communism Crusade of the funds
needed to sustain its overseas workers. This
objective must be defeated at all costs.
In Andhra, India, the work continues. Mr.
Ch. Devanada Rao, President of the India
Christian Crusade writes:

"We are back in the city after a three-
week campaign in various villages including
jungle villages. Hundreds of the villages
have now fully realized the great danger
of Communism, and I am sure they will
now remain as strong anti-Communists.

"I am widely using the tapes I have
received in various big youth camps and
the response is gratifying. I am sorry to
tell you that every time I had to borrow
the tape recorder from a friend of mine,
I shall be grateful to you if you can
arrange funds for two tape recorders which
would be of immense help in our anti-

Communist work among the Christian Youth
and the University student bodies.

"Our boys in the ^home are well and
send their love to all."

Our family of underprivileged boys is

growing rapidly. These are some of the
children who will suffer physical and
spiritual hunger if the campaign of slander
to discredit the Christian Anti-Communism
Crusade is successful. One of these boys
may be fully supported for $10 each month.

Crisis— Kerala
The greatest victory yet recorded in the

Anti-Communism battle was the expulsion
of the elected Communist government from
Kerala, India. We have repeatedly referred
to the role played by Dr. George Thomas
and the freedom newspaper, THE VOICE
OF KERALA, in this victory. Kerala is

now facing another crisis. A coalition
government without Communists replaced
the Communist regime. This coalition has

Christian Boys* Home* Ready for Breakfast

now collapsed and an early election appears
possible. It will be tragic if the Communists
are re-elected and they are working
feverishly for this purpose. Dr. K. George
Thomas is presently in America outlining

the need and seeking support for an increase

in circulation and effectiveness of the news-
paper, THE VOICE OF KERALA. The
rotary press is now operating but is hungry
for large supplies of newsprint which cost

money. The whole operation is facing a
crisis and an additional sum of $22,000 is

desperately needed. Can we respond to this

challenge and enable Dr. Thomas to return

to India and -use his full energy in the

battle for freedom?

Spanish Literature^
Few things are equal to the effectiveness

of Anti-Communism literature in Spanish,
One illustration of this is the following

CONCLUSION
It would be dishonest to deny that the campaign launched by the

Communists to destroy the support of the Christian Anti-Communism
Crusade was

^
successful. It has succeeded in making the issue of Anti-

Communism "Controversial" and thus causing many people to wash their
hands of the entire struggle. This success in neutralizing many of the
natural enemies of Communism has affected the support given to the
Schools of Anti-Communism. The last three Anti-Communism Schools
conducted in New York City, San Mateo, California, and Cleveland, Ohio
have suffered from greatly reduced attendances and greatly reduced
financial support. These three schools ran at a loss. This imposes heavier
responsibility on individuals with courage, conviction, and devotion to
freedom. They must make even greater sacrifices, and we must concentrate
on winning individuals one by one. Those who have borne a heavy
financial burden in the past must continue to bear it until victory is in
sight. As the Communist encirclement comes closer, our sacrificial devotion
must increase. One measure of this is the willingness to .give financially.
I am confident that you will enable our needs to be met.

As the storm rages, we may experience inner peace that comes with
the knowledge of duty done and the confidence that God is with us.
May the peace that passeth all understanding promised by our Lord, be
yours these days.

Yours very sincerely,

Qp&oL' /JtAtA***^.

. -jl*Lj*5j&aa*c.«^^^^jAiga^>agfeAajbA, *.^gj^jUy-4^,*l&&*£^L

letter:

"My dear Sir:

"I have received the 5,000 Spanish Anti-
Communism books. They are being passed
out in key areas of Puerto Rico, said areas

being in the heart of Communist propa-
ganda areas, as a counter move against

local Reds.
"The children .just love them; Teenagers,

and even old men. The farmers up in the

hills love them. Without any question they
are providing to be a source of worry to

local Communists, yet things are not too
good in Puerto Rico. In another letter I

will send you a report on conditions in

Puerto Rico.

"I want to let you know how well the

books «ire being received by the people
of Puerto Rico, and above all to thank
you for sending the above. Your organiza-
tion is the only Anti-Communist organiza-
tion in the U.S.A. that has been willing

to help us save Puerto Rico from falling

into Red hands.
"Sir, I am sure you know how grateful

I, and many others are, for the outstanding
aid you 'have given us in Puerto Rico.
God bless you and your organization."

STREAM OF REQUESTS
Our mail is filled with requests from

individuals all around the world seeking
help in their efforts to stem the tide of
Communism in their own land. Many of

these people are truly devoted and their

projects very worthwhile. Such dedicated
people are the most effective Anti-Com-
munist instruments conceivable. It is tragic

when shortage of funds forces us to turn
a deaf ear to their pleas.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
James D, Colbert, Long Beach, California
E. L» Doom, Long Beach, California
R* E. Sackett, Waterloo, Iowa
F+ C. Schwarz, MJD., Sydney, Australia
J* Sluis, M.D«, San Francisco, California
W* P. Strube, Jr», Houston, Texas
G, W* Westcott, MX>., Ypsiland, Michigan

AUDITORS
Ernst and Ernst, Los Angeles, California
Brown, Lloyd and Stevenson,

Alhambra, Calif.

li°.l%%^£z£s:
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OPTIONAL fORM NO. 10

UNITED STATES GOVERNtfl

Memorandum
Mr. A # H^/B^jLfttOffTTO

FROM

subject:

Mr. W. C. Sullivan

JAMBS/^SOLBBRT
SAN DIEGIV CALIFORNIA

•

date: 1-22-63

ALL DIFOBHATIOI COHTAIHED
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/i

Mr. Colbert called me ;,this afternoon to follow up on.
a telegram whic h was sent yesterday inviting me to give a lecture
before a group of citizens in San Diego, California. I told him
it was very thoughtful of him to extend this invitation to me
but that a reply had already gone forth from the Director
declining the invitation.

RECOMMENDATION :

For your information.

yZ-Fe J
o / a

o

1 - Mr; Belmont ,

1 - Mr. Sullivan :

1 - Mr. M.A.Jones

5 8JW311963

*** -f
» JAN 25 .1963
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DATE 04-19-2010 BY 6032)2 UCLP/PLJ/JN

FBI, Los Angeles
|

Date: l/3l/63
I

Transmit the following in

AIR TEL
Via

(Type in plain text or code)

AIR MAIL
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

T\

J

\:

&~X

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI

PROM: SAC, LOS ANGELES (94-1114) (RV^

SUBJECT: CHANGED:
DR. FRED C ^SCHWARZ
"Long Beach, California
RESEARCH (CORRESPONDENCE AND TOURS )

Buded 2-4-63

M,Re Bureau airtel 1-23-63, captioned ^FRED^CHWARTZ , Long
Beach, California, RESEARCH (CORRESPONDENCE AND TOURS) . ''

The title is being marked changed to reflect correct
spelling of SCHWARZ.

Dr. FRED C. SCHWARZ, Executive Director of Christian
Anti-Communist Crusade, 124 East First Street, Long Beach, .Cali-
fornia, telephonically contacted at his request through Crusade
Office upon his return from "Australia 1-30-63.

Receipt of telegram of 1-22-63 'acknowledged and SCHWARZ
advised that pressure of official business precludes Assistant
Director WILLIAM C. SULLIVAN from participating in San Diego
lectures.

SCHWARZ expressed appreciation for acknowledgment of
telegram and explained telegram to. Assistant Director SULLIVAN
sent at his suggestion by Dr. JAMES COLBERT, a Crusade assopiate
who is organizing San Diego lectures for February. SCHWARZ,Vf*
commented that a number of prominent San Diego people have agreed
to participate and his office is hopeful that U. S. Senator, THOMAS
DODD will appear on one of the programs during the series.

/60- 1/43L03&-

!3Q

3j - Bureau (AIR MAIL)
i* - Los Angeles

(l - 62-4580 Christian
Anti-Communist Crusade)

(5)

6^p

JMC : dcb/gmw

f-zYV^ir

!7S8f

Sent

ial Agent in Charge

2*7?
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ALL INFORPIATION COMTAIHED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JH

936 Box Butte Ave.

,

Alliance, Nebr.
Jan. 28, "63.

J. Edgar Hoover.
Director Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington
D.C.

Dear Sir: Thank you Mr. Hoover for the information you have given
us in your'book'Masters Of Deciet. " I am in a club that is deeply
interisted in keeping America free.

Will you be free to express yourself on the
following questions?

Who is supporting Dr. Fred Schw-arz^ (financially)?

What is your opinion on Dr. Schwarz book? "You
Can Trust the Communists'* (to be Communists)" Please realize
my deep appreciation for any information that will be of help in our
study group -

Very truly Yours,

Mrs. Fletcher

#;

/«. /"f-i SUn^S.
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'February 4, 1963

Mrs. N. Mftetcher^Jx.
936 Box Butte l^yenue ^
Alliance, Nebraska

Pear Mrs, Fletcher:

-DATE? 5,4^9-2010 'BY. OT3'2 2. UCL'P /f' {. £/ Jf*

"11

op

mo
o-

rn
'

>•;

*» fH
m

; ; Your letter of January 2&th has been received, and I
want to thank you |or your considerate remarks about my book; ;

-

•"BflSEterg of Deceit. '!
" • V^V' ,: - J- "*•- :

--
/0 *'"' -" :i ^ : --'•"'--

?"
: ^ Witli respect to your inqiftries> the Ffclis striMy<an

Juys®stigative agency of the:.F^ral'OH^r^ent tu^ii^it&er makes Vf;

evaluations nor draws ;Cpnclusionsfa's to the character or integrity of;

a^organizatioELi publication *br individual. In vie\v of the foregoing,

1 1Jinunable to comment in the manner, you, requested:: I am sure you
Tagfl understand my position".;: '. //? :>j ;. "V- '/Or /-; -/ V :i

•/.-•

•; •
J

;•:- ".X'ani encl<Jsingjsoi»;e inaterial whicfc I hope you an^";
3

the members of your club'will find of interest"Xhu might;also Msh/"
to read my latest book, '!A Study of Conimuni$m,>V copies of whicti l

may befeuhd to^your local public library- -
; , .

"-},
;

-

'•"'•'-
~ >• '" :-'' " ' ' :

'.
'

-

"_-•" '^in^erely:yours^
:'^

: \ rM\ .'
;..

TO.Oo
•2C

.

"if

mums®- -...;

^Bnclosures"(S) :
,

'i
y
.'.^'-j^m

m

**o -

>#
err

r; •*

Tolsbn i.

Casper

Callahan' JL

Conrad j
DeLoach _
Evans' i

Gaie
Rosen

:-Kig

Christianity.Encounters Cpmmunism ..« i -.v.-";
"i';

.

^nism-'Saneiy! y^Or//^.^?H^^J ,':'^^r-'i'/.:
v : \, A

m^i:—__,' Do You Really Understand ConimUnis^?;>i ' a ' -^^"^/'V-^k^J"'^"'-^' ,/''.''''

St=— -DeadlyWf^-,,. -.,>/,' S/^^'^^W^S.MlW,.V , V ;:

• ThBgeHj-^sit eoffiittiunlst Threat ..".= "
' ' ;,

• -r:_. .'" ,-'.r^' '..'-,'' ':'.'

NOTE:, Correspondent is not identifiable In^MfSsOV '•

"
:

v
-
•':

"c, ?j
=„-—Z^ .RMW:d1p*(3) M^> ./:.', -\ /I . '",

-.vj; : ., .-
' < /:\-J^^^^^i-

Trotter

Tele. @6fcm

Holme:

Gandy »£*̂ TELETYPE tUNITiitC—1

".\. '•.,-_•
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Nelliston, New York "
' - "'-^i^K-micussiFijn). .

DearMrS. Fonda; •_•';• '--"•;*--:-;
^ ;

.
- ',;

'-''': :y'-'' * '".,>'•"
..= <:

;•''

'••f.^

> Your letter postmarked March 9th ha£ been „
-

..received. ';.".'„ r "'
.'./.._

*"'"-
'.''-S' >-';.•/' * ..::C- V, .•''*,".-."' :

--"''

vV.'
:

-- :y^" ';;,.. Although I would like to be of assistance/ I ;;.

have made it a policy not to commfnt on publications other *

than those prepared by this Bureau or me; I am sure; you?
wiUiuiderstand my position hi this regard/' ;

''' :-": ? f ^

. . ; , I
Enclosed is soine material! trust you. Willi- "~l

,> iihd Of; interest. ^You may also wish to read my books, t .

a
*

T

-•'^'l^as^s oit/D^i^t'^d'^A Stoidy of Communism*>1The •;
:

;

;

; former concerns the nature of communist activity and f > :;

' the latter traces the origih and development of communism ;
}:

throughout the world. These books 'should be available at
, ;\.*

your local library. >.'.•'•/"-.
">*:'v :V "''.

."•'•V

'•'.'"'' ^ -'

v>

;

CD

TO*Oo

\ .
v ' ix

:
; MAILED a>,

V Tolson

Belmont .

v

Mohr
Casper _
Callahan

" Conrad _
' DeLoach
Evans -_

Gale —L
Rosen _
Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

*

" V.' .:

:

:

-
:
Sineer<ely yours, '- •>, ;

-v
:

,\;
A

"V-
^
^

EriQlbsures (5) ; , , ,
t 7}/£?*'.*C -\h/^^J^^-

:fj^l ;
deadly Duel r ;l':"; ".

"'""-

\'M': 'rV '; '• V-V/X-'
^

^CommurilsixLand ^e Knowledge to Combat It '
.' - *

v ; \ \ r

Current Communist Threag y3 3 +
^s W4 ^3 \ : f

V\ :

'\^Jj^^'/
y] '^

'

An AmericaTi rs Challenge
v

^ :

"; /,
\ ' ', f^.^ ^

'

- uro viiWV** * '"^H '

'

j^, y i - ,

' •' * '
*.-. ' - - ^ _-• /;-, v.- ^'/-^ t

NPTEf Bufiles contain ia^aflfifc®S*§Sfi8fiable with Mrs. iRichaS
Fonda.

* \ r *

JSL^r^p^^
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

Arnold Lane
Nelllston, N.Y;Federal Beaurait* Of* Investigation

Washington f D.6.1

Mr* J. Edgar Hoovdr:

Dear »Sxr;

My husband and I have been deeply impressed by a book -gj

entitled "You ©an Trust The Communists To Be Communists". ^
We would lij&e to encourage others to read it but a few pages

jj

made us ajleetion the authors intention. The author being a

Dr. FredrTfc to/arts, the book v/as published by Prentice Hall,

Inc. EngLewood Cliffs, N7J.

* We would appreciate your opinion of this book or at

least the knowledge that it isn't a communist publication.

-*Z?6r#-t*-^&<>>->

S* r
y >y

/OOr 5*0 2.0 3 &r9&

<&
*

""» JS«H I f>°
"*'

'# ,j6C€t&9-M&£Clfi«

*• 7

teMWKWcs tuanawz^LBj is&aeMSgi* /

I
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OPTIONAL »FORM NO. TO

/ # •> UNITED STATES GOVEjPmENT

Memorandum
TO

M

subject:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-402036)

SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-43854)

Dr. PRED CpSCHWARZ
Executive Director
Christian Anticommunist Crusade
CENTRAL RESEARCH MATTER

Mr. Callahan »,

Mr. Conrad^ I

}iMw^eLo^jA^/|o3
Mr. Evans.

Mr. Gale.

/

On this date I received- a form^type letter
PRED SCHWARZ, stating that a fund-raising banquet wi1
held on June 10, 1963* in the Hollywood Palladium to secure
funds in connection with anticomnranist literature for Latin-

v American project. » ,

-

*£ ^ As the Bureau is aware, Dr. FREDERICK CHARLES
SCHWARZ\i*s Executive Director of the Christian Anticommunist
C^&ad^ipid has held so-called anticommunism schools at various
poi-nts ildbthe country.

s? %Tsr. SCHWARZ r s letter to me attached literature con^
cerri^ng this

t
fund-raising effort and also a sponsor card. The

letter requested that I be added to the sponsors of this meeting.

tion as
the FBI
sponsor
edgment

Bureau,
for the

It is obvious that SCHWARZ is trying to use my posi-
Special Agent in Charge o£ the Los Angeles Office of
in connection wi^h^hisl project. Therefore, the;*?
form is not beihg returned to SCHWARZ and no acknowl-
is being made of the form-type letter received. „;

ini-h*

This is being furnished .for the information of the
and no further action is being taken, UACB. Enclosed
Bureau x b information is the above-mentioned literature,

ALL INFORMATION COHTAIHED

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

?2/- Bureau
^L - Los

HA0:slb
(3)

v<8* *$

4p *"/£?<
3-
.(REGISTERED) X,

5 5 may 2iUp
<&
&



^/A|| COMMUNIST LITERATURE FOQ LATIN AMERICA PROJECT'

SPONSORED HfApCAL CITIZENS' COMMITTEE^,
IN ASSOCIATION WiTH THS^RISTIAN ANJJ-CCM^^
FRED SCHWARZ, M.D.

DIRECTOR

-/?

HOUYWOOD„PAl_lADIUM^62T5SUNSET->BLVD.^
"" """HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA

7:30 RM. MONDAY

MAILING ADDRESS

JUNE 10,1963

124 E. 1ST STREET JLONjB JEACH^CALIfORNIA,

April 30, 1963

Dear Mr, Simon:

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

It is unnecessary to stress the unfortunate consequences for every business-

man should the Communist objective of world conquest be attained.

The somber truth is that the Communists continue to progress towards that

objective.

Past and present programs designed to defeat the Communist plans* consist-

ing essentially of military and economic measures, have proved inadequate.

New measures must be devised.

The, root cause of Communism is a set of delusional ideas that, once embedded
in a susceptible mind, transform the afflicted individual into a willing instru-

ment of deceit and slavery. It is the student intellectual who is most suscep-

tible to these false ideas.

The false doctrines and methods of Communism have been exposed in the

book, "You Can Trust the Communists (To Be Communists)". This book is

being translated and published in Portuguese for the people of Brazil. The
United States Information Agency has cooperated in this project. The prob-

lem is to secure wide distribution.

A fund-raising banquet will be held on June 10, in the Hollywood Palladium to

secure funds to make a copy of this book and other effective anti-Communism
literature available to the students of Brazil. It is hoped to extend this pro-

gram to all Latin America. We are recruiting a cqmmittee of sponsors for

this event. No financial obligation is assumed by such sponsorship, but we
hope sponsors will attend the banquet, if possible, and encourage others to

attend.

May I have the honor of adding your name to the growing list of concerned

American citizens sponsoring this event?

I enclose a preliminary brochure and sponsor card and hope for an immediate
favorable reply.

/jj Yours very sincerely

FCS:ed ^^^^^J^Ji&f Sdifcarz, M.D
DiqfectGr

1SNCLOS

SEARCHED..

SERIALIZED.

JNDEXED

.

-FILED.

MAY 10 1963
FBI— LOS ANGELES

L

,EV-a ~



• •A'WIS AND PURPOSES
. .;,

Communism is evil It comes to power through deception. Fidel Castro came to power by deceiving the freedom-loving'

people of Cuba, He did not reveal he was a communist until he consolidated his power over them, He now imposes, by

force, his control over the Cuban people, This pattern of conquest by deception will continue throughout Latin America

unless the evil nature of communism is exposed, Our objective is tcreach every literate citizen of Latin America with lit-

erature exposing communism's iniquitous character, We need {100,000 to initiate the first steps of this urgent project, The

committee is hopeful that this amount can be raised through the banquet on June 10 at the Hollywood Palladium, Tickets

are 150 per person, They may be ordered, or reservations made by mail or phone, There is a Reservation or Ticket Order

Form in this brochure for your convenience, You may use it or telephone HE 7-0941. Personalized tables for parties of

10, 11 or 12 can be arranged, Please sponsor or arrange such a party if possible and help in this vital cause. In any case,

please make every effort to attend, There are those of you who wish to assist in this important project by selling tickets,

We will provide you with one ticket free of charge for every five tickets you sell, This Anti-Communist Literature for

Latin America program is enhanced by having the active cooperation of the United States Information Agency,

UNTOLD MILLIONS ARE STILL UNTOLD! HELP SAVE LATIN AMERICA

KEEP FREE BY GIVING FREELY!

YOU AND WE TOGETHER CAN MAKE THIS VITAL OUTREACH A REALITY

ANTI-COMMUNIST LITERATURE FOR III AMERICA BANQUET

A Fund-Raising Dinner -$50 Donation Per Person

~\\ot foknl Income Taxfwpom)

7:30 P.M.

MONDAY, JUNE 10, 1963 -HOLLYWOOD PALLADIUM 6215 SUNSET BLVD., HOLLYWOOD

PROGRAM

DR. FRED SCHWARZ and OTHER AUTHORITIES PLUS HOLLYWOOD PERSONALITIES

THE CITIZEN'S SPONSORING COMMITTEE

FredC, Schwarz, M.D.,

Director

James D, Colbert,

Assoc. Director

Leon Ames

Mrs, Fred Avery

W, F. Avey

John E, Bannock

Cruz G. Barrios'

G, H.Bell

Mr, 4Mrs, Harold W, Bell

Frances Bellman

DonaldR.BelviUe, M.D.

V

Mrs, Leo Bcnzini

William Berg

R, J. Berryman

William CBIdlack

Harvey J. Blerman

M. J. BInckley

D. C. Bird ,

Lawrence M, Bjornslad

Arnold Blackburn

Mrs. Deon Botighton

W, L. Bora

Win, Brashcars, D.D.S.

Walter Brennan

Mrs. Max Brenner

Stratford Brossard

Eleanor M, Brown

Helen Brown

Robert E, Brown

Robert L. Brown '

Ruby R, Brown

/ George S.Bnehler, M.D.

Fritz K.Burns

Louis B. Byram

Mrs. Sylvan R.Byrd

Judy Canova

Galen Chamberlain

Rev, Larry Christenson
,

Clarence Clnkel

Robert E.Clark

Mrs. A, V.Cook

Herb Cooper

Dos Cortum, M.D.

Lt, K. J, Culllnane

Mac Daly

Donald J. Davis

Nancy Davis

Grace Day

Don De Fore
,

Tirzo Del Junco, M.D.

Prof. Tom Devlne

J. H. Dodd

Ella Doom

Frank E.Dowler

Mrs. James E. Dully

Gilbert Durand

Max J. Durham

Virgil Dwyer

JohnCEagan.M.D,

Marie Edgmon

Rev. Waldo Elllckson

Mrs. Mildred Elliott

CalvlnR.Elrod.M.D.

Charles V.Eskridge

Mrs. Paul H. Esslinger

Dale Evans

Richard F.Evans

Raymond N, Flelschman,

Robert L, Forbes

WHliamE.Fort, Jr.,Ph.D.

Mr. &Mrs. Patrick J. Frawley, Jr.

Robert £, Freeman

Nolan Frizzelle

Mrs, Jack H.Froud

Mrs, Russell Fudge

Robert W.Fulwlder

Elsie Futrello

Helen Gabriel

L, C. Gallagher

Frederick H. Gardner

W.CGathas.Jr.

Robert A, Geier

Roger CGlsler

John J, Golden

Lowell J, Grabau

Coleen Gray

Rev. Edward W.Greenfield

John G, Grenek

William Gronberg

B. E, Gwartney

James C, Haggard

Dr,& Mrs, Leland J, Hansen

Mrs, Wayne W.Hansen

Faye Hanson

Robert M. Harrison

Selina Harrison

Eugene E. Hastings

Karin L. Hastings

Norton Hathaway

Mr. 4 Mrs. Thomas H. Herren

Dr.lMrs.H.ZaneHewilt

Kathleen Hill

E, B, Hinshaw

Mrs, Louis B. Hoffmann

Harold D.Holden

George M. Hollenback, D.D.S.

Mrs, Lois J. Holmes

TheronO. Honeycutt

Donald I. Huddlestcn

Georgia Humphrey

Charles L, Hunt

Roberto, Hunter

Frank Y, Hutchison

A. D, Ingram

J, L. Jackson, Brig. Gen.

Louis J . Jacobson

G, Keith Janes

Ray C. Jensen

Fordyce Johnson, M.D,

Victor Jory

Herbert Judson, M,D,

Ruth Kardashlan

Rev, Dean Kerns

Joseph P, Kesler

M.F.KIllian

Ron Kinsman

Mrs. Donald Kintner

Leila Klrkendall

Walter Knott

TedJ.Krae

JohnF, Kudrna

Mrs, Margaret P. Kunce

'Mrs. F. G. Landom

Dr. James G, Law

Dr. k Mrs. Henry E. Lestmann

EdLorr

TedW.Lundberg

Daniel A, Lundy

JohnW.McFadden

E. L. McGrath

Warren S.McNear

Grace Ann Maclndoe

Walter Maclndoe

Robert E.MacLean

Mrs, Deanna Manning

Mickey Manning

Dolly Darlene Martin

Charles B.Mayer

NialD, Meadows

Jack Mealer

R, H, Meleney

Marge Menefee

RabblMaxJ.Merrltt

Harold E.Michael

A, L, Miller

John O.Miller

Ned David Miller, M.D,

Marion Miller

Paul Miller

Harry L.Milllgan .

Bob Mock

Frances Morehart

Louis S. Morgan, M.D,

James Morrison

H.W.Muckenthaler

Rev, Norbert C. Mueller

H, Myers

B, L, Needham

Stewart E, Nestor

Kenneth W, Nielsen

C.B.Iles

Lloyd Nolan

Helen M.Nooney

Mrs, John F.Normonly

E. P, O'Callahan

AlonzoY.Olsen.M.D,

Mrs, G. Lawrence Ott

James K, Pace

Pearl A, Parsley

Mrs, Peggy Pearce

Mr.RufusB.Pcarce

Robert H.Peirce

C. A. Peterson

Clayton R, Peterson

Rev, H. Lester Peterson

Dr.&Mrs. E.M.Pettis

Donald R, Poole

Mrs. Dale Porter

Ted Price

Nancee Rabcnberg

Leland Radichel

Ron Rankin

Ronald Reagan

Paul J. Reed

Robert G, Reese

Mrs. Henry Rempt

Lois M, Reynolds

Tex Sitter

Mrs, Owen Roberson

W.C.Robinettc

Dr, & Mrs, Frank A. Rogers

Roy Rogers

Cesar Romero

Terrell L. Root, D,D.S.

Mr, & Mrs, Henry Salvatori

Mrs, Margaret Sargent

Al Saunders

PaulSaylor

JohnG.Schmitz

BertJ. Schut

R, E. Scrlbner

Mr. & Mrs, Gerald Secord

Harriet CShadforth

N, Eugene Shafcr

Col. EdmondF. Shaheen

E, L, Sharp

Jack E, Shields

PaulM, Shumway

Mrs, Opal Simon

BUI T. Smith

Ledger Smith

Ralph E, Smith

JOIN NOW! HELP BUILD THE CITIZEN'S SPONSORING COMMITTEE TO 1000 MEMBERS

HHMkt Literature for Lai America Banquet • ice: 124 E, 1st Street, Lone Beach, California • Pta: lick 7-0941

Mrs, Walter Weber

CeliaWellman

Roger Wells

Frank H, White

L, O, Whitesidcs

Dr.&Mrs.R. E. Whittier

Darold Wilson

Mrs. Francis H. Wise

Mrs, Donald

Rev. ErlingH. Wold

Richard C, Wolf

Robert Wonnell

Ruth M.Wood

E, M, Woods
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OBJECTIVE FOR 1963- ANTI-COMMUNIST LITERATURE nil is DDCLASSIFED

FOR ALL LATIN AMERICA DATE 04rl9-

One urgent need in Latin America is for literature exposing the true nature of

Communism, The student in class in p

iisEOTore ror lqiio Mienco frojs

rive looDeranon ur ik United States]

focerpfs From tapoffllence Befiveen IIJJ1 1 h Grumb

^
in words and images suitable to the

guese and the price must be low enough t

One book suitable for this purpose is "You

Can Trust the Communists (to be Commu-

nists)" by Dr. Fred Schwarz, The United

States Information Agency has stated that

this is one of the best books to reveal the

true nature of Communism to readers in for-

eign countries,

The Christian Anti-Communism Crusade is

actively working to make this book and other

, anti-Communist literature available in Latin

America,

This project has the active cooperation and

support of the Administration as shown on

the opposite page by the correspondence be-

tween the U.S.LA. and the C.A.C.C,

This agency of the United States Govern-

ment has arranged for the translation and

publication of "You Can Trust the Com-

munists" in a number of languages i

has sought the cooperation of the Christian

Anti-Communism Crusade to subsidize the

which is the goal of Communism,

reader, It must be in Spanish or Portu-

place it within reach of all,

A group of concerned, patriotic and Ameri-

can citizens are sponsoring a fund-raising

banquet to support this program, The banquet

will be held at the Palladium in Hollywood

at 7:30 p.m. on Monday, June 10, 1963. The

price is S50 per person, of which $40,50 ii

deductible on your Federal income tax. It is

the hope of the committee that $100,000 can

be received through the dinner to initiate

the first steps toward realizing the objective,

The objective is to secure sufficient funds

to reach every literate citizen of Latin America

with literature exposing the true nature and

purposes of Communism. The committee of

sponsors is nonpc"
'

There are no specific responsibilities incurred

by being a sponsor, however we would hope

that the sponsor could attend the banquet

and encourage others to attend.

It would be an honor to the other sponsors

if you would join us in sponsoring this ban-

EiiliiitistLiterature For Latin America Banquet • Office: 1241. 1st Street, Long Beach, Califprnia « Phone: HEmlock 7-0941

iltegsjaJL^ ,
v',y '

,
—-

—

—

RESERVATION OR TICKET

(tickets may be ordered or reservations made by mail or phone)

Inclosed is my ctek'or money order for {~-.— Please send

.ticket/s @ $50. to the ANTI-COMMUNIST LITERATURE
""

Hollywood Palladium, at

:30 pi, June Id, 1363, Tickets will be mailed in advance of Die Banquet

f order is received in time,

JiE-
Please Print

1HL JON JTATL

Jm check or money order payable to the Christian Anti-Communism Crusade, Inc., which is

tie servicing organization for the Sponsoring Committee and is a non-profit tax deductible

ionization, If you cannot attend hut wish to assist in this urgent project we will be happy

o receive your additional tax-deductible contribution,

la

he

munist literature to students and citizens of Latin America.

NAME

PHONE-

Bniil is the greet prise in latin America on which the

Communists have focused hngkg eyes and for which they

arewdkg with unfaltering zed,

They will succeed in Mr purpose i\ they are able to deceive

the freedom-loving people of Mil ad keep them name

of the true character, methods and objectives of Communism,

Within Brazil the greatest Communist effort is directed to

the deception and recruitment of the University students,

literature for every University student in Brail In fact, we

plan to reach every student in Hin America, Success in this

objective will deliver a devastating blow at the whole Com-

munist plan,

fe need your cooperation, I cordially invite you to the Anti-

Communist literature for Latin America Banquet at the

Hollywood hMum m Monday, ]une 10, W p,m,

flmt invite others who are concerned about the Communist

danger and anxious to play a part in their defeat, Use your

phone and urge others to attend,

this is 2«f opportunity for service, It is better to light one

cardie thmlo wsethe darkest.

?lmcome,

fred$chwm,M,d,

Dear Mr, Junes:

I was moot happy to receive your letter and have seat it to the publisher*

Prentice-Hall for their action, I hope the publication can be expedited

to that the book it available in Portuguese very soon,

I am not quite clear on the arrangements you suggest, At I understand

it, the Crusade would pay for 3,000 copies of the book as soon as It is

published, I assume we will payjheUst price of 48 cents, This would

mean a sunj of $1200. 1 find this arrangement eminently satisfactory,

I would be willing to make a partial payment 'of this amount in advance,

I thank you for your interest and will endeavor to consummate the publi-

cation as soon as possible,

Yours very sincerely,

Fred Schwarz

President

Christian Anti-Communism Crusade

mm mmmmmmm —
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ALL INFORMATION COHTAIHED
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

SPONSOR'S FORM

I agree to be a sponsor of the fund-raising banquet to enable
the Christian Anti-Communism Crusade to provide anti-Com-
munist literature to students and citizens of Latin America

NAME-

ADDRESS-

^ PHONE

.*

/<?t?—}Sa<S&36
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Tolson _
Belmont _

Mohr

Casper

Callahan .

Conrad

DeLoach .

Evans

Gale

Rosen
Sullivan ' -
Tavel

Trotter

Tele. R.

Holmes
Gandy .

^ j^o-t-fO^X
<fy

September ?0, 1963

<V
\4

Mrs, Christopher Magee
3035-Dividing£reekc:Djfeea

^araso|a^jriQrid^:33580

ALL IIJFORMATIGH CONTAINED
'

HEREIN .13 DECLASSIFIED

DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JH

Dear Mrs./iMagee:

"~~l5e^ncernTwhich prompted you to write is appreciated.

our letter of September 16th has been received and ~ii

CD

With regard to your specific inquiries, the FBI, beingH-f
an investigative agency of the Federal Government, neither makes z
evaluations nor draws conclusions as to the character or integrity of
any organization, publication or individual* I trust you will fully
understand my position.

"

In view .of your interest, and that of your husband, in
fighting communism, I am enclosing publications concerning this
subject, some of which contain suggestions about how citizens can
help to defeat this conspiracy.

20 oom mo no

o f^o
1

C=3
TOm
j> COo
«_ 4T
3C vnO -o
y*oo CT3X UJ

MAILED. 31' •

SEP 2 01963

Sincerely yours,

& Edgar Hoover,

JTohn Edgar Hoover
Director

Enclosures (5)

FBI Jurisdiction Does Not Cover Making Evaluations
Communist Illusion and Democratic Reality
Deadly Duel *

The Communist 5arty Line
The .Current Communist Threat- % ^ *** &< *~ -

; RMW:ngf (3) (See note next page)

iv/

«^#>
/•.' f

1^
*OCT2.19E

MAIL ROOM 1 TELETYPE UNIT

y
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Mrs* Christopher Magee

NOTE: No record of correspondent as Mrs. Christopher or
Louise A. Magee. "Project Alert" is the name given to
various study groups of civic minded individuals in numerous
cities throughout the U.S. who are studying communism. These
groups are sometimes named "Operation Alert, " the original

organization having been established in Pensacola, Florida, by.
a Reserve Naval officer. We" have had cordial correspondence
with different members of these groups and have afforded them
Bureau reprint material. Dr. Fred Schwarz is well known *t©
the Bureau. ,.'"..'.._

,. _

'.'

-2 -
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3035 Dividing Creek Drive
_ Sarasota, Florida 33580
"""
Sept5tBS5?"TFrT983

Mr* J* Edgar Hoover, Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation
Department of Justice
Constitution Avenue and Tenth Street NW. AIL hfoimatioi cohtaihed
Washington, D.C. herein is unclassified

DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

Dear Mr, Hoover: Ai—

«

!

There is a group called^^Project Alert" /active in this area.

It terms itself anti-CommunisTr-S^

Is this a Communist front organization, a non- Communist organi-

zation out to undermine the United States, a group of well meaning
Americans which does more harm than good, or a group which is corr

rectly oriented and which a thoughtful American would do well to

join and support? In other words, should we who love our country

try to eradicate it, ignore it, or aid it?

Among the recommended reading of this organizatfo^ is You Can

Trust the Communists (to be Communists) by Dr. EgftCSfltlgaaa^ This

man gave a series of lectures in this state two or three years ago

under the title of the Christian Anti- Communism Crusade. His book

and tape recordings of his lectures were included in the social

studies curriculum of some of the public high schools of Florida

at that time and I presume that they still are.,

I Is Dr. Schwarz a crackpot, or does he really know what he is

1 talking about? Is his book authoritative? Would we do well to

pass our copy along to some one else when we are through with it,

or would it be better squelched whenever possible?

My husband and I would truly like to combat Communism and furt her

Democracy, but are afraid of becoming unwitting tools of the Com-

munist Party by rushMg into something before we know all about it.

Any information you can give us will be appreciated.

Sincerely,

Louise A. Magee
(Mrs. Christopher Magee)

AC - ^ 338

CP^ V
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^" ^ J@0 ,l/0 ?LQl>£M December 13, 1983
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED

v DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN
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Ho
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Honorable John €•

Wilton, Connecticut

Bear Mr. Bonaldson:

Your letter of December 9th has been received.

With respect to your inquiry, the FH being an
investigative agency of the Federal Government neither makes
evaluations nor draws conclusions as to the character or
integrity of any organization, publication or individual. Therefore,

I trust you will understand why I am not in a position to comment
along the lines you have suggested.

(

go
oo
-rco

crj

interest.

D EC t 31963

1 am enclosing literature which 1 hope will be of

Sincerely yours,

0. Edgac Hoovec

C0MM#gJ

fef
Tolson

Belmont -^-

Mohr

Casper

Callahan —
Conrad

DeLoach
Evans

Gale
Rosen
Sullivan

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room
Holmes
Gandy

Enclosures (5)

1 - New Haven - Enclosure
"Keys T® Freedom"
Let's Fight Communism Sanely!

Counterintelligence Activities

LEIB^Introductipn April, 1961':-'

4-17-62 InternM/SeCurity Statement

•.
r"i» *>.

NOTE: Noxfeogatorv4nformation appears in Bufiles concerning

Donaldson.
JLBr;£ FreolSchwarz is well known to Bureau files.

-: * ~ Si ? ^

Vr

MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT
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TRUE COPY

State of Connecticut

General Assembly Committee on Finance,

Representative John C. Donaldson Chairman
Box 311

Wilton, Connecticut

ILL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

Mr. Edgar Hoover
F. B. I.

Washington D. C.

Dear Mr. Hoover.

I have read very carefully Dr. Fred Schwarz

booklet on "Communism America's fleflbrtal Enemy TT Before

distributing it among a few of my questional freinds, I should

like to ask you if the information contained therein with regard

to "Hawaii" is this authentic?

Have you any Suggestions?

Sincerely

John C. Donaldson

Dec 9 - 1963

^<&?
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Februarys, 1964

Mrs. E. L?
5014 Manker
InBiatStpoHs,

fowell

Itreet

Indiana 46227

mo

CD |
Ho

O

Je

ALL INFOPJIATION COWTAIHED ... .
-- •

HEBEiN
t
,I3

:

''UHCLA35IFIED .,' - "'

DATE ,04r 19-2'010 BY 60322, UCL.P/PLJ/JII

Dear Mrs.,

\\ I received the copy of the letter dated January 27,

1964, with enclosure, addressed to an editor from you and your
husband on which you asked me to comment.

OS"

t-O

CO

Although I would like to be of service to you, the

FBI being an investigative agency of the Federal Government neither

makes evaluations nor draw£ conclusions as to the character or
integrity of any organization, publication or individual. Therefore,
I trust you will understand why I am not in a position to comment along the

lines you have suggested.

Sincerely yours,

.

Tolson _
Belmont _

Mohr

Casper

Callahan .

Conrad __

DeLoach .

Evans

Gale
Rosen
Sullivan _

Tavel

Trotter

Tele. Room .

Holmes Ll

Gandy _____

ft. Edgar Hoover

John Edgar Hoover
Director

NOTE: Bufiles contain no information identifiable with correspondent. The
Indianapolis Civil Liberties Union appears to be a branch of the American .

Civil Liberties Union which has not been investigated by ttie Bureau.

DTPrjf (3)

ik 1119W

i£iJi4S8"0Sc5MS

qf\
MAIL ROOM TELETYPE UNIT
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ALL INFORMATION COHTAIHED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

501U Hanker St.
Indianapolis, Indiana
January 27 > 196U

To the Editor?
* ° f

.

- &
We haW both used the testimony of Dr. Schwarz in Social Studies

classes. We have been told because of the I. 0. L U. protest that we
must "be careful" about using Dr. Schwar2 f s hame or material as we
now prepare to help out student gain an understanding of this great *

threat to our freedom.

We do not feel that using this material, which is donated' by
various organisations, has made us or out students "emotional radicals"
as Dr. Schwarz has been called. We have other material from ihe American
legion and organisations interested in furthering our knowledge of this
system*

If some Social Studies teachers hav0 asked to have it withdrawn by
inferring they -think it makes them "dupes or naive", then they must not
have read it at all* The fehree laws of communism are explained as well/ ai

how we may stop it!

It was also because of the I. C. Lu U. that the last anti«comrnimist
school was a "financial failure" as they,made it necessary io withdraw; sale
of tickets since it was held in the World War Memorial Building. At the
first anti~communist school .held here in 195>1, our School Board sane- /

-

tioned the Social Studies teachers attending and on a paid tlekeWflfl- ^Q^^b
Why;flo we now change when we are jt;st beginning.to make progress? —--:um : ^ ""

-iflEC 55
It seems toat the critics of this material are loq^bg for a *

lie in th^haystack"' and should find- another cause «$*&' pdrsue.

k

iff'

FEB 4 1£

that we^know what the I.G.L.U. is against, it woi^jd be interesting""!"
:iW wjtelit the organization is fori . :

.
:
. C .

• •

..

/7bh*ette&AJ ; Howell

p'i
\\y

Mr. and Mrs. ,E... L» ...

L/

.^4r ~ pi
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v
Hughes said the letter was

"unsatisfactory?* and that his

group is not going to let the

matter drop.
*

4-

. \ By MABJGE CREAKIER

Special interest groups who want tp distribute

material to the Indiana public schools will have to .get

the approval of the General Education Commission
T

*in

the future, State :Supt. William E, Wilson said, today,

- He ; refused, however, «tb

comment on the ' distribu-

tion of 'a controversial anti-

Commu'ni^t pamphlet which

got*the approval of his de-

partment .«ven though he

had not read it. - „

He- said his final word, on

J^mV^HugTies' ot&Xa|iaJ&
Qfvil Liberties Union, whfp
&ted**th'e*^ais'triDu£ibn, sayin;

% was a "threat to academj

'The phamphlet, giving the

testimony of Dr. Fred Schwarz
beforerthe House un-American
Activities ;

Committee in 1957,

was distributed by the Indiana

Department- of the Veterans of

Foreign Wars in , ;
Npvember^

1968, witli' a -covering letter oi

piraise from1 -Wilson's DeparU
ment of Public* Instruction. * 1

Schw'arz, ,a physician from
'Australia, is head offhe Chris-

tian Anti-Communist Crusade,

which ha^epiMucfetWchools
all overlie country, incl

one h$Je last year -which

a financial failure.

J
HE PAMPHLET is

d, "Will you Uve'in free

dom to celebrate Independent

s|yr
t \

^hgreply, in Mfet^et¥elow
is,- ''NoTlfm^s your .children

and their educators quit swaW
lowing whole the false, sugar-

coated one-sided description of

vicious communism supplied by
dedicated Communist sympa-
thizers."

Among t^s^^slonrWii|on
to withdraw his endorsenidnt

•of - th$T viewpoint were isocjal

stutffes- teachers, whose petitpn

said this headline and answer

iifplled that American ^ach-
ellwand pupils are "eith£#aupes

or lm^edibly nar

, HUGHES, IN a .letter dated

Dec. 27, 'said that, by stressing

the*work of one author, the de-

partment had undermined its

own policy of presenting as a

unit a broad range of Ameri-

can political" opinion on com-
munism. ;

Hughes asked Wilson to

withdraw his endorsement of

the Schwarz testimony and to

state publicly that the depart-

ment would not again "be party

to the efforts of any private

group to determine what is to

?be taught in the schools- of In-

diana."

In- his reply to Hughes, dated

Jan. 17 and released to the

press today, ,Wilson makes no

mention of the Schwarz pam-
phlet. I

THE LETTEK, in its entire-

ty, reads:

"The bulletin, 'Te acting
about Communism,' released

by this department during De-

cember, 1963, and tfoe 'Guide-

lines* prepared by the joint

committee of the NationalEdu-
cation Association J and the
American Legion were dis*

tributed Ho' all- schools in the*

state - and" are -the .basis f6r
teaching about communism.

"The Indiana State Commit-

tee for
fl

the revision -of the so-

cial studies are (sic) now pre-

paring a program of studies

from Grades 1 through ;2. Evi-

dently, they will recommend
continuing these two bulletins

in their final plan which will

be presented to the General

Commission. 'I
jhope you Will

withhold final judgment until

this report is submitted to the

commission for consideration."

, HUGHES SAID liis commit-

tee would work with the state

organization of social studies

teachers, which is also protest-

ing the pamphlet, "to get some-

thing from him a little more
definite than that.

"It certainly was unsatis-

factory. He "led us to expect

more tha'n that. T^e will prob^

ably ask for a conference with

.him."

ILL INFORMATION C0HTA1MED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DJkH 04-19-2010 BY 60322 &CLP/PLJ/JN
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Tolson __

Belmont _

Mohr

Casper

Callahan .

Conrad

DeLoach .

Evans

Gale
Rosen
Sullivan _

Tavel

Trotter _

%

Mrs. Noble-E.f^anner_
1440 South Santa.Fa.

Vista, California-

Pear Mrs, Tanner:

h 4, 1964

f-J

Your letter, with enclosure ~was received on
March 2nd and I "want to thank you for your kind remarks
concerning "Masters of Deceit." You may also wish to refer

to my latest book, "A Study of Communism1* This book con-

tains an analysis of international communist practices and
contrasts totalitarian methods with life in a free country*

This book may be available at your local library*

Although I would like to be of service, the FBI
being an investigative agency of the Federal Government, neither^
makes evaluations nor draws conclusions as to the character% *°

integrity of any organization, publication or individual. fovi^W -f

of the foregoing, I am sure you will understand why it is notH~» %_ j
possible for me to comment in the manner you requested. £p 1£>,•_.$.

Sincerely yours, *"
-o

'

'

, %
0, Kf@ffi Hcfotfer

*
UEiuns

MAR- 41964

COMMfSl

AtJ
4
*
A?~

John Edgar Hoover
Director _ pb^

&~

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bureau files. Her enclosure^

fl*fta$ ai^-addressed, stampp$ envelope which is being usedfffpr this reply.

CorresponcMh#§eq^^^ concerningl^r^Fred^ his '

schools about communism. T Pr„ Schwarz is well loio^mlb ffie^Kireau as are

gMsn^M>bls. Correspondent further requested information concerning

Tele. Room
Holmes
and]

^sl Holmes 7^-^ f 1

iffc^Ss^Oa^radjaof TRumanial Princess Caradja escaped from Rumania
and makes tours of this country giving anti-communist speeches. She has

not been investigated by this Bureau.
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ILL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN 1440 So. Santa Fe

Vista, California
February 17, 1963

Mr, J.Edgar Hoover
Director Federal Bureau Ofl Investigation

Washington, D.C.

Dear Mr. Hoover:

Know&ig how valuable your time is, but trusting you and your department

completely leads to direct this inquiry to you.

*re has been much discussion in this vicinity regarding a "Dr." Fred
^

- Dutoj^2i and his Schools about Communism. This man sounds very convin-

"cTng an^earnest . And as you are well. aware Mr. Wft3«ch and his John

Birch organization ase active in their efforts to save us from the

dreaded yoke of Communism.

CAN I0U ELSASE TELL MB IF, THE83 GR0UR3 ABE HONEST AND HELPFUL IN THEIR

EFFORTS TO AID AMERICAN^! THEIR FIGHT TO STAY FREE?

At this point I don't even feel I can trust my own judgement and I am

turning to you because of my confidence in your sincerity. Noi;one could

write such a book as "Masters of Deceit" and not be for a Free America!

Sincerely,

Mrs. Noble (frances) Tanner

F.S. And have you ever heard of "Prince ss"6aradja of Rumania?

A 4

e MAR SL«196fl

MiicJfitoiiBi

!i^7
A1
^m
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TO

subject:

f7

date: 4/21/64

'
; -OPTlpNAL FORM NO. (0, ' ^
; ,</ MAY 1962 EDITION ' ^X
J.

GSA GEN. REG. NO. 27 ^^^ X

^C%ITED-STAIES-G.©VERNMENT L____.

*' 'Memorandum
DIRECTOR, FBI (100-402036)

SAC, WF0 (100-39465) -R^"

' o
DR. FREDERICK CHARLES SCHWARZ
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CHRISTIAN ANTI-COMMUNISM CRUSADE
INFORMATION CONCERNING
(oo:LA)

ReBulet to WFO 9/8/61, captioned "DR. FREDERICK
CHARLES SCHWARZ, Executive Director, Christian Anti-„
Communis*. Crusade, Box 890, Long Beach, California,
CentralTTtesearch Matter"; WFOlet 10/17/61 (cc to LA).

Enclosed for the Bureau and Los Angeles are
five and two copies respectively of a LHM concerning
current activities of SCHWARZ and the Christian Anti-
Communism Crusade (GACC) in the Washington, D. C,, area.
Also enclosed for Bureau is one copy of a four-page brochure
dated 3/23/64, announcing the Washington, D. C, School
of Anti-Communism, 6/15 - 19/64, to be held at the Inter-
national Inn, Washington, D. C, by the CACC.

/j

ALL IHF0RMATI0I COHTAIHED
HEREDI 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE Q4-40-2QL0 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

The informant mentioned isf
contacted by SAl .4/7,9/64/

b6
b7C
b7D

£_2-Bureau (EUc 6)
^2-Los Angeles (Enc 2) (RM)
2-WF0 . ..--*«
(1 - 100-39671) (CACC)

V

LEW:ecs
(6).

\

e f^pR S» 1964
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In Reply, Please Refer to

File No.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

ILL INFORMATION COHTAIHED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

WASHINGTON ^B.C. 20535

April 21, 1964

DR. FREDERICK CHARLES SCHWARZ
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
CHRISTIAN ANTI-COMMUNISM CRUSADE

The April 3, 1964, edition of the American University
"Eagle," a newspaper published at the American Univeristy,
Washington, D. C, contained an article announcing Frederick
Charles Schwarz, Founder and Director of the Christian
Anti-Communism Crusade (CACC) , would speak at the Second
Junior Class Speakers Forum on the evening of April 6,
1964,

The April 8, 1964, edition of the American University
"Eagle" contained an article which indicated Schwarz spoke
before an unusually small crowd. In his speech, Schwarz
recommended education in communist theory for all age levels.
He indicated his campaign is to awaken Americans to the
dangers of communism and provide the individual citizen
with a role in this struggle.

The April 7, 1964, edition of "The Washington Post"
newspaper, published in Washington, D.,C # , contained an
advertisement of a free lecture on "The Present Communist
Strategy for Conquest of the U.S.A. » by Dr. Fred C. Schwarz,
President of the CACC, at the Marriott Motor Hotel, Twin
Bridges, Washington, D. C, oh the evening of April 7, 1964.
The advertisement indicated Dr. Schwarz would also discuss
plans for a Washington seminar on anti-communism and a tape
recording of a debate between Lee Harvey Oswald and a group
of anti-communists in New Orleans would be played.

A news item in the April 6, 1964, issue of ,fThe
Evening Star" newspaper, published in Washington, D. C,
announced Dr. Fred C. Schwarz opened his "Christian Anti-*
Communism Crusade" in Washington, D. C » that date. The
article indicated .he would hold a meeting aj/ the Marriott^
Motor Hotel on the evening of April 7, 19§^. The program \tould
consist of a brief appearance by Herber1a@hilbrick^ who^ ^2
infiltrated the Communist Party for the FBI} an introduction
by Dr. Schwarz 1 assistant, Dr. Joo^^luiz of San Francisco;
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DR. FREDERICK CHARLES SCHWARZ
*

a half-hour lecture by Dr. Schwarz, and playing a tape
of a radio program in New Orleans in which Lee Harvey
Oswald took part.

On April 7, 1964, a source who has furnished
reliable information in the past, advised about 400 to
450 people, all of the white race, and all apparently
well-to-do and well educated, attended the meeting of the
Christian Anti-Communism Crusade at the Marriott Motor
Hotel, on April 7, 1964, ******* > s- .* *>

The meeting was opened by ftavfejftfenes, age about
twenty-five to thirty years, who, afteTrT|in^r6ductory
remarks introduced a clergyman named Dr^ferowry (full nam
unknown). Dr. Lowry gave the invocat ion', affer„which
Jones introduced Herbert Philbrick, who spoke for .about
five to eight minutes. Philbrick*s talk was basically
an eulogy on General Douglas MacArthur. He then intro-
duced Dr. Frederick C. Schwarz, President of the CACC.

Dr. Schwarz first introduced Mrs . Per^^e^sta

,

wealthy socialite who was in the audience, ScSara*then
said Philbrick was to be dean of a school to be held in
the International Inn in Washington, D. C, from June 15,
1964, to June 19, 1964, B&Wsl*J»*iBJ**36J

Schwarz spoke about the grand design of the
communist conquest of the United States. LiteraLture
was available at the meeting and his speech was substantially
what was in the literature. Schwarz said there had been
a change in the tatics of the communists and he was conducting
a class to educate people on how to recognize the new tatics.

Schwarz then discussed Lee Harvey Oswald, the accused
assassin of President Kennedy, saying it was not true Oswald .

was a "madman" who committed the act on the spur. of the
moment. Schwarz then played a tape recording of a radio
broadcast on station WDSU in New Orleans, Louisiana, in
which Oswald debated with some anti-communists.

The source stated this appeared to be the same
tape which had been mentioned in the newspapers since the
assassination of President Kennedy,

-2-
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D% FREDERICK CHARLES SCHWARZ ,

Schwarz said the tape demonstrated Oswald knew
what he was doing and demonstrated the new methods of the
communists to disrupt the country and attack the right
wing, Schwarz said Oswald!,s actions were basically against
the "right" and if Oswald had not been caught, the "right"
would have. had to hide. '

Schwarz said he intends to educate North and South
America on the new methods of communism and said he was
preparing multi-language books for this purpose, Schwarz
said that he was supposed to be the fair-haired boy of the
"right," and he guessed he was because he believes in what
they do. Schwarz said he is supposed, to be interested in
money, and it was true he needed money, not dimes and quarters,
either. *

Source advised there were no disturbances at the
meeting, and moving pictures were taken of the meeting
for the first ten or fifteen minutes. Schwarz had a group
of young men around him, who kept things going, .performing
such tasks as distributing collection envelopes.

A Xerox copy of the news letter of the CACC, dated
March, 1964, which was distributed at the meeting, is attached
to this memorandum.

Also distributed at this meeting was a brochure
announcing the Washington, D* C, School of Anti-Communism,
June 15 * 19, X964, at the International Inn, Washington,
D, C. Also distributed were printed envelopes, with blank
check forms attached, soliciting paid memberships, contributions,
and orders for publications of Schwarz*. The envelopes
indxcated the CACO's international office is located at
Post Office Box 890, Long Beach, 1, California,, and the
organizationthas been granted tax exemption as an educational
and religious organization*

A news item in the April 8, 1964 issue of "The
Washington Post" newspaper, published in Washington, D. C.,
reported that more than 350 persons attended the meeting on

^ -.^ .
The article stated Schwarz 1 anti-communism school,held June 15 - 19, 1964, hopes to offer scholarships to

*M»3M
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500 preachers i teachers, and university students to
"give us an army for freedom in the ideological war*"
The article states Schwaxz received a standing ovation
when he finished his hour and a half oration.

This document contains neither
recommendations nor conclusions of
the FBL It is the proporty of
the FBI and is jtoaned to your agency;
it and its contents are not to Jbe
distributed outside your agency.
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The Communists have left no doubt concerning their assurance that Communism will

prevail within the United States. They have shouted it from thousands of platforms; writ-
ten it in thousands of books, magazin.es, newspapers arid pamphlets; and calmly stated it
in intimate conversation to American statesmen. The big question remains, "How do theCommunists propose to conquer this country?" It is one thing to have a doctrine that

1 Vlat +he operation of historic forces will assure Communist victory, and it is an-
other to have a detailed program to assist these historic forces. The Communists have both.

METHODS THE COMMUNISTS
HAVE DISCARDED

To reveal the Communist plan
clearly, we must clear the ground
of some general misconceptions
concerning possible methods of
Communist conquest. The Com-
munists do not propose any of the
following:

1) The defeat of the United
States in thermonuclear war.

2) The seizure of power by a
violent revolutionary coup under
Communist leadership. Note: This
statement should be qualified by
noting that the Chinese Commun-
ists do advocate such a program,
and it is the rejection of this pro-
gram by the Russian and American
Communists which has led the Chi-
nese Communists to apply the
scornful term "Revisionist" to
them.

3) Election of a majority of
Communist and pro-Communist
candidates in a national, constitu-
tional election.

THE CHOSEN WAY— SURRENDER
Communism expects to corner to power by the surrender of the con-

stitutions forces within the United States. This surrender is to be progres-
sive rather than dramatic, and even its final act may appear as a simpleaccommodation to the realities of international power so that most people
will oe unaware tnat surrender has actually taken place. The function ofthe American Communist Party will be to exercise administrative power
atrer this accommodation has been reached.

fices other end? so thai socialism will
have conditions of peace in which to
build. But this approach infers thai in
order to have peace, the Soviet Union
must lessen its fight against U.S*. im-
perialism, must soften up on exposing
racism,^ must withhold aid from national
liberation movements or must even sac-
rifice the interests of other socialist
countries. This idea is both completely
erroneous and highly dangerous.

PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE
The formula of Communist conquest

may be expressed, "External encircle-
ment, plus internal demoralization,
equals progressive surrender" The name-
given to this formula by the Commun-
ists iss "Peaceful Coexistence/' The Com-
munists define peaceful coexistence as a
dynamic program of conquest without
thermonuclear destruction. Gus Hall,
leader of the American Communist
Party, states this clearly in Political
Affairs for December, 1^63:
"Some honest people believe tliat the

importance of peaceful coexistense lies

in the need of tlte socialist world for
peace in order to become stronger. That
is, they consider it a policy tliat sacri>

"This approach distorts what is ac-
tually a policy of struggle into a policy
of appeasement. Moreover, there is

nothing in the events of the past ten
years to give any substance to such in-

ferences. On the contrary, the Soviet— r-»w. r»-y, m~w»- Union has consistency waged a vigor-
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oas and effeedveistruggle against U.S.
imperialism, and has at the same time
consistently pursued a policy of peace-
ful coexistence.

"The Soviet Union has made its mili-
tary and nuclear power a shield of
protection for other socialist countries
and for the newly-libcrated countries
whenever these have been threatened
with imperialist attack This shield of
protection has provided a powerful
stimulus to the struggle against colonial
oppression. To this must be added the

economic and technical aid to the new
countries, socialist and nonsocialist —
aid which has given them a degree of
independence that has enaoled tliem to

inflict repeated defeats on the imperialist

powers. These actions have been a
vital part of the struggle, for peace.

It is clear, therefore, that there is

no contradiction between peaceful co-

existence an/I socialism. On the con-

trary, these go hand in hand on the

road to the future."

THE THREE-PRONGED ATTACK
Translated into practical measures, this program creates a 3-

pronged, Satanic pitchfork for the destruction of the republic. Its elements
are:

1
)

The revolutionary Communist conquest of Asia, Africa, and Cen-
tral and South America.

2} The neutralization of Western Europe.
3) The isolation and demoralisation of the United States.
Viewed in this perspective the world Communist strategy is making

rapid and terrifying gains which no amount of wishful thinking or ration-
alization can conceal.

^Sa£°^MUNIST CONQUEST OF ASIA, AFRICA
;
CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA
.

.This area of the world is in ferment with country after country fall-
ing into chaos or Communism while American foreign policy disintegrates.
During recent news interviews I have turned the tables on the newsmen
by asking this question, "Can you name one country in the world where
American foreign policy is proceeding satisfactorily at the present time?"

-

1 have yet to meet one newsman who can name one country. We have
only to look at such countries as South Vietnam, Laos, Cambodia, Zanzi-
bar, the Congo, Ghana, Cyprus, Cuba and Panama to gain some insight
.toto the magnitude of the Communist success. All of these countries have
;

lessons to teach, but do we have the capacity to learn?

SOUTH VIETNAM
President Eisenhower, President Ken-

nedy, and responsible American leaders
have emphasized again and again the
importance of the sovereignty of South
Vietnam to the security of Southeast
Asia and ultimately the United States.

President Eisenhower used the illustra-

tion of a row of ninepins so that when
one falls it knocks over the one next to
it and starts a chain reaction. The fall

of South Vietnam to Communism would
start a chain re'action leading to the
downfall of all Southeast Asia, the

Communist control of its rice bowl and
resources of tin and rubber,- and the

consequences in such countries as In-

dia and Japan would be devastating.

The magnitude of this danger is used
to justify the* expenditure of 1-% million
dollars per day in Vietnam and the

presence of more than 15,000 American

troops with the shedding of American
blood. If South Vietnam is not vitally

important, our leaders have irrespon-

sibly deceived the people and wasted

American substance and lives.

WE'RE LOSING

We have now been told, that in
spite of all the expenditure of American
money and lives, the war in South
Vietnam is being lost. On January 27,
Secretary of Defense McNamara stated
that since the overthrow of the Diem
regime in South Vietnam, the military
situation had deteriorated alarmingly.
The Los Angeles Herald Examiner came
out with a half-page headline, "WE'RE
LOSING". The overthrow and assassi-

nation of the Diems was revealed as a
blunder contributing to Communist
advance in that area.

ELOQUENT SILENCE

The remarkable thing is the public
silence that greeted this announcement.
The voices in the press and in the halls
of Congress demanding that responsi-
bility for this calamity be determined
were strangely mute. Those responsible
for the erroneous judgments were left

with their reputation unimpaired to
make future policy judgments on mat-
ters vital to the survival of the United
States. Senator Dodd had made a

speech in the Senate even before Mr.
McNamara spoke, but it caused scarcely
a ripple on the pool of complacency.
Senator Dodd revealed that the! alleged
Buddhist persecution was a shameful
frameup and hoax.

GOVERNMENT BY
NEWSPAPER REPORTER
To me, the most shocking statement

in the' report is this:
uThe authorities in Washington knew,

of course, that the conflict in Vietnam
was political, not religious. But they
•'were reluctant to speak out lest, in the
process, they attract to Washington
some' of the onus being poured — with
hardly any contradiction — on Diem."
As one who has suffered from the

lies and slanders of the news media, I

can understand the reluctance of peo-
ple to offend these powerful forces.

Whe'n this reluctance, however, deter-

mines the policy of the national govern-
ment in a matter vital to the survival

of the United States, demoralization is

far advanced, and cowardice will reap its

reward.
The complacency of the American

people in the light of thesie events may
itself he a sign of the demoralization
upon which the Communists count The
capacity for righteous indignation is an
index of moral power,

ZANZIBAR
Zanzibar suddenly leapt into

world headlines with an orgy of
blood letting in a Communist-led
revolution which resulted in the es-
tablishment of a new Communist
.base a few miles off the East coast
of Africa. The Communist malig-
nancy has now planted itself in
East Africa and the infection will
undoubtedly spread. Events in
Zanzibar are noteworthy for many
reasons. Two of them are:

1) The* amount of blood that
was spilt.

2) The* Communist strategy of
using an interim national govern-
ment as a stepping stone to Com-
munist power.
THE BLOOD BATH
The headlines told that 4,000

may be dead in Zanzibar. The total
population is about 300,000, If the
same percentage were applied to
the United States, this wotf.d mean
the death of about 2 million people
in the first few days of Communist
power. This orgy of bloodletting
indicates the Communist strategy
of destroying at once all potential -

leaders of a counter-revolution as
the best way of making Commun-
ist power permanent.

\i
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THE STEPPING STONE
Referring to the events in Zanzibar,

the WORKER of January 28, states:
"Though the Africans are the vast

majority, it was the Arabs who have
always held, the dominating positions
in larui ownership and in trade and
commerce.

"They were the spearhead in the
early stages of political -awakening, fitst
through the Arab Association, and af-
terwards through the ZNP.
"They were mainly concerned in

NEUTRALIZATION OF WESTERN EUROPE
'

nrt Zh^ PreSe^ (^n^l?nist goal in Western Europe is to neutralize it,

CommunSfSv ™™Sf '?*8 f?r the """teratiSn of the huge ItaHaJ
i ChiS rLi?» mode»!«» * a source of deep indignation to the

^ted by:!_
°nCe agam this WO&zn k succeeding as illustra-

; 1. France's recognition of Red China.

^ithCoJmLitcubr"
011

°f the Prindpal alHeS °f Amerfca t0 trad6

achieving political power to safeguard
their own class interests.

"However during the past decade
there developed a group of younger and
more progressive Arab leaders, some of
whom -had studied abroad,* who suc-
ceeded in giving the ZNP a more posi-
tive political objective in the interests

of both the Arab and the African
masses."

This is the textbook illustration of
the Communist strategy to support the
national Bourgeoisie in their efforts to

gain independence from the colonial

powers and to overthrow this Bourgeois
government by a Communist revolution
at the appropriate moment. Only the

timely intervention of British colonial
troops prevented a similar development
in Kenya, Tanganyika, and Uganda."

To discuss in detail the remaining
areas of conflict and crisis in Asia, Afri-

ca, Central and South America would
be "painting the lily". It is obvious that

the Comunist strategy is working very
well.

FRANCE AND RED CHINA
The decision of France to recognize'

Red China is a massive blow at the very
foundation of American Foreign Policy.
The one discernible permanent fea-
ture" of this policy during nearly twen-
ty years has been— support, strengthen
and obey the United Nations. Advancing
this policy the United Nations has been
presented as a world parliament whose
decisions have almost the moral force
of world law. The use of the veto
power has been looked upon with in-
finite distaste. This policy may have
had merit when America could be' sure
of a majority vote in the general as-
sembly on important issues, but today
it is filled with extreme peril.

THE UNITED NATIONS
The United Nations now consists of

113 members. Seventy-seven of these
are new nations that have come into
being since the second world war.
Many of them have a total population
of less than one million and a mere
handful of literate citizens. The dom-
inant emotion is anti-colonialism. Each
nation has a vote in the general as-
sembly equal to the vote of the United
States. There is no veto power in the
general assembly.

The recognition of Red China by
France will probably start an avalanche
of nations recognizing Red China. The
pressures for the admission of Red
China to the' United Nations may be-
come irresistible. Once Red China is

admitted, it is probable that a Com-
munist, anti-colonialist majority will

dominate the general assembly. It is

quite conceivable that this maj ority
may pass such motions as:

—

1) Instruct the United States to re-
turn the Panama Canal to Panama im-
mediately,

2) Launch a military invasion of
South Africa.

What will be the American response
in such circumstances? It is apparent
that another foundation policy is po-
tentially ruinous.

ECONOMIC LURES

^
The re'asons for the French recogni-

tion of Red China are varied and com-
plex, but part .of the reason is certain-
ly economic. France is negotiating with

With a sense of excitement we an-
nounce that the Washington, D.C. An-
ti-Communism School will be conducted
from June 15-19 in the' Marriott Motor
Hotel, Twin Bridges, Washington, D.C

Red China to supply 5 million tons

of oil from the Sahara per annum.
Add to this the preservation of French
economic interests in Southeast Asia
and it can be understood that the argu-
ments from the French point of view
could well appear persuasive.

SINO-SOVIET CONFLICT
The pending deal between the French

and Chinese Communists for Sahara oil
illustrates that the conflict between the
Russian and Chinese Communists may
well serve the interests of the Commun-
ists and not those of the Western Na-
tions. Russia was supplying China with
3 million tons of oil per annum. With
the development of the crisis, the Rus-
sians have ceased supplying this oil.
China has turned to France and there-
by moved France closer to the Com-
munist bloc. Russia has the excess oil
to use for world economic warfare.
Russian oil has been used in Italy to
move Italy closer to the Communist
bloc.

In this particular instance the result
of the conflict between Russia and
China has been to weaken the ties of
France and Italy with the West and
move them towards the neutralism
which is the present Communist ob-
jective. ,^ ,(Continued Allied Discord)

This may well be the greatest event
of our history. We want to beat the
Communists at their own game and
concentrate upon the university stu-
dents. We are planning to grant 500
scholarships to train students to lead
the battle for freedom. The scholarships
will involve free tuition and an allow-
ance towards transportation and ac-
commodation. The base" scale will be
S50 for those traveling 50 to 200 miles;
$75, 200 to 500 miles;, $100 over 500
miles. The faculty will be of the highest
academic standard. We are hopeful
many of the sessions will be' televised.

Here is an investment that can pay un-
precedented dividends for freedom.

I
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ALLIED DISCORD

The American plan to isolate Cuba
economically has run aground on the
unwillingness of American allies" to co-

operate. Great Britian is providing Cu-
ba with buses, spare parts for aircraft

and will repair Cuban aircraft. France
will provide trucks. Spain will provide
trawlers. Sweden will build th,e largest

chemical plant in Latin America, while
Canada has consistently traded with
Cuba.

THE WEAKNESS OF THE
AMERICAN POSITION

^
American protests against these ac-

tions sound insincere in the light of
the wheat deal with Russia. Great Brit-

ian justifies her actions thus: "Your

concern about Cuba is because it is the

bridgehead for Soviet Russia in the

Western Hemisphere. The real enemy
is therefore not Cuba bat Russia. Cuba
does not threaten us but Soviet Russia

does. You have just completed a deal

to sell 500 million dollars worth of

wlieat to Soviet Russia. How can you
object to us selling nonmilitary goods
to Cuba? You have a surplus of wheat.

We have a surplus of buses."

Whatever merits the wheat deal with
Russia may have appeared to have, this

sale has completely destroyed the moral
and logical foundation of the American
argument for the economic boycott of

Cuba.

Cynical and self-serving programs
bear their fruit.

DEMORALIZATION OF THE UNITED STATES.
Communist strategy aims to isolate and demoralize the United States.

The demoralization will be achieved when the will to resist Communist
blackmail is inadequate. This point will be reached when a substantial
number of American citizens, particularly the youth, believe that their
country no longer merits their death and that an accommodation with
Communism is inevitable. This process can be aided and abetted by di-
recting the fears of American citizens against the programs and poli-
cies of other American citizens instead of against the all-embracing Com-
munist threat.

At selected intervals the American moral fibre will be tested as it
was tested in the Cuban missile crisis of October, 1963. When the will
to resist, even at the risk of war, is discovered, the Communists make a
strategic retreat. They are confident that one of these future tests will re-
veal an inadequate will The blackmail of external, encircling forces will
be too great for a demoralized people and that an accommodation equating
surrender will result.

WHY WAS PRESIDENT
KENNEDY KILLED?

Once* we understand that demoraliza-
tion is the pathway of Communist vic-

tory, a possible reason for the assassi-

nation- of President Kennedy becomes
evident. When the wife of Lee Harvey
Oswald was asked by newsmen at the

press conference, "Why did your hus-

band kill President Kennedy?" She re-

plied, "I do not know"

This question puzzles many people.

The idea being advanced in most cir-
" cles is that there is no rational' explan-

ation because, this was the' action of an
irrational man. The assassin is des-

cribed as an emotionally unstable fana-

tic filled with hate due .to his unfortu-

nate childhood experiences who, in re-

sponse to the pressures of an external,

hate-filled environment, exploded in a
senseless, cruel, and brutal act. This

concept is not in tune with what is

known - of the character, ability, and
personality of the assassin.

THE DEBATE OVER W.D.S.U.,

NEW ORLEANS, AUGUST
21, 1963

A most significant and revealing his-

toric document is a tape recording of

a debate that took place on August 21,

1963, over Radio Station W.D.S.U. in

New Orleans between Lee Harvey Os-
wald and two anti-Communists. This
debate reveals Oswald as intelligent, ar-

ticulate, skillful and with superb emo-
tional control. He remains serene in the

face of most provocative questioning.

His choice of language was good. He
obviously knew precisely what he be-

lieved and what he hoped to achieve.

Debating in his capacity as secretary

of the 'Fair Play for Cuba Committee7

he gave some definite answers to precise

questions. He was asked:

"Are you now or have you been a
member of the Communist Party?" He
dodged that one and replied, "I ansiver-

ed that question before I came on the

air"

Question: "Are you a Marxist?"

Answer: "Yes, I am a Marxist.'\

Question: "Do you agree with Fidel

Castro when he described President Ken-
nedy as. a ruffian and a thief?"

Answer: "I would not agree with

that particular wording." (The infer-

ence of course is, that he would agree

with the
1

substance.)

I have played this tape recording to

thousands of people and those who hear

it almost unanimously reject the' concept
that here* we have an emotional, unstable

psychopath. '(Note: This tape recording

may be secured from our office for S5)

.

THE REASON
If we accept the thesis that the killing

of President Kennedy was the' result

of a systematized set of ideas in the

mind of the assassin, the most probable
explanation is that it was a deliberate

attempt to demoralize the American
people in the interests of world Com-
munism.

THE RESULT
This plan came close to achieving

maximum success. If the assassin had
escaped, the consequences would have1

been calamitous, and he almost escaped.

In most quarters it was immediate-
ly assumed that the assassination was
the

1 work of the "Right Wing". If the

culprit had not been caught, this ir-

rational assumption would have gained
in momentum and general acceptance.

The' sorrow and anger felt by so many
people would probably have led to the'

assassination of some "right tving" per-

sonality. This may have generated vio-

lent counteraction. An escalation of in-

ternal hatred, violence' and strife would
have swept the country bringing ten-

sions and conflicts unknown for 100
years. The attention of the American
people would have been turned from
the Communist danger to an alleged

right wing danger and the cause of Com-
munism aided enormously.
W,e owe to Patrolman Tippet of Dal-

las an infinite debt of gra,titude,and un-
der the hand of Providence this tragic
consummation was avoided.

ROLE OP THE AMERICAN
COMMUNIST PARTY
The role of the American Communist

Party is simply to assist the processes
of demoralization and maintain its or-

ganization until it is appointed as the
national administrator when surrender
takes place. During this interim period
it- must endeavor to establish' itself as

.a reputable political movement.

Continued



A REMARKABLE PARADOX
Once again this strategy is succeeding.

We are confronted with a remarkable
paradox. On the world scene the forces
of freedom are literally being kicked
to death by the* Communists while, with-
in the United States the American Com-
munist Party is enjoying an unpreced-
ented upsurge* of respectability and ac-
ceptance. This is illustrated by the ex-
ultant boast of the leading theorist of
the American Communist Party, Herbert
Aptheker, in the* December, 1963, edi-
tion of POLITICAL AFFAIRS. He
writes

:

^
It is twenty-five years now since

this writer began trekking to those col-
lege campuses tliat would have him,
'stirring up trouble.

9

Never in that per-
iod^ has he experienced anything so
fruitful as the trip that during the latter
part of October an/1 early in November
took him to Los Angeles State College,
the University of California (Los An-
geles), San Jose State College, Oakland
City College, San Francisco State Col-
lege, the University of California (Ber-
keley), the University of the Pacific
(Stockton, Cal.) and the University of
Oregon in Eugene. Ther.e also was par-
ticipation in public meetings off cam-
puses where attendance ranged from
about 150 in San Francisco to about
1,900 at the Hollywood High School
auditorium.

The subjects discussed ranged from
The United States and South Vietnam
to the American Civil War, The Nature
of the Present Negro Revolution, Marx-
ism and Religion, The McCarran Act
and American Democracy, Negro His-
tory: Its Lessons for Today. At two
different universities, the sponsorsldp
was the History Department, at three

colleges, in addition to public lectures,

professors asked that I take their clas-

ses. I was the guest at faculty lunch-
eons and at evening receptions, in the
homes of professors—with forty or fifty
faculty members present, including on- at

hast one occasion, both the Protestant
and the Roman Catholic chaplains.

"Audiences were not only large—
that is not new; they were genuinely
interested and clearly cordial and that
is new."

One of the reasons for the increase
in Communist respectability is their
professed renunciation of violence as
the means of coming to power. The
strange thing is that the Communists
are sincere in their renunciation of
violence as the pathway of power in
this country. The consummation of the
program outlined above does not re-
quire violence before the" seizure of
power.

PRESENT COMMUNIST
DOCTRINE OF VIOLENCE

It would be foolish to believe, how-
ever, that the Communists have renoun-
ced the use of force and violence. They
do not make this claim for themselves.
A most revealing statement by Herbert
Aptheker appears in the December edi-
tion of POLITICAL AFFAIRS, Page
59:

8

"When Marx used the phrase 'Force
is the^ midwife of revolution

9

, he was
referring, as Aptheker has pointed out,
to the use of force by the revolutionary
government AFTER the new class has
taken power, merely to clear the ground
for the work of rebuilding."

This is equivalent to saying: that
force will not be used until the Com-
munists are in power when it will be

BRITISH GUIANA
The -bright spot in a dark picture' is

British Guiana. Elections under pro-
portional representation are schedule'd
for July. There is a distinct possibility
the Communists will be defeated. They
are becoming frenzied, and there is talk
of violence in the air. The next few
months call for maximum effort. I only
wish we could do all the Communists
accuse us of doing. Their latest-claim is

—we have1

given $50,000 to the Moslem
Anti-Communist group. They make this

'accusation in an attempt to discredit

this group. The unfortunate truth is

that we have given this particular group
nothing, and our support for thpse in

the thick of the battle* has been woe-
fully inadequate. It must be increased^
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used to clear the ground for the work
of rebuilding. They propose to follow
in the footsteps of Adolph Hitler. He
came to power by constitutional means
and then prdceeded to destroy the con-
stitution and to clear the ground of th^
Jewish people whom he sincerely be-
lieved cursed mankind. The Commun-
ists are quite as sincere as Hitler was.
They believe the Bourgeois class curses
mankind, and the ground must bje

cleared of this evil.

^
Theoretically the Bourgeois class con-

sists of the' owners of the means of pro-
duction. This would include all owners
of common stocks. There are at least

16 million of these in America so some
real ground cleaning would need to be
done. The Communists are* flexible,

however, and they say that today
whether a person is or is not Bourgeois
may be determined by his attitude1

. Re-
ligion and anti-Communism are certain-

ly signs of the Bourgeois mentality.

IF COMMUNISM TRIUMPHS
In the event of Communist triumph,

it is only reasonable to expect a pro-
gram of organized slaughter termed
"ciassicide" that will dwarf anything
history has known. There .will be no
external .restraints such as have inhib-
ited Communism up to this point so
they will be able to act in consistency
with their doctrine. The results will be
infinite in human suffering and carnage.
It v/as inconceivable to decent people
during the 1930's that the Nazis could
ever follow their doctrines concerning
the Jews to their logical conclusions. It

is inconceivable to many people that
the Communists will do likewise. We
need to respect the power of organized
ideas for it remains true that, "As a
man .thinketh in his heart, so he is."

IN TRIBUTE (q letter to Dr. Schwarz)

"I have just returned from a trip
by private plane to Brazil. On this trip
I stopped in several countries, one of
which was British Guiana. While, there,
I took the opportunity of discussing
Communism with the people that I ran
into in the airport, taxi drivers, etc. I

thought that you would be interested
to know that you are held in extreme-
ly high regard in that country.

According to the people I talked
with you solely were instrumental in
awakening these people to the dan-
gers of Communism. Cheddi Jagan, as
you know, is actively attempting to
obtain the independence prior to an-
other election. The people of that

country are very anxious to have
another election prior to gaining .inde-

pendence. The concensus of opinion
of the people with whom I talked was
that Cheddi Jagan would be massive-
ly defeated if another election was
held at this time. The Indian popula-
tion are very much disillusioned with
him and, because of your efforts, are
now aware of what the Communist
threat is. Everyone knew of you and
thought highly of you. Each person
was also' a little perturbed that you
were forbidden to return to their
country."

—W. C. McCall, M.D.

J
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A pedagogical tornado has struck
Indianapolis. The Veterans of Foreign
Wars of Indiana have had the temerity
to believe that a document published
•by the United States Congress revealing
the nature of the Communist threat

could benefit high school students. The
state superintendent of public educa-
tion agre'ed with them. The Veterans of
Foreign Wars of Indiana, at their own
expense, reprinted the copy of the testi-

mony on The Communist Mind9

given
by me before the House? Committee on
Un-American Activities in May, 1957,
and added a few independent captions.

It was sent to all Indiana high schools
with an endorsement by the superin-
tendent of education to be distributed
to the High School Juniors to serve
as supplementary material in history
classe's. The storm burst. The attack
was led by the Indiana Gvil Liberties

Union, and many of the newspapers,
radio and T.V. stations got into the

^act pro and con. The Indiana*Times'
supported the position of the Civil Lib-

Gerties Union, while thef
u
Star"and the

"News" supported the Superintendent of
Education. Those who read the slander-

ous editorial of the"Indianapolis Cri-

terion** discusse'd in a previous news-
letter will have little, doubt where that

newspaper stood. The encouraging thing
is that the educational leaders have re-

fused to budge before the irrational

attacks of the- extremist pressure groups
and insisted upon their right to use
materials of the United States Congress,
The two sides* of 'the question are pre-

sented in the following article's from
the Indianapolis Times and the Indian-

apolis News.
*

V*
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A MISTAKE

William E. Wilson, state ^superintendent
of public instruction, is waiting for*-a small
storm to subside before explaining why he
and Edgar B. Smith, assistant superin-
tendent, created it

They had sent to high schools a long
statement on communism by Fred Schwarz
printed and mailed by the Veterans of For

eign Wars. Their sycophantic covering let-

er directed its distribution to, juniors.

Perhaps they felt that anything at all

that says communism is bad must be good.
Certainly many explanations and/or con-
demnations of communism more cogent
than this are available.

Dr. Frederick Charles Schwarz, an Aus-
tralian medical man, has made a fulltime
thing out of being anti-Communist. He
lectures and runs "schools," one of which
flopped here last "fall. (The Charity Solici-

tations Commission is still awaiting a long-

overdue accounting of its finances.)

Most of what Schwarz says about com-
munism is basically right, though it tends
to 'be superficial and tinctured with hys-
teria. Style, rather, than, content, charac-
terizes his approach.

Schwarz treats communism as a dis-
ease which he discovered, anti-communism
as a nostrum fdr which he alone knows the
ingredients.

He does not define anti-communism as
ultra-right-wingism, as do some of his com-
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e Commurists <to b* Communists)' has been described by the United States Information

™ ^L-t,
Cxtrem

?
Iy clear position of the Communist threat. It has now been taken from the newsstands of the nation.

«S *Z n> *%**. W? /* tt WaS n0t SeKin£r
-
We have larg:e stocks of both the Paperback and clothbound .editionsand tremendous results for freedom are being achieved by its circulation. This is illustrated by the' two following letters'

Bear Sir:

^S*X^3i" •:srft £•^°sjf

T*« «sd»„ -
tho ,dangerous sit„ »}""* s°

?» « *2Ti!r» •*«» too „_ .

.

uatlon ••

led I ^ v^ic Thii .fPerba* book iff?;*"
3* ^rd 1? *, -

°V<^

:.-bh

1 Evans

ors in the business. He just lets a little

in.

a this seven-year-old statement to stag
bers of the House Un-American Activ-
Committee, mostly about Communist
dity, Schwarz seemed to condemn the
e U. S. anti-Communist military and
matic posture, and to call for substi-
n of a vaguely outlined evangelism.

> «> .;.

/hat infuriates teachers is the head-
type above Schwarz* statement, which
"children, and their educators/' are

•"swallowing whole the false sugar-coated
one-sided description of vicious Communism
supplied by dedicated Communist sympa-
thizers." What rot

^ Wilson has no business mafcjng teachers
distribute an uncalled-for blanket indict-
ment of themselves to their pupils.

When he does get around to releasing
a statement, Wilson would do well to say
that he goofed; that instruction about
communism is much too important to turn
over to a private group, and that teachers
will get the apology due them.

"Dear Dr. Schwarz,

"I would just like to talk to you as
an *old friend and tell you how I feel
about your book, but my vocabulary is

very limited and I just don't know
any impressive adjectives to express
how I feel.

"I'm a senior at Forest Grove High
School, Forest Grove, Oregon, and I
have just finished my term paper on
Communism in which I used your book
You Can Trust the Communists' as
one of my sources.

"In my opinion, you are practically
a genius. Your book is so- informative,
and yet it held my interest so greatly
that I read the whole thing from cover
to cover. Maybe you don't think this

is any great accomplishment, but if you
knew me any better you'd know that
what I said was a real compliment.

"I noticed in your book that you
talk to groups about Communism. If
you ever get up to the Portland, Ore-
gon area I would appreciate it so much
if you would get in touch, with me be-

cause I know our student body would
enjoy hearing you talk as much as I

would.

"Your book has stirred me up so
much. I just wish there was something
I could do to stop the Communists, but
I just don't know anything I can do.
I will hope and pray, but there should
be something more."

Sincerely yours,

Ruth Ann Rux

DISTRIBUTE BOOKS
So that individuals may distribute

thes.e books widely, we are making
them available at 25 cents each. The
objective is that everyone who wants
to do something effective in the struggle
against Communism may give them
personally to the friends on his Christ-
mas list, to the students of his high
school, to th.e members of his church
or Sunday School class, or to any group,
.If a special request is made, these
books will be autographed.

J
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BRAZIL'

With^ chaos spreading everywhere
throughout South and Central Ameri-
ca, we ere hoth encouraged and dis-
couraged by events in Brazil. Inflation,
nationalism, and Communism are ram-
pant and these frequently combine into
bitter antagonism to the USA. None1

the
less^ the hunger for information con-
cerning the nature of Communism is
great. The distribution of the Portuguese
edition of You Can Trust the Commun-
ists (to be Communists) to the univer-
sity students continues apace. In addi-
tion the Portuguese edition of Com-
munism—Diagnosis and Treatment is
receiving wide circulation, and the il-
lustrated pamphlet // Communism
Comes to Brazil is being prepared. Here
is part of the report from one of our
Brazilian distributors:

/7 got 2,500 books from the editor, I
visited 30 universities, I made 2,180

"

contacts, I spoke in about six youth
conferences, I took part in three camps.
The last one was last week with 38
pastors,"

Nathaniel Rangel

Here is another extract:

"First of all I want to tell you about
this friend. He is a Brazilian and also
works for VARIG Airlines. He is al-
most 40 years old. He is a Christian. He
also writes for a newspaper. His wife
is from a family that are strong Chris-
tians. He, was here in our home one
day, and we were telling him about
your work. He was not too thrilled
about it when he heard of all the things.
I

^
told him very strongly that if we

didn't do something communism would
take over the world. He didn't seem to
think that that would be so bad. He
felt that the big land owners were hurt-
ing the.country more tlian tlie commun-
ists ever could. The only thing he
didn't like about the communists was

We are encouraged that a num-
ber of our friends Iiave indicated
a desire to include the Christian
Anti-Communism Crusade in their

will.

Suggested Form of Bequest

"I hereby give, devise and be-
queath to the Christian Anti-Corn-
jnunism Crusade, a nonprofit cor-
poration with its principal office
at Long Beach, California, the
folloiving described property:

39

If real estate, here describe it;

if money state amount; if stocks,
bonds, etc., designate specifically.

AT THE UNIVERSITY

' fr* 1 "TV

V % <

».;-**>» -™^ i'

T *

tS~

^Wr ;;!.;' I

that he felt they were a little against
religion. We talked with him for awhile,
and I spoke to him too strongly L felt
at the time. After he left I asked Bob
if he felt that I had offended him too
much* Bob didn't know for sure. We
had showed him your comic books and
Bob had given him your books. A week
later we went to his house and he came
with a big smile on his face. He said,

*

7 just finished reading Schwarz's books.
They are wonderful. I have never read
anything like it before. I must do some-
thing to get this into the hands of my
people.

7
Well, to make a long story

short he wanted to give a book to the
head of the airlines. He wants to print
your comic book in the newspaper."

Verla Scheibe

!NDIA

L>r. George Thomas, publisher of the
Voice of Kerala, is presently in the
United States and can be contacted:
King's Garden, Box 7098, Richmond
Highlands, Seattle, Washington.
The newspaper continues to do mag-

nificent work, and the story is a thrilling
one which is well told in the film

"

A Taste of Victory.

Another election will be held in
Kerala in 1964. The unity of the anti-

Communist parties is collapsing. The
Communists are? already tasting victory
once again. Another supreme effort is

required for their defeat.

: CONCLUSION
It is easy for the' pendulum to swing from a rosy optimism to a black despair.

> A friend reports that a short time ago he was soliciting his business associates
: for contributions to the anti-Communist cause and was met by a refusal on the
grounds that there was no Communist danger. Today these same people are re-

f fusing to give because it is already too late.
—

It u not too late. An understanding of the Communist strategy reveals vul-
nerabilities where counter attacks can be most successful. Their overall strategy
is limited by the absolute need to avoid thermonuclear war. This requires a
significant internal Communist force in each country in Asia, Africa, and Latin

- America. This requires the recruitment and training of Communist leaders from
:

the university students and the deception of the majority of We people. A program
designed to inform the students and people of the true nature of Communism before
their recruitment, deception and enslavement can achieve miracles. There is no
substitute for knowledge concerning the specific nature of Communist ideology,
morality^ objectives, and their technique of deception,

Programs of military and economic action must be supplemented by this pro-
gram of specific education. This is the pathway on which victory lies.

'These days demand heroic giving, heroic loving. Alone, we are inadequate
for the task. We are not alone for God's promise stands, "I am with you always".

n ?7 t¥h CaU W
% j°in

i

withJhe APostU and say, "I can do all things through
Christ Who strengthened me.

9' * b

: Yours very sincerely

Reds
7

Foe
_ _ , „ ,

(RcKlsi«r-Cuard photo)
Dr. Fred Schwarz, Australian-born phy-
sician, brought his Christian Anti-Corn-
munist Crusade to Eugene Thursday
with warnings that communism is ap-
proaching its goal of world conquest
even faster than he feared when he
wrote the book, "You Can Trust the
Communists" (to do exactly as they
say). Schwarz. spoke on the University
of Oregon campus Thursday afternoon
and at a rally at Sheldon High School
Thursday night.



Christian Anti-Communism Crusade
EDUCATION - EVANGELISM - DEDICATION

P. a BOX 890

124 E. FIRST ST.

long beach, calif. 90801 March 23, 1964
HEmlockT-0941

Dear Friend:

ILL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

f

- THE WASHINGTON, D.C. SCHOOL OF ANTI-COMMUNISM, June 15-19, 1964

International Inn, located at Thomas Circle, 14th and M Streets, N.W.

Shakespeare said, "There is a tide in the affairs of men,

y/hich, taken at the flood, leads on to fortune

But, being past, the issue of our days

Is lived in shallows and in miseries.

"

^
The communist tide is rising ail around the world and, unless prompt and decisive measures &
are taken, the future of every American citizen appears destined to be spent in misery. The '

Washington, D.C. School of Anti-Communism presents an opportunity for decisive and valiant (V

action. This school can be a triumphal event in the history of the anti-communist struggle or ^P n

another routine occasion marked by mediocrity and apathy. The verdict rests in your hands as O
J]

the support we receive will determine the final outcome. g^

THE STUDENT BODY

This school is designed to train anti-communist leadership for a national and international

anti-communist offensive. Priority in enrollment will be given to university students, teachers,

preachers, and legislators.

UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

The communist success has been due to their ability to recruit and train university students as

communist leaders. Many university students are seeking a cause to which to dedicate their lives.

No greater cause can be found than the preservation of human liberty/

We plan to grant scholarships to 500 selected university students from across the nation. These

scholarships will provide free tuition and an allowance towards transportation and accommoda-

tion. The allowance will depend upon the distance the student tnust travel to attend this school.

The following scale is proposed:

0- 20 miles, free tuition

20-200 miles, free tuition plus $ 50

200-500 miles, free tuition plus $ 75

Over 500 miles, free tuition plus $100

&
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The school is to be held in the International Inn, located at Thomas Circle, 14th and M Streets,

N.W., Washington 5, D.C, Spacious rooms are available and the daily cost will be:

$ 5.50 each, for 3 in a room.

8.25 each, for 2 in a room.

16.50 each, for 1 in a room.

Meajs will be extra. The scholarship will not cover the full cost and the student may need
local assistance.

Scholarship holders will be required to attend every session of the school.

Scholarships will be offered first to those on our mailing list and to students sponsored by friends

of the Crusade. Many of you will wish to sponsor a student and a form is provided for you to

give his name and address. If it is possible, we ask that the sponsor pay the cost of the scholar-

ship, but this is not obligatory.

We hope to make scholarships available also for selected preachers and teachers. For those who
do not have scholarships, the tuition cost will be $40.

THE FACULTY

The faculty will be of the highest standard academically, but we will not sacrifice a clear-cut

anti-communist stand for academic stature. Negotiations are proceeding with some of the out-

standing educators and legislators of the nation, and the full faculty and schedule will be

announced shortly.

We would encourage as many of our supporters as possible to make the trip to Washington, D.C.
and join us in this historic event.

LEGISLATORS AND ADMINISTRATORS

In Washington, D.C. , decisions are made which determine the fate of the world. These decisions

are made by legislators and administrators. It is naive to think that many of these will attend

the school in person, but they will certainly watch it on television if it is available. A class of

1,000 high level students under the direction of an expert anti -communist teacher, earnestly

studying the communist menace will be a unique event that will demand the attention of the

leaders of the nation.

THE NEED

To date much of this is faith and hope. It can become a living reality if the funds are available.

The budget required is as follows:

1) Money for scholarships, $ 40,000

2) Money for television, 40,000

3) General expense for faculty, promotion, etc., 20,000

TOTAL $100,000

continued on back page



FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE--

Complete this form and mail it to: Christian Anti-Communism Crusade

Post Office Box 890

Long Beach 1, California

v »* - * ,t «>

I apply for a scholarship to the Washington, D. C, School of Anti-Communism

NAME,

ADDRESS

******
•

1 wish to sponsor a student to the Washington, D. C. , School of Anti-Communism.

STUDENT'S NAME SPONSOR'S NAME

ADDRESS ADDRESS

1 wish to donate $
- - ••.$.-.„

$'

$

******
for student scholarships.

for teacher scholarships.
, ,

*"~ ,- r: - r .
- *--- - -~

—

- -—
for preacher scholarships.

for general expenses.

NAME

ADDRESS



$20,000 has already been donated. The remaining $80,000 could be raised in the following

manner:

4 donations of $5,000 $20,000

20 donations of 1,000 20,000

20 donations of 500 10,000

200 donations'of 100 20,000

Numerous smaller donations. . . 10,000

TOTAL $80,000

Will you examine*your conscience and, in the light of the magnitude of the present communist

danger, decide how much you can contribute to preserve the life and liberty of your children,

your grandchildren, and yourself?

Never was education on the tr.ue nature of communism more necessary than It is today. While

the forces of International Communism advance with arrogance and brutality all around the

world, the American Communist Party is enjoying an acceptance and respectability it has not

known for 25 years. A plague of communist speakers is sweeping the university campuses of

the land in an effort to seduce the youth. The objective is to recruit the few special individ-

uals who are susceptible, to the Marxist-Leninist appeal. They do not need many of the caliber

of Lee Harvey Oswald or Fidel Castro to advance their ghastly purposes. Their secondary

objective is to neutralize the students so that they, are indifferent to the danger communism

presents. * \,% ' \ ;
*

' ;

Many students stand on the fhreshhold of decision. The door they enter, Communism or Freedom,

depends on you. If the hour of opportunity passes unrecognized, no future anguish can recall it.

The time to give is now.

Yours very sincerely,

Fred Schwarz

President

Christian Anti-Communism Crusade
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Memorandum
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

TO DIRECTOR, FBI (100-402036) date: 5/27/64

from mwJj/SAC, WFO (100-39465) (RUC)

i*

subject: DR. FREDERICK CHARLES^SCHWARZ

,

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
CHRISTIAN ANTI-COMMUNISM CRUSADE
INFORMATION CONCERNING *

- ReWFOlet, 4/21/64, enclosing LHM about the Christian
Anti-Communism Crusade (CACC) seminar in 6/64.

Enclosed for Bureau, NY and LA are five, one and two
copies, respectively, of LHM re a meeting of the CACC on
5/22/64,

The source used isj~
aenfaIadvised that no mentxon at. an ox tne Bureau was made

during the meeting.

b6
b7C
b7D

Information copy to NY since
is to lecture at the seminar in June,

Bureau (.^^^^^r
Los AngelelrCEncl <,2) (RM)
New York (Encl.l) (Info) . (RM)
WFO -
(1-100-39671) (CACC)

(phonetic)
be
b7C

/

CEG:sch
(7)

/09^y° "^3& -S43

fel*

tssss^

6 ^ JUMI1"
1
?B4

4 MAY 271964'
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unitS states department of juWige

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

In Rep& Please Refer to ALL IIJFOPMATIOIJ CONTAINED WASHINGTON 2S, D.C. 20535

File No. HEPEIIJ 13 U1ICLASSIFIEB May 27, 1964
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JH

DR;i FREDERICK CHARLES SCHWARZ
EXECUTIVE. DIRECTOR.

CHRISTIAN ANTI-COMMUNISM CRUSADE

A source, who has furnished reliable information be

in the past, furnished the following information on b7c

May 25, 1964.

On May 22, 1964, the Christian Anti-Communism
Crusade (CACC) held a meeting at; the 'International Inn Motor
Hotel, Thomas . Circle^Washington, D.C .i . About 125 to .150
people attended, about a tmra~""of whom appeared to be young
people under twentv-one^jfears of age. The invocation was
delivered by one I

rcphonetic). not further
identified. Then. one~ | |

(phonetic), not* further

u identified, introduced Dr , Frederick Charles Schwarz,
k" Executive Director of the CaCC. Schwarz spoke generally
VL about himself and his recent activities, mentioning that
v* he has visited about ten college campuses in recent months.

He answered alleged slanders against him in newspapers
and magazines.

He then appealed for support of an anti-communist \

seminar the CACC is holding in Washington, D.C. , June 15-19, .
J

1964. He said a lack of knowledge a»5out communism is /

hampering people in their understanding of foreign and /
domestic affairs and that people should attend either the/
CACC seminar or-a similar school. He took some of the /
credit for anti-communist action all around the world,
mentioning specifically India and British Guiana.

Schwarz said that amdng the lecturers at the June\
seminar^ould be I I

and \

| I
of the "Longshoreman*

s

Unidh",xin New York, who,would speak on commutiismTin
;
laborT

He said the present facilities for the school *

limited attendance to 500. He had already received 450 y/
applications from as far away as Florida and Illinois^



DR.' FREDERICK CHARLES SCHWARZ

He expected another 500 applications and was undecided
whether to expand the planned June seminar or organize
a new seminar in August. He was also trying to arrange for
some of the evening sessions of the June seminar to be on
television.

A collection was made for the May 22 meeting and
for the seminar in June.

There were no disturbances at the meeting.

This document contains neither
recommendations ncr conclvsions o(

the MIT. It is tlie property of

the FBI and is loaned to your agency 1

it and Us contente are not to bo
distributed outside your agency*

-2-
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June 12, 1964

Mr, Martin Himmel
<J?rggideni

—

. 10WJ2ommemsLAvmm
I
Union, New Jersey .

Dear Mr. Himmel:

ILL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN is UNCLASSIFIED

"'

DATE 04rl9 72010 BY" 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

*rs-

.;" cu

Your letter of June 8th has been received."

With respect to your inquiry;, information*
contained in the files of the FBI must be maintained ajs •

:

confidential in accordance with regulations of the Department
of Justice and is available for official use only. I regret I am
unable to be of help in this instance but trust you will under-

3E
o~>

of interest.

Enclosed is some literature I trust ivill be

Tolson —
Belmont _

Mohr
Casper

Callahan .

Conrad

DeLoach .

Evans

Gale :

[osen —
iulllvan ,

'

JUfl ,1^.1964
•

' CQMM-FBI

Sincerely yours,

Enclosures (5) ,

"Faith in God—Our Answer To Communism'
"Faith in Freedom"
4/17/62 Internal Security

4/1/61 LEB Intro /ytf i /

Let's Fight Communism Sanely! ( IgwL/ <Tj^K

DTP:fcl
NTT^' / .

' ' '
.

(3)
s f^/ See NOTE next page. -,

MAIL ROOMLZH TELETYPE .UNIT I I w
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Mr. Martin Himmel

NOTE: Correspondent is not identifiable in Bufiles. Schwarz
and Christian Anti-Communism, Crusade are well known ip
Bureau files. (100-402036) .

'• *

-. i

/.-.
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Jeffrey Martin, Inc.
1020 Commerce Avenue, Union, KX

ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HERE IN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

MUrdock 7*4000

June 8, 1964

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
U.S. Department of Justice- Building
Washington, D.C.

Q>

Dear Mr. Hoover:

I understand that you are familiar with the work of the
Christian Anti-CoinmunjLst Crusade, particularly Dr. Fred
C . Schwarz .

I am quite interested in this organization and wondered
what you could tell me about their work and whether there
is anything which is subversive in anyway about this organi-
zation .

Your early reply will be very much appreciated.

Thanking you in advance, I remain

.y

(i (a

Very sincerely yours,

MH:kel
Martin Hiramel
President

M ,
lX * .—._

8 JUN1 51964

+
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June 24, 1964

*
ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED .

^

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED '
.

DATE 04-19-2010. BY 6-0322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

Mrs. Josephine Z* Spates
;

96|J^orth Holliston Avenue \ /

Dear Mrs. Spates:

Your letter dated June 17, 1964, has been

received in Mr. Hoover's absence from Washington. Please

be assured your communication will be brought to his attention

33m
o

'"Hi

oo
3:

jso

'JO*

when he returns.

Sincerely yours,

Helen W. Gandy
Secretary

$&i^

&*Jr

. NOTE: Bufile£62-0-44953 is a prior letter from same correspondent dated
5-13-50, iri whicti she requested that the FBI investigate the medical lobby

responsible for vivisection. Her latter was a condemnation of organized !?:g*cc!

medicine. Bulet 5-22-50 informed her of our lack of jurisdiction. Copy of

/&uM#^incoming sent to Federal Communications Commission by form. The Bureau*
has not investigated the National Health Federation, 709 Mission Street,

San Francisco 3, California, on whose letterhead correspondent writes. This

group is subject of frequent citizens' inquiries and it is critical of Food and®-
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HERE II IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE Q4-*19-2010'BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

Mrs. Josephine Z. Spates

965 N.* Holliston Avenue
Pasadena, California 91104
6-17-' 64

Federal Bureau of Investigation

Washington, D. C.

Dear Sirs:--

f")

I believe yours is one of the few, if/not the only

government group that is not infiltrated with Communists. Now
it looks to me as tho'the Fede:cgl Communications Commission is:

my reason being that Dr. I>e^chwarz, the prominent and dedicated
anti Communist, is unable £p get on the air in Washington, D. C. Ifen't

that intolerable! I wrote 4he F.C. C. a pointed letter about it, also
my Representative and Senator. And to George Putnam, a true blue/
patriotic T-V commentator. This situation should be publicized, and a

howl go up.

Yours very truly

Josephine Z. Spates
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July 29, 1964

ALlT IIIFOKKATTOH CONTAINED ,

HEREIIJ 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 -UCLP/PLJ/JN.
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^A
•& Mrs. Judith H.4Mason

Alhambra, California

Dear Mrs. Mason: *

Your letter of July 22nd has been received.

With respect to your inquiries, information
contained in the files of the FBI must be maintained as con-
fidential in accordance with regulations of the Department of

: Justice and is available for official use only. In addition,

this Bureau does not have a list such as youmentipned available
for distribution and we do not issue clearances of nonelearanees
of any type. I regret I am unable to be of help in this Instance
but trust you will understand the necessary reasons.

: With regard to your inquiry concerning the

United Nations, I am referring a copy of your letter to The ,

Honorable, The Secretary of State, Washington, D, C. , for

any assistance he may be able to fender. - -

I am enclosing literature which includes suggestions
all of us can use in combating the evil of communism. Perhaps you
will also wish to read my books, "Masters of Deceit" and "A Study

;;

of Communism; " These were written in order to help Americans
gain an insight into the true nature of communist activities, both
in this country and abroad. Copies may be available in your local
library.
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Sincerely yours,
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Mrs.. Judith H. Mason

Internal Security - 4-17^62 ' - :

;
-a : >: :- c

:

. V"

I,EB Intro - 44-61; '. - "'-- :'•-.;
: • ^v: :•"'-'' •<-=

; _; -V- "/.;

Let's Fight Communism Sanely! ""'_.." ./;'_.c: . ;.;

Faith in. Freedom . .* " ;,- • ' /.",- {V--! -:
**

GOunterinteliigence Aptiyities; :. V ; ; 1:. ;;-
-;-'";

: NOTE:
:

''None Dare Call-It Treason" has been brought to p^r attention-.

.

in, the past few months.by several"similar inquiries:
'-

>. It was;reviewed '

:

.iby the Domestic Intelligence(Division and described as a right-wing
-'>*'•[ indictment of^American leaders, in government, religion, edufeatioh^ >

/'.communication mediaV psychiatry, politics;

;

: economics^ahd: labor»-V'.-'

'

• John A. StOrmeri the author,. Is fenowli in- Bufiles as a member of :

:

:

X the John Birch Spcie%^^
;v inBufiles. The author^ PhyUisSchlafly, is apparentiyHde.ntlpal wijth /

r-:r-Mrs. J. F." Schiaflyj, Jr> ,; of! the Daughters dithoAtterican Revolution"

; with whom we
;
have had prior but limited cordial, correspondence. *\

- I- 7 .-,i \ - .
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934 Arroyo Terrace
Alhambra, California

22 July 1964

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Chief

Federal Bureau of Investigation ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

Washington, D. C HEEEDI I5 ™*«SI™>
6 DATE 04-13-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

Dear Mr. Hoover:

As a result of having read "None Dare Call It Treason" and "A
Choice Not An Echo 11

, I wish to further inform myself on the

threat of a one -world government. Therefore, I ask your help

on the following matters:

1. Have you taken a stand on the United Nations and, if so, could

you please relay it to me or tell me where I might obtain this

information.

2. May I have your opinion on or any data you might have on
Dr, FrecTSchwartz 1 Christian School of Anti-Communism

*#

3.

which is located here in Long Beach, California. If I were
a member of this School, could it endanger in any way my
Secret security clearance?

Please send'me a list of publications, pamphlets, books, etc. ,

which I might obtain for better informing myself as to the

communist peril to this country. I would appreciate it greatly

if you could rush this information to me.

What (other than reading extensively) can I, an ordinary
citizen, do?

Thank you for your attention to this matter.

Very truly yours, *

X^*^

(Mrs. ) Judith H. Mason

REk^

16 JUL 30 1964
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DEC LAS
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1
ROM AUTOMATIC
CAT IOH
DERIVED FROH:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
EXEMPT IOH CODE £ EXU-human, S)

DATE 04-20-2010

CORRECTION SUHHAHY60322 UCLP/PU/JN/AAG

Main File No: 100-402036
(D

Subject: Dr. Frederick Charles Schwarz

FA11 logical variations of subject's name and
identical references were found as:

Dr. Frederick Charles Schwarz
Fred C.^Sxarog^f
Charle s^ScTiwartz^
FredpSchwartz
FrecTCvtS^hwartZ"* _, r\

Fred 0'£?ScHferiz><r ^
Frederick C^chwartz
Bernard CCjSchwarz
F. CG/Schwarz
FredjfjSc'hwarz ^W^*'^ :<tf

feOT*waf!**,?w
'--s'-/

Date: December 14, 1964

Date Searched: 4/29/64

aliases were searched and

Fred CpSchwz
Fred Charlfsd
Fr£derick5s6fc
Frederick. C^
Fredirick CharlesCiSchwarz
FredriclMSharJles^Schwarz
Fred^Sfiwafcz
Fred • C^%fiwarz>
Fred^Swartz

This is a summary of information obtairi£d"*from a review of
all "see 11 references to the subject in Bureau fifes under the names
and aliases listed above. All references under $the above names
containing data identical with the subject have been included except
any indicated at the end of this summary under the heading REFERENCES
NOT INCLUDED IN THIS SUMMARY.

This summary is designed to furnish a synopsis of the
information set out in each reference. In many cases the original
serial will contain the information in much more detail.

THIS SUMMARY HAS BEEN PREPARED FOR USE AT THE SEAT OF
GOVERNMENT Aflb 15 m SUITABLE Jfrft MSS^MlNAiTO.

be
b7C

Analyst Coordinator

BKE/ps/imhw ALL INFORMATION COBTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED EXCEPT
WHERE SHOW OTHERWISE

<4~^

Approveed

I ft&L&ifftg

,Jma

®7^-^^3(5-r/^/
t
|/lCTW»

«7 DEC 15 1964
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ABBREVIATIONS

Add • info ««•«»»»•*«*•»«••*»,»*••«. eAdditional information appearing
in this reference which pertains
to Dr* Frederick Charles Schwarz
may be found in the main file or
elsewhere in this summary

«

^Ht«-^C-4C^->kSHH^^H^>X«X^

g^jg^j
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According to a Bureau memo dated 8/3/50, R.G. Woodburn, a

local banker and chairman of the Christian Businessmen's committee,
Washington, DC, advised that a Dr. Fred Schwartz, was visiting the
US on a speaking tour. Schwartz had been debating communism in
Australia and Europe ; where ever he would go he always challenged the -

communists to meet him in open debate. According to Woodburn, Phil
Frankfeld, chairman of the CP of Maryland , accepted the challenge
and they were planning to debate on the premises of the University of
Maryland in the near future.

Woodburn wondered if this was advisable. He was told that
this was not a matter on which the Bureau could advise him.

100-3-3423
"

SI 100-11552-145
, ,

(21v)-("Wash. Times Herald", 8/7/50)
(Debate on 8/8/50)

On 2/25/55, Bill Hauck, the Secretary and Aide to Seaborn
Collins, National Commander of the American Legipn, contacted the
Bureau and requested information regarding Dr. Fred C. Schwarz.

Hauck was confidentially advised that the Bureau had never
investigated Schwarz. It was indicated that public source data put
out by Schwarz and others revealed that Schwarz was a practicing
physician and surgeon of Sydney, Australia. He was previously a lec-
turer in mathematics and science at Teachers College, Queensland,
Australia. Schwarz was reported to be an authority on communism accord-

ing to the public source data.

Hauck stated that he appreciated this information and that
he would have the Department of California Legion try to get a line
on Schwarz in that locality.

94-1-17998-1150
(110^

-3-



•

Alfred J, Partridge, Overhaul and Repair Division, US Naval
Air Station, Alameda, California, on 3/23/55, advised that he had
attended a "Christian businessman's" meeting several months ago,; where
he had obtained pamphlets on the evils of communism written by Dr. Fred
Schwar?.- Partridge staled he had given several of these pamphlets to

[ 140-8142) for his intellectual benefit. Recently
carter naa returned tne pamphlets stating he was told to get rid of them
because someone had found them in his desk.

140-8142-9 p.7

The Department furnished the Bureau a copy of a letter dated
Trom Senator Hubert H. Humi - -

-

he requested information concerning
3/31/55, from Senator Hubert H. Humphrey to the Department, in which

U L

b6
b7C

]was accompanied oy a i>r. *rea u. scnwarz an Australian pnysiuian.
She stated that she was an ex-communist, now serving as an unpaid worker
for the FBI,

had no affili-The Bureau advised the Department that
ation whatever with the FBI.

100-389019-21
(13*-""

"Washington City News Service," dated 4/16/57, stated that
Dr. Fred C. Schwarz, prominent anti-communist lecturer, warned that
Congress should not minimize the red threat in Hawaii and sweep the
problem under the rug to clear the way for statehood. Schwarz charged
that Harry Bridges' International Longshoremen ',s and Warehousemen's
c$nion (ILWU) was communist dominated. He also said that the ILWU
exerts a tremendous influence over Hawaii's political and economic life.

(continued)

-4-



*

(continued)
'

According to the news service, Schwarz testified at a House
Interior Subcommittee hearing. He was tfte only opposition witness to P. £ .

appear before iejither House this year. Much of Schwarz 's testimony
was disputed by various members of the subcommittee, including Hawaii
delegate John A-i Burns and Representative Leo W. O'Brien, the chairman, -

100-3-110-A "Wash. City Hews
(120-"" Service," 4/16/57.

In a letter to the Bureau dated 3/20/61, Joseph P. Kesler,
3633 Long Beach Boulevard, Long Beach, Calif., furnished a copy of a
consultation of Dr. Frederick C. Schwarz, executive director, of the
Christian Anti-Communist Crusade, which was purported to have been
made on 5/27/57 with the HCUA.

94-56517-X encl.p.l
(H5t*99--"

The following references in the file captioned. "HCUA" file
#61-7582 set out information concerning the testimony of Dr. Frederick
Charles Schwarz before the HCUA on 5/29/57, in Washington, D.C. Dr.
Schwarz stated that the Kremlin had set 1973 as its deadline for ac-
complishing world domination. During the next ten years it expects
to see consolitation of its program in Asia and isolation of the US.
Schwarz stated that the communists were making terrifying progress in
this direction. The communist movement, Dr. Schwarz declared, drew
its strength from two principal sources. First, their recruitment of
the student intellectual, who was suspeptible to the appeals of cam-;

munism by reason of his educational conditioning; second, the superb
organization of the communists.

'

SERIAL MJMBER SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

3609 p.l encl. (18^ .

3660 encl.p.2,7 . ,
* (11^18^^

3675 encl.p.2,48,49 USfc^

J "5-
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NY memo dated 12/19/57, made available a copy of "Counter
attack," the newsletter of facts to combat communism, dated 12/13/5/.
This paper contained observations by Dr. Frederick Charles Schwarz,
as. he analysed the working of the communist mind and the motives that
make the communists act the way they do. Dr. Schwarz stated that the
communists had merged the technics of hypocrisy with the virtues
of sincerity, creating a very powerful instrument. He stated that
whatever helped their conquest was peaceful, good and true.

(Copy of newsletter enclosed)
100-350512-788 end. p.1-4
(19^

furnished a form letter bearing the title "The
Missouri Area Clinic for Anti-Communists" (62-104556)St. Louis

scheduled to be held March 24-28, 1958, Tower Grove Baptist Church,

b2
b7D

4257 Magnolia Ave., St. Louis,
the leader of this group.

This letter was signed by Fred Schwarz,

62-104556-1
be
b7C
b7D

|
advised that at a church meeting in Bridgeport. Conn ., he

learned of a group called the Christian Anti Communist Crusade, directed
by Dr. Fred Schwartz of California . I I stated that Schwartz made
public appearances in New Haven and Bridgeport, giving anti-communist

g with the dangers of present day communist tactics in the

[

s impressed with Schwartz's talks and took every oppor-
tunity to attend his lectures.

advised that a small group had been formed in the New
Haven area bearing the name of "The Greater New Haven Committee to
RvivifiA flnnimiitH «nt« ( 62..1 fKI 221 - This nrotm was composed ofl I

be
b7C
b7D

] stated tnat tnis group planned to sponsor xaiKs aeixverea py ur.
6 and 9, 1958 when Schwartz returned to the New
ti-communist talks. I

described Schwartz s

Schwartz on November
Haven area to give anti-
very dynamic speaker, well versed in communism

<

as a

62-105122-1 p*l,

2

(22^

-6-
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According to Phoenix, Arizona newspapers dated 2/26/60,
Dr. Fred Schwarz, in a speech at Phoenix on 2/25/60, stated that the

world's greatest threat was that a majority of the free world college
students were attracted to communism. Schwarz stated that communism
taught three fundamental, scientific laws: Aetheism, Materialism,
and Economic Determinism, Dr. Schwarz charged that these three tenets

were being taught in every college in the free world today by communists
and non communists, and when students graduate believing them they are
potential communist fodder.

63-42>-38-317

Dr. D. H. Reed, Professor in. social studies at Eastern New
Mexico University (94-44410), asked if it would be possible to send

all members of the workshop on Democracy vs Communism, a collection
of the Director's articles and speeches. On 7/1/60, Dr. Reed forwarded
a list of the individuals and their addresses who attended the above
workshop.

Since it was likely that the people attending the workshop were
all people of some importance and influence in their own communities,
it was believed highly desirable to send to these individuals separate
packages consisting of the Director's articles and speeches on com-

munism.

The above list contained the name of Dr. Fred Schwarz, Box 890,

Long Beach, Calif.

94-44410-10 encl. p. 3
iky

mhw SlS^tJ -7-



*

The following references in the file captioned "Dallas
Freedom Forum," set out information regarding the activities of Dr.
Fred C. Schwarz, President of the Christian Anti-Communist Crusade
who acted as director and speaker of the Dallas Freedom Forum's school
on communism, September 20-24, I960*

REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

94-54027-12 p. 2 (12*""'

16 p. 2 and encl. (27iK
17 encl. p. 3,5,7,8,10, (120^*^"

11,12

Professor Fred Dixon of Converse College, Spartanburg, S.C.
advised that he had received a letter from Dr. Thomas Parker, MD,
110 S. Calhoun St., Greenville, S^., advising Dixon that one Dr. Fred
Schwarz, who had just completed a trip around the world,- would be in
the Greenville area during the period 10/10/60 through 10/16/60. During
this time, Dr. Schwarz would be available for speeches at colleges,
high schools, and civic clubs.

Stella Nardecchia, 40 Wilmont Lane, Greenville, advised on
10/17/59, that she had listened to three different: speeches, one of
which was by Dr. Thomas Parker, a Greenville, S.C'.., Councilman, who was
a supporter of Dr. Fred Schwarz, executive director of the Christian
Anti-Communist Crusade.

62-107052-4 p. 1,2
(3V^

Mrs. Adelaide Beamon, 6910 Linda Lake Drive, Charlotte, N.C.,
on 2/1/61, contacted the Charlotte Office for the purpose of ascertain-
ing whether the John Birch Society (62-104401) was a legitimate organ-
ization. Beamon advised that she had attended several meetings of this
organization and made available literature which she had obtained at these
meetings. This material included the testimony of Dr. Frederick Charles
Schwarz, before the HCUA on 5/29/57.

Beamon was advised that the FBI's jurisdiction and responsi-
bilities did not extend to furnishing evaluations or comments concerning
the character or integrity of an organization or individual.

62-104401-632 p. 2, encl.
(18^)^

^6ft£^mhw g^6«tX -8-
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According to a Chicago memo dated 2/10/61, since the Director*

s

public statements regarding the new CP youth organization, the issuance
of the statement by the Director on the San Francisco youth demonstra-
tions, and the release of the film "Abolition," the Chicago area has
become very conscious of the menace of communism, based upon the in-
quiries of the Chicago; Office.

An exchange for the purchase or rental of tapes of speakers
including Fred Schwartz, as well as for dissemination of Government
pamphlets on communism have opened in the Chicago area.

100-373230-67 p.3
(24^

The "Phoenix Gazette" dated 2/27/61, contained an article &n%gfj.
entitled "US Needs Realistic Plan to Stop Reds, Phoenix School Told".

This article stated that more than 400 heard Dr. Fred Schwarz
outline the' "Philosophy of Communism" in Hotel Westward Ho, after he had
explained that the school's purpose was not to persuade people to be
anti-communist but rather to provide knowledge of communism itself.

100-0-A, "Phoenix Gazette,"
(12V . 2/27/61

-9-



The "Arizona Republic," Phoenix, Arizona, dated 2/28/61,
contained an article entitled "2,000 Hear Schwarz On Communism".
This article stated in part that Dr. Fred Schwarz outlined steps
leading to communism in colleges as follows:

"Disenchantment with the capitalistic system". The students
who turn to communism were taught to believe that the capitalistic
system was wrong, evil and bad. Man was an economic animal controlled
by his environment. This created a controlled personality. Schwarz
said that the overall effect was that you had soul, no spirit nor
brain, only a mind in a controlled environment which created the
conditioned individual so necessary to the communist state.

100-0-A, "Arizona Republic,"
(60-^-" 2/28/61

The following references in the file captioned "Greater
Phoenix School of Anti-Communism," set out information regarding the
activities of Dr. Fred Schwarz, executive director, Christian Anti-
Communist Crusade. Schwarz was chairman of the Greater Phoenix
School of Anti-Communism and also a member of the faculty of this
school.

REFERENCE NUMBER

100-434659-1
3
A "Phoenix Gazette,"

2/28/61
A "Phoenix Gazette,"

3/1/61
A "Phoenix Gazette,"

3/3/61

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(130^
(134^*-

(14V

(7K

T -10-



On 3/1 A/61 J~

1U1 requested name checks i.bkl-5^ on Frederick Charles
be
b7C

ocnwarz ana xmrxy-three other individuals who were applicants for
migrant visas for Australia,

On 3/28/61 , \ |was advised that the Bureau failed to
reveal any investigation regarding Schwarz and no information perti-
nent to the inquiry was located concerning him,

62-5-7697 p.l encl.p.8

"The Worker" dated 4/23/61, contained an article entitled
"Scherer of Ohio Linked with John Birch Society". This article
stated that Daniel A, Sullivan, executive director of the Institute
of American Strategy, which sponsored the Military-Industrial-
Educational Conference in Chicago assured "The Worker" that none of
the professional anti communist "lunatic fringe" would be participating
in the conference. But according to the article, Frank Flick, co-
chairman of the opening session of the conference, just four days
later was master of ceremonies at the joint Independent American Forum-
National Committee for Economic Freedom meeting at the Morrison Hotel
Chicago, Sponsors of this meeting boasted that two thirds of the
speakers were members of the John Birch Society, Surely Sullivan*
knew of his buddy's appearances on the same platform with Birch sup-
porters like Dr. Fred Schwarz.

This article further stated that Frank Barnett, close friend of
Sullivan, and Dr, G-erhart Niemeyer, University of Notre Dame, were
platform partners of Schwarz last fall at the G-lenview Naval Air Station.
Dr, Schwarz was praised by name by Robert Welch, Birch society leader,
in his blue book,

62-104401-A, "The Worker,"
(20^-~ 4/23/61

-11-



The "St. Petersburg Independent," St. Petersburg, Pla.,
dated 5/11/61, contained an article entitled "City Woman 1 s Club
to Hear Noted Australian Anti-Red". This article stated in part
that Dr. Fred Schwartz for the past 20 years had been probing the
wind and motivations of communism to find out what communists feel,
think and believe, instead of what they say and do. His basic
thesis was that accurate diagnosis must precede effective treatment,
and understanding was the minimum of effective opposition.

According to this article, Dr. Schwartz had directed a number
of educational courses on communism with a faculty of leading experts.

64-175-303-A, "St. Petersburg
(30-~-~ Independent," 5/11/61

advised that he attended an address given by
|

Baptist Church, 227 N. Magnolia, Anaheim, CatiTT

1 on 8/18/61. confident!^
at Central

I said that a number of people with whom he was
acquainted in the audience derived from

| | remarks an implied
criticism of Dr. Fred Schwarz, whose school was billed for the Los
Angeles Sports Arena in late August, 1961. I I did not believe

I I
was associated with Schwarz' Southern California school of

anti-communism.

]said that
|

"[ was a very definite promoter and
his current appearance in the Orange County area suggested "money-
wise" that

|

~|was touching the crops before the "locusts" of Dr.
Schwarz 1 operation cleaned the field of money for anti communist
causes

•

be
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C
b7D

a ticket.
It was noted that Dr. Schwarz* fee for his school was $20.00

100-158864-34 p.1,2

SI 100-158864-33 p.2

be
b7C
b7D

-12-
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The following references in the file captioned "California
School of Anti-Communism (CSAC)», set put information concerning
Fred Schwarz, organizer of this school. Schwarz was also a speaker
at the CSAC. On 8/24/61 Dr. Schwarz was guest on the "firing line"

portion of the program entitled "Storey Line" carried over CBS radio
station KNX. Schwarz was one of the principal speakers at a giant
anti-commundst rally at the Hollywood Bowl in October, 1961.

REFERENCE NUMBER SEARCH SLIP PAGE BIBBER

94-56109-X2 p.1,2 (d*-"
X8 p.l (6^-
4 p.l (23^
5 p.1,2 (6&>**«^

An article appeared in the 10/9/61, issue of the "Arkansas
Gazette" entitled "A Look at Two More Seminars on Communism". This

article, stated in part;*, that a seminar billed as the Anti-Communist
School was held at Shreveport* featuring speakers which included Dr. \Bj
Fred Schwarz of the Christian Anti-Communist Crusade, whose organi-
zation had contributed possibly as much as any other to the creation
of hysterical public attitudes about the threat of internal Communism
in the US.

62-107222 -A, "Arkansas Gazette,"
(3^"--~ 10M61 ->*

s-Possibly Shreveport, La.

-13-
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On 10/22/61,,
advised that an in-law or nis namea

l
l arrivea in jyiiami

from Cuba about three months .ag;o.;iand had made public declaration indi-
cating he was interested in organizing Cuban exiles to return to

_ '

"'
». L lip,

the legal complications would be if he 71 I
worked with this

Cuba to replace the government there,
|_,

[inquired as to what
the legal complications w
group.

| fr
as advi

US Attorney xo determine.
group.

| kas advised that this matter would be something for
xei

,

[advised that he had attended a public anti-
communist raTI^H>n~Tfonday preceding 10/22/61, at Los Angeles, held
under the sponsorship of Fred C. Schwarz. An editor of Life magazine
publicly retracted to this group the article which appeared in Life
Magazine which had attacked the anti-communist organization headed
by Schwarz. I jstated the thought occurred to him that perhaps
Schwarz could assist the Cuban exiles through some such media and he
called Schwarz at the Jung Hotel . Hew Orleans. La. later that week .

Schwarz suggested that I I contact I l

llaarnftd that f

had been the US seven or eight years » was | l
and lectured

on anti-communism and Cuban Affairs.

109-480-2104 p.1,2
(140-—-

The 11/6/61, issue of the "Columbus Evening Dispatch" conr-
tained an article which indicated that 500 persons attended the
opening session of the Central Ohio School of anti-communism held
in Veteran's Memorial, Columbus, Ohio , on 11/6/61, Dr. Fred C. Schwarz
stated that the five day school was not designed to attack organizations
and individuals, but was to teach an understanding of what was said
and done by the communists.

105-98909-82
(14^

§g£ft^ -14-
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On 11/21/61, K. William Stinson, Bellevue, Washington, ad-
vised of the recent formation of the organization "Counterforce" in
Seattle. The purpose of Counterforce was to provide education to

those interested in how to effectively combat communism from within
by learning to recognize the communist line. The purpose was to be
achieved by conducting study groups throughout the Seattle area using
taped commentaries by Dr. Fred Schwarz and others. In addition, the
groups would have instructors who would provide appropriate literature
authorized by Schwarz. Cleon Skousen* and J. Edgar Hoover.

62-0-61807
(I*""

*Cleon Skousen was formerly employed with the Bureau.

advised
Were communists

On 11/29/61,
the Kansas City Office" that a number 6t' individuals, wno
or communist sympathizers, had started a movement to infiltrate the

news and radio media in an effort to stage a campaign to discourage
conservative movements, and to embarrass the US intermationally

«

identified jim-SJiiiii^people as
|

|and

wno were with CBS.
Jo interview a number of people including Dr. Fred Schwartz. After

learned that these individuals were
umber of peo w

these interviews , | |
and |

~| were to write an article attempting
to interweave the various groups picturing them as ultra rightwinig, .,

semi-nazi

•

62-107261-47 eacl.p.2
(230u^'
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The AG's Office furnished a memorandum prepared by l H
(61-9556 ) entitled "The Radical Right in America Today," .which

was submitted by I I to the Justice Dept. on 12/19/61 * This

memo stated in part that new radical right organizations had sprung
up like weeds in the last few years; it was estimated by the anti-
Defamation League that almost a hundred such organizations had been
organized in 1961 alone. It was alleged in the memo that Fred C.

Schwarz' Christian Anti-Communist Crusade (which was mentioned numerous
times throughout the memo) was among the most powerful of the new
groups.

| |
purported to delve into the activities and background

of these rignx wing groups.

(Copy of memo enclosed)
61-9556-264 encl.p.4-6, 18-20
(15i)^

On 1/15/62, f l lOQ-428051) attended a
meeting of the Northwest Youth for Progressive Action (NYPA). held .at

5501^ University Way Northeast, Seattle.During this meeting

|

|

mentioned that Dr. Fred Schwartz was going to speak on the campus
of the University of Washington and that she had been trying to get
University support for Gus Hall's appearance on the campus about
2/11/62.

(SE-710-S)

It was noted that the 38YPA was, aiCPitfront group.

100-428051-15 p.12
(240^
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On 1/19/62, Edward W. Rice, President, Professional
Adjustment Company, Eastman Building, Boise, Idaho, advised that
Trevelyn E. White was an ordained Baptist Minister, who took Sabbatical
Leave to attempt to alert the American people to the dangers of the
communist conspiracy. Rice stated that for a time White worked with
Dr. Ered Schwartz at Pasadena, Calif., in the Southern California
Crusade program.

White requested 900 copies of the leaflet "What You Can Do
to Fight Communism.," to be used for speaking purposes'. It was recom-
mended that the requested leaflets be made available to Mr. White.

62-105457-338 p.3
(22\K

An article appeared in "People's World" dated 1/20/62, en-
titled "Mandel vs Schwarz at U.C.. Friday, Jan. 26". This article
stated that William Mandel, author, radio commentator and specialist
in Soviet affairs, would debate Dr. Fred C. Schwarz on l/2§/,62, in
Wheeler Auditorium on the University of California Campus.

According to this article, the Mandel-Schwarz debate would
follow by one day the appearance by Gus Hall, national CP spokesman,
at Stiles Hall, campus YMCA headquarters on 1/25/62.

100-432105-A, "People's World,"
(130^ l/2p/62

T -17-



This reference is a Los Angeles memo enclosing newspaper
articles from the "Los Angeles Herald Examiner," newspaper for 1/26/62
and 1/28/62, relating to AG Stanley Mosk and his criticism of Dr. Fred
C. Schwarz, leader of the Christian Anti-Communist Crusade (newspaper,,
articles enclosed)

b2

62-57708-16 he
b7C
b7D

advised that a member of the National States
Rights Party (N5RT7I 105 -66233) at Memphis, Tenn., received an envelope
post marked Birmingham, Ala., bearing the return address: NSRP,
P.O. Box 783, Birmingham. The envelope contained a three-page printed
document entitled: Personal Newsletter. This newsletter was dated
February, 1962 and signed

|
|
and stated in part

that "the weakest, most luicewarm, ana miia-even liberal anti-Red is
Fred Schwarz and his Christian Anti-communist Crusade. The Jews and their
left wing fellow travelers are darning this little man and his weak half
hearted effort as dangerous, extreme and even fascist activity".

„
: The letter further stated that most of the recent new re-

cruits to the NSRP were former followers of Fred Schwarz and others.
(Newsletter set out in detail)

105-66233-724 p.8,9
' (8$^

The "Los Angeles Herald Examiner" dated 2/2/62, contained
an article entitled "Petition for Ballot to curb Reds in California".
This article stated in part ^ that Dale Evans and Cowboy Actor Roy
Rogers, had been particularly active in combating communism, especially
with their participation in the Southern California Anti-communist
school under Dr. Fred Schwartz.

100-3-70-A, "Los Angeles Herald
(23^ Examiner," 2/2/62

SE^fzT -18-
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I of the San Francisco Marxist"Study Group (.100-437767)
neid on 3/5/02 , at 345 Franklin St., San Francisco, advised that since
Fred Schwartz opened his anti-communist school it was decided t*rea ocnwarxz opened nis anxi-communist school xt was decided to.
create the San Francisco Marxist Study Group in protest of it, [

100-437767-4 p.9,10
(24^

This reference Is a Bureau memo which stated that information
had been received that on 2/8/62, Gus Hall (61-8077) would participate
in a one-hour debate over Seattle Station KIRD-TV with Dr. Fred
Schwarz, well-known anti communist and lecturer who had been conducting
forums all over the US,

6l^8p>7-1344

Mr. CD, DeLoach, Bureau Agent, advised that on 2/12/62. he
had lunch withl ...".'

had with him[

be
b7C

ui tnexr lNi umce. rneir conversation was generally commendatory con^
cerning the Director and the Bureau. They appeared to be somewhat
concerned about the activities of radical right-wing organizations and
particularly the activities of Dr. Frederick C. Schwarz. They con-
templated a campaign against Schwarz in the future.

100-510-429
(15^

-19-



The "University of Washington Daily," Seattle, Washington,
dated 2/15/62, contained an article entitled "Churches Would Favor
Hall's Campus Speech". This article stated in part that the churchy-

had lately been under fire for its criticism of Dr. Fred Schwarz 1

school of anti-communism. The church believed that Schwarz' s approach
to the solution of the East-West crisis did not recognize the
ambiguity of the situation confusing religious and political elements
to the point that the school's effort became demonic in nature.

61-8077-A, "University of Washington
(10— Daily," 2/15/62

^Possibly the United Church of Christ.

The 3/2/62, issue of the "Golden Gater," a newspaper pub-
lished at San Francisco (SF) State College, contained an article cap-
tioned "Red-hunter ducks re-run here". Pertinent portions of this
article read as follows

:

Dr. Fred C. Schwarz, controversial founder and director of
the right wing Christian Anti-Communist Crusade, who spoke at SF
State on 12/11/59, recently turned down an offer to speak here again:

b6

Schwarz was opposed in his last SF State debate by I '

in favor of Red China's admittance to tne united nations.

151-828-12 p.2,3
(14*-^
SI 105-49241-215 p.3
(140-"

]who spoke

J^8^T -20-



l
advised on 1/25/62, that it was recently learned

that the Seattle Branch of the SWP (100-16) would write a letter to
the University of Washington "Daily," an official newspaper of the
University, which would he signed hv the SWP and the Young Socialist
Alliance (YSA) proposing that

| |
debate with Fred

Schwarz of the Anti-communist group who nad, recently spoken on the
campus of the University.

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

protect identit.vTTT P
be
b7C
b7D

I In the letter the SWP
publicly challenged Dr. Schwarz to a debate at the University of
Washington campus on the topics of Marxism-Leninism or Socialism or
all three subjects. The letter stated that the SWP was willing to
debate any other Rightist or Conservative if Dr. Schwarz was unable
to debate.

b2
b7D

concerning xne socialist scnooi or Anti-Fascism to t>e sponsored oy the
SWP at 1412 18th Ave., Seattle, which was to consist of four lectures
analyzing the budding Fascist danger in answering the slanders against
and distortions of Marxism by Dr. Fred Schwarz and others.

It was noted that
be
b7C

Substantially the same information as found in paragraph
three above, was also contained in "The Militant," an SWP newspaper,
dated 3/12/62.

100-16-51-333 p. 13,14,19,20,21
(6\P-^"
SI 100-427226-408 p. 18,20

mhw
^s§eft£C
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On 3/12/62, George Sokolsky (62-89885) called from NY,
Sokolsky stated that Dr, Frederick C Schwartz had caused a high
level business contact of his to contact |~ ~l of the Hearst
Corporation for the purpose of having Sokolsicy apologize for recent
remarks he made_aaainst Schwartz in a syndicated column, Sokolsky
stated he toldI

€

that he refused to apologize. Sokolsky stated
""that Schwartz was a professional anticommunist

' " ' He stated he also
he explained to, . — - A
who was in the game strictly for money purposes,
told '

" " * *
"-"

bVJ.u| I that Schwartz was formerly a member of the Jewish faith
but dishonored his faith and later became a Baptist and he, Sokolsky
did not trust Schwartz.

Sokolsky also apparently reviewed with the fact that
finhwar** and Pat Frawley of the PapermatePen Company had given

|

| about $12,500 in Los Angeles so that Merritt would compound
]

the activities , of the Los Angeles Branch of the American Jewish League
Against Communism with Schwartz 1 Christian Anti-communist Crusade.
Sokolsky stated that the very name of Schwartz 1 outfit (Christian Anti-

Communist Crusade) was an insult to the Jewish faith.

62-89885-216
(250—

sraRq
-22-
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b2
b6
b7C
b7D

m 4/3/62 f
made available a copy of a booklet

(set ou t varuaiioru published by I K 64-30428)
in Trinidad, The title of this booklet was "Middle Class Fascist
Revolt in British Guiana," which stated in part that a group of
Americans led by Australian con man Dr. Fred Schwarz invaded British
Guiana early last summer and carried on a campaign of hate and
villification against the Poeples Progressive Party and openly.

emselves with the profascists United Force Party off"
Recently Schwarz revealed in a financial appeal letter

tnat the group had spent $45,000 in film units alone in rural areas
of Guiana to defeat Dr. Cheddi B. Jagan.

It was noted that Dr. Jagan was Prime Minister of British
Guiana.

64-30428-60 p. 14
(3>^

According to San Francisco memo dated 4/11/62, Dr. Fred
Schwartz had spoken on the campus at Stanford University during
the past year under the auspices of the University Political Union
(XOO-437S16).

100-43.7516-2
(24iK"
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According to a San Francisco report, listed programs were
taken from the program folio of KPPA radio station, Berkeley, California,
as follows:

3/4/62, 4:10 p.m.

"CAC The Way to Combat Communism. Dr. Fred Schwarz 1 contro-
versial Christian Anti-communism Crusade was debated by Dr. Schwarz
and Dr. Urban Whitaker, a professor at San Francisco State College."

4/24/62, 10:15 p.m.

"Communism, The Eneniy/of Peace. Dr. Fred Schwarz, Head of the
Christian Anti-Communism Crusade, speaking at the University of Cali-
fornia's Berkeley Campus last January."

100-428089-53 p. 46

b7C

A Bureau Agent advised that on 5/24/62, George Sokolsky
called and revealed that

| , „ . . Ifhad claimed that the Director
had told former Vice President Richard H. Nixon that he endorsed the
activities of Dr. Frederick C. Schwara and the Christian Anti-communist
Crusade. The agent then contacted and told him that his claim
was absolutely fase that the Director did not endorse any individual
or organization, particularly Dr. Schwarz or his outfit.

J
I claimed he had told Sokolsky that he had heard a

rumor to the effect that the Director had told former Vice President
Nixon that, "he had nothing against Schwarz." The Agent told
that this was also false and that it would be appreciated if he would
check with him prior to repeating such obviously patent falsehoods.
(Director's notation.)

100-367944-5 p. 1
(16)

mhw Jim^C -24-



On 7/4/62, the CP held the 7th and last session of its youth
training school at 8.53 Broadway, NYC.

| |

I I expressed dissatistacxion wixn xne tacx xnax
Advance and Burning Issues (100-435442) had refused to cooperate **b2

with other left wing groups on 6/25/62, when Dr. Fred Schwarz' anti-
communist crusade rally was picketed at Madison Square Garden in NYC.

be
'

b7C
b7D

It was noted that Advance was an organization of progressive
youth.

100-435442-12 p. 13
(240-*"""

The "Workers World" dated 6/22/62, carried an announcement
which stated, "Anti-Pascist Youth Committee asks you to picket the
ultra-right Fred Schwarz and bomb happy Admiral Arleigh Burke, Madison
Square Garden, 8th Ave. and 50th St., 7:00 p.m., June 28th."

A confidential source advised that the "Workers World" was the
official newspaper of the Workers World Party, with editorial offices
at 46 West 21 St., NY, NY.

105-118119-1 p.9(8^

The Radio Broadcast of Drew Pearson (94-8-350) over radio
station WT0P, Washington, D.C., on 7/7/62, revealed that the anti-
communist rally;' recently held in Madison Square Garden, NYC, by Dr.
Fred Swartz was a flop. He filled less than half the arena and lost
money. Pearson stated that Dr. Swartz was far from bankrupt, that he
collected%273, 492 from his crusade in 1961. Although this was sup-
posedly to fight communism in America, a large part was sent to India
presumably for missionary work.

Pearson commented that Swartz was a professional anti-communist
who headed the Christian anti-communism crusade. He came to the US from
Austria about 1955. He was located in Los Angeles, Calif., and travelled
around the country holding anti communist rallies. He was considered a
"prophet of doom" type of person.

94-8-350-1195 p.l

Sg^TT "25"
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A translation from the "Szabad Magyarsag," Hungarian language

newspaper, dated 7/8/62, revealed that an Anti-Bolshevik mass meeting
was held in Madison Square Garden, 1YC, with Dr. Fred Schwarz pre-
siding. This meeting protested communist advances and the Supreme
Court ruling on school prayer. Schwarz, who sketched the growth of
communist danger, severely criticized the government's foreign policy
which aided and abetted the advance of communism.

62-1077-4638 encl.p.2

advised that 1 100-374377) attended
a meeting' of the Citizens for Constitutional Rights, held at 1348
Brookline Road, Cleveland, on 7/30/62. The original purpose of this

meeting was to plan a counterattack for the forthcoming visit of Dr.
Fred C. Schwartz. According to the informant, this matter was put

aside in deference to a discussion of the approaching trials of Gus

Hall and Ben Davis, National CP functionaries who were charged with
violations of the Internal Security Act of 1950.

b2
b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

[ a self-admitted former CP member, advised that

on 9/1/61
', at a meeting oi' the Cleveland Committee to Abolish the HCUA,

it was decided to change the name of this organization to Citizens for
Constitutional Rights.

100-374377-43 p.16
(25^'"'
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The following reference stated that on 6/28/62, a rally-
sponsored by the Christian Anti-communist Crusade was held in Madison

'

Square Garden, NYC, Dr. Fred Schwarz was the speaker. On 6/28/62,
the Anti-Fascist Youth Committee of NYC, picketed at Madison Square
Garden during the above rally. The Youth Against War and Fascism,
of NYC, had begun, a mass distribution of literature in preparation
for a protest demonstration to be held on 8/3/62, against Schwarz and
his Anti-communist School.

100-438904-9 p.2-4,7

"The Worker" dated, 6/26/62, carried an article captioned
"Youth to Picket Schwarz Ultra-Right Rally". This article stated
that Dr. Fred C. Schwarz was described by two youth organizations as
"one of the leaders of the actual growing business of professional anti-
communist." The two Groups, Advance (100-432563) and Burning Issues
called all Youth to picket the Crusade Rally in Madison Square Garden
on Thursday,, They accused Schwarz of attempting to turn the attention
of Youth away from the "essential problems of racism in the south, youth
un-employment , nuclear pollution, and McCarranism, by labeling all
struggles, against them as communism".

^ on ~ I "ladvised that at a meeting of Burning Issues, held
at 82 Second Ave., JWC, on 6/18/62 , \ \

member of the NY Youth
Coordinating Committee of the CP, reported tnat it was decided that
Advance would issue a call to various youth groups to meet at the
Advance clubhouse to discuss a picket line in front of Madison Square
Garden on 6/28/62, in protest to the Anti-communist rally by Fred Schwarz,

"The Worker" dated 8/26/62, carried an article which stated
that Advance, and Burning Issues, Youth Organizations were to have a-
picket line at Carnegie Hall on 8/30/62, to picket Schwarz 's School b2
of Anti-communism to be held on that date. i>7d

, „ I "ladvised that on 8/28/62, a board meeting of Advance
was held at 80 Clinton St., NYC. The agenda of this meeting included
a leaflet on the Schwarz picket line which was read and agreed upon.

It was noted that Burning Issues was a progressive youth group

100-43£563-197 p.19,21,22

b2
be
b7C
b7D

,1
SI to par. 1,2
lOp-435442-10 p.20,21
(14>T
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The following references pertain to an anti-communist school
to be held at Carnegie Hall, NYC on August 27-31, 1962 and anti-
communist rallies to be held in NYC on June 13 and 28, 1962. The
school and rallies were sponsored by the Greater NY School of Anti-
Communism which was under the direction of Dr. Fred Schwarz, who was
also scheduled to speak at the rallies.

REFERENCE NUMBER

62-107965-1 p.l, end.
' 2" p.l, end,

105-63582-79 p.2

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(8^

bl
b2
b6
b7C

enameu iu
eaded by Dr.me acn vi ties ui me uarimian jui ii-ooMimunis i irusaue

Fred C. Schwarz, Australian physician and Baptist lay minister.

The "NY Times," dated 9/1/62, contained an article entitled
"Schwarz Report cites $75,000 Loss". This article revealed that Schwarz,
leader of the Anti-communism crusade, announced that the movement lost
$75,000 in NY since last April.

(SJ U4<r

bl
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An article in the "Washington Post and Times Herald" dated

9/9/62, entitled The "Washington Merry-Go-Round," by Drew Pearson,

revealed in part that most Senators were scared to death of Dr. Fred

Schwarz and his Christian Crusade, hut not Senator Steve Young of

Ohio. Young called Schwarz a part-time doctor from Australia, a

plain medicine man and an Australian demagogue, who preached the

doctrine of suspicion against our fellow Americans.

This article also stated that Senator Tom Dodd of Connecticut,

who had heen a paid speaker for Dr. Schwarz at fees ranging from $500

to $1000, did not like the criticism of his friend and sponsor.

94-8-35 0-A, "Wash. Post and
(#>" Times Herald," 9/9/62

The following reference pertained to a proposed press re-

lease to be issued by SISS on 10/7/63. This release announced the
release of testimony given before the SISS on 2/8/63, by

b6
b7C

I (testimony enclosed). During this testimony it was

learned iroiii iAe January. 1963 issue of the "Independent," a publication

published by I l that the US Information Agency had admitted to the

"Independent" that a book written by a rightwing extremist was being

used in its foreign libraries and overseas information program. The

book "You Can Trust a Communist," by Dr. Fred Schwarz, founder and

director of the Christian Anti-Communist Crusade was supposed to be

simply an anti-communist book. According to this publication, this

book was really used to attack the American and British labor union

movements, to accuse liberals and pacifists of being "the runners of

interference for the communist conspirators," and to equate progressives

with communists.

97-4196-874 encl.p.452,453
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advised that a meeting of the King County Youth
CP Club Was held at 2323 ttpvistnn Ave-. Bast, Seattle, Washington., on

4/20/63. At this meeting,
\ |

tl00-54015) suggested that
use be made of a publication entitled "The Target Is You" by dis-
tributing this publication at a forthcoming meeting at the University
of Washington where Dr. Fred Schwarz was scheduled to speak.

100-54015-246 p.

5

(6i^

The "Washington Capital News Service" dated 8/15/63, stated
that Senator Stephen Young told the Senate that the John Birch Society
(62-104401) and other radical right organizations constituted a deadlier
threat to democracy than American communists . Young stated that groups
like Fred Schwartz's Christian Anti-Communist Crusade were well-financed
and reached millions of Americans through propaganda and radio and
television programs. He said the Schwartz group grossed $1,250,000
in 1961 and close to a million dollars in 1962.

62-104401-A, Washington Capital
(22^* News Service, 8/15/63

contained
The files of the US Customs. Agency Services, Los Agneles,
a letter from I dated 12/4/63, in which he

be
b7C

stated that lof the ^resident General of the Baptist
«.,. . -. . ' 1 -I I J— ' „ ... _ • j, JL- 1- _ _ t -*»__J 1 .. £>**
Union of Australia, and he also claimed to be a personal family friend
of Dr. Fred Schwartz, whom he described as a leading Australian anti-
communist figure.

105-12.6542-3 P.4
(24T
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. The Department furnished a letter dated 12/10/63, from
in his letter made ref-

erence to a prior letter to the Department dated 11/23/63, the contents
of which had not been furnished to the Bureau, which apparently re-
la±£d_±fl_Jthe assassination of President John P. Kennedy (62-109060).
In I ) letter of 12/10/63, he suggested that one of the individuals
involved in the assassination of President Kennedy was former FBI agent ..

Dan Smoot. He also made reference to
| | and Fred C. Schwarz,

whom he apparently did not care for.

It was noted that

Add. info.

62-109060-2382 p.1,2 be

(10^" b7c

On 3/10/64.
advised that during the previous weeK

he went to Louisville, £y # , where he attended a lecture by Dr. Charles
Schwartz. He stated that comments by Dr. Schwartz revealed that Lee,
Harvey Oswald was apprehended by police authorities some two and one
half miles from the scene of the assassination of the President, how-
ever, the President was shot at a place located only two and one -half
blocks from where Jack L. Ruby (44-24016) lived or operated his business.

44-24016-1207 end. p.

2

(26^
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The 4/10/64, issue of the "Daily Pennsylvanian," Philadelphia,
the campus newspaper at the University of Pennsylvania, contained an
article entitled "Reds Under the Bed". This article stated ih part, that
that Dr. Fred Schwarz delivered a lecture on the insidious communist VS*
dragon, and a "special agent" of the FBI was sighted prowling the Logan
Hall* corridors in search of Bolsheviks. This article also stated
that Dr. Schwarz saw communism not as a genius of governmental and
economic organization, but rather as an immutable antichrist unmitigatedly
evil from the Christian viewpoint. Dr. Schwarz presented a good lesson
in anti-communism from the viewpoint of a religious fanatic.

(Copy of above article enclosed)
100-346566 893 encl.p.3,4

*Logan Hall, University of Pennsylvania.
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The following references, in the file captioned "Anti-
Communist Party Activities" file $62.7106364, set out information
concerning the anti-communist activities of Dr. Fred C. Schwarz,
head of the Christian Anti-Communism Crusade. Dr. Schwarz was a
well-known anti-communist who lectured full time throughout the
US concerning communism and had written numerous pamphlets and
books on this subject.

SERIAL NUMBER

35 p.3
70 p.l, encl.p.l
A "Houston Post," 2/26/61
A "Arizona Republic," 3/2/61
A "Times -Picayune," 5/23/61
A "Miami Herald," 6/8/61
A "Miami News," 6/12/61
A "The Worker," 6/18/61
A "Los Angeles Times," 9/2/61
A "Times Picayune," 9/12/61
A "Times Picayune," 10/23/61
A "Miami Herald," 11/26/61
A "Seattle Times," 2/12/62

V 2/13/6:A "Seattle Times! '62

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(10^

(1$T
(2^\

(2,K"
(28^"

v

UOjL,

(2*K

A '•American Standard," Sept.
A "San Diego Union

rd,» Sepl
" 2/25/6-

1962
(

(10.)\i&
s

^5i6Rgfl_
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The following references contain or make reference to com-
munications to the Bureau from individuals listed below. These indivi-
duals mentioned Dr. Frederick C. Schwarz, head of the Christian Anti-
Communist Crusade, and/or his activities in this anti-communist movement.
The majority of the correspondents requested information or material re-
lating to communism. Some of them extended invitations to the Director
to speak at meetings and other affairs. Dr. Schwarz assisted in organ-
izing the Greater Phoenix School on anti-communism and was a speaker for
Freedom Forum #XXII. ,

INDIVIDUAL DATS REFERENCE NUMBER SEARCH SLIP
PAGE NUMBER

Chaplain E.
Richard Barnes

4/20/61 94-4-3509-8 p. l,encl. <tf^

John K. Crippen 6/2/60 100-354325-26 p. 1,2 (wmr
George D. Hixon 11/6/59 62-105457-115 wr*

George D. Hixon 4/17/60 100-343001-496 (20^

Col. L. B. Limbert 9/10/60 94-5-46219 (3*<

E. G. Richard 2/27/61 100-14757-6 (13*K*"

Mary Lee Skinner 2/27/61 94-37990-31X (4^
Mrs. Dane E. Smith 2/24/61 94-53765-5 p. 1, end. (23*K*

Mrs. Talmage D.
Smith

3/6/59 94-9-32-8 p. 1 (2&*"*

W. P. Strube, Jr. 11/16/59 62-105457-117 <&fmr"

J. William Syndor 1/23/61 94-54749-1 p. 1 (l&K

C. F. Thomallo 12/28/60 94-54268-5 p. 1 (&h*^

mhw -34-
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The followinq references contain communications to the

Bureau fromVe individuals listed below, in which they request ^nfor-.

mation regarding Dr. Fred Schwarz, and/or the Christian ^J^Jg""
11

Crusade. The individuals were advised that the FBI was an ^estiga-
tive aqency and would be unable to help them. Dr. Schwarz was a pro-

felsional anti-communist, connected with the Christian anti-communist

Crusade, who had attempted to capitalize on the Bureau's publications.

NAME OF CORRESPONDENT DATE REFERENCE SEARCH SLIP

NUMBER PAGE NUMBER

Hrs. Lawrence Calvert 9/26/61 94-5-48459 (3*K

Benjamin F. Cranefield, 2/1/62
Jr.

94-5-49316 (fr*~"

Arnold E. Dykhuizen 7/19/56 100-403529-64 (27^

George S. Hixsora 7A/60 100-424820-13 p.l, (7f
encl.

Mr, and Mrs. Duane 1/25/62
D. Hogan

94-5-49252 (21&<

Mrs. Malcolm D. McNaugh 7/18/61 100-403529-220 p. 2 (W^

Honorable J. T. 4/20/59
Rutherford

62-81509-159X (18\K

Kenneth F. Wickland 9/21/59 100^7254-2902 p.l (270^

Lois C. Witherspoon 3/12/55 100-7254-1573 (23\K

Jf^T -35-
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The following references reveal that Dr. Fred C. Schwarz,
President of the Christian Anti-Communist Crusade, debated or was
scheduled to debate with the following individuals on the dates
indicated below.

NAME OP
INDIVIDUAL

Ben Dobbs

DATE

2/11/61

PLACE

The Ben
Hunter
Show,
KTTV,
Los
Angeles

Otis Archer
Hood

10/12/59 Harvard
College

Robert George 5/4/62 NY
Thompson, Univer*
Dr. Amitai sitv
Etzioni

•,-<: y£>

TOPIC OP
DEBATE

"Should
Communism
be taught
in our
Schools by
a communist"

"That Com-
munists
Should Be
Expelled
Prom Our
University
Faculties"

"The Ulti-
mate Road
to Peace"

REFERENCE
NUMBER

SEARCH SLIP
PAGE NUMBER

100,-17657-192
p.l, end. p.1-4

100-14645-188
p.9,10

100-3-114-A
"The Worker,"
5/8/62
100-52444-1509
encl.p.1,2

1531
p.9,10

(240^

<fc£2»<

(13K

(13*)'^
5

(13^

eXeSE06ET
-36-
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The following references in the file captioned "Christian
Anti-Communist Crusade" file #94-50868, set out information regarding
the activities of Dr. Frederick Charles Schwarz. Dr. Schwarz was
executive director of the Christian Anti-Communist Crusade who sponsored,
organized and conducted lectures, seminars and schools on anti-communism
all over the United States.

SERIAL NUMBER

1 p.1,2, enci.p.VII,VIII, 1-14
5 p.l, encl.p.1-5
6 p.l
5 p.~,
6 p.l
7 p.l
8 p.1,2 and end.
10 p.l, encl.p.l
14 p.l,encl.
16 p.l,encl.
21 p.l
33 p.l
41
47 p.l
50 p.l
51 p.l,encl.
58 p.l

72 p.l
74 p.l
82 p.l
89 p.l
95 p.l
124 p.l
132 p.l
149 p.l,ends.
162 p.l
191 p.l,end.
204 p.l,end.
219 p.l
287 encl.p.l
291 encl.p.l
301 p.l
334 encl.p.3

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(2<tf"

("Mr)

04*)

do?)-
(20V/
040 ^

(2er
(£*

Cyrr
(&)

(2®r
osr

&

(W

(continued)
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(continued) (94^50868)

SERIAL NUMBER

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

Arizona Republic," 12/24/58
Evening Tribune," 8/29/60
Chicago Sun Times," 9/15/60
L.A. Times," 11/8/60

VlO/61
Miami Herald," 6/16/61
Miami News," 6/10/61

Miami Herald,'.' 6Y17/61
NY Times," 11/3/61
Salt Lake Tribune," 12/12/61
Time Magazine," 12/8/61
Time Magazine" 2/9/62
Omaha World Herald," 5/8/62
Seattle Times," 7/12/62
'NY Times," 8/28/62
San Francisco Examiner," 10/16/62
'Washington Daily News , » . 4/8/6$ .

SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

(3<,
(25^
(12V
(10<25vK

(1*24

(18^

cm:
(6\K

st^j -38-
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REFERENCES HOT INCLUDED IN 5HIS SUMMARY

The following references were not available during the time
this summary was being prepared:

REFERENCE NUMBER SEARCH SLIP PAGE NUMBER

62-80382-121 (2>-^

62-106364-54 (.Wfh&Y

94-50868-A, "NY Times," 9/1/62 (23>^

See the search slip filed behind file for other references
on this subject which contain the same information (SI) that is set
out in the main file. Differences in source will be noted on the
search slip.
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December 10, 1970

ft

Dr. William C^chmidter
97 WestMcMUlanStreet

ISfifetffiHr 6h]o 45219

ALL INFORMATION COHTAIHED -

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19^2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JH

Dear Dr. Schmidter:

Your letter was received on December 7th. In

reply to your inquiry concerning Dr. Fred C. Schwarz of the

Christian Anti-Communism Crusade, this Bureau is strictly

an investigative agency of the Federal Government and, as

such, neither makes evaluations nor draws conclusions as to

the character or integrity of any organization, publication or

individual. I regret I cannot be of assistance to you.

Sincerely yours,

X Edgar Hoover

Tolson _
Sullivan .

Mohr

Bishop .

Brennan, CD.
Callahan

Casper
Conrad

Pelt

Gale

Tele. Rooi

Holmes

Gaudy

NlOTE-f^Bufifes contain no record of correspondent. Dr. Fred C. Sfehwarz

anfeie Christian Anti-Communism Crusade are"well-known to the Bureau.

MAIL ROOM l I TELETYPE UNIT I 1 S/A
EL
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WM. C. SCHMIDTER, M. D.

97 West MCMILLAN STREET CINCINNATI, OHIO 4521 £T

PhoneP I

»

Mr. J. Edgar Hoover
Federal Bureau of Investigation
Washington j D. C.

Mr. Callak

Mr. Caspsr-
Mr. O^s
Mr. FdtL

November 27, 1970 }£; J££
Mr. Rosen.

Mr. TaveL
Mr, Walters-
Mr. Soyars—

I

Tele. Boom

—

Miss Holmes-
Miss Gaudy-

Dear Mr* Hoover:

ALL INFORMATION C STAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

Some of my friends have told me that

Mr, Fred C. Schwartz of the Christian Anti-communist

They say he hasCrusade is not on the up and up

been in trouble with the F.B.I.- -which I doubt.

If you could send me a letter substantiating the fact

that this man is honest and a true fighter of Communism

I would be very grateful. Thanking you in advance I

remain

Sincerely yours,

04-106 >fou c - Schmidter, M.D.

mm

]

yyWV-*^
J6r:j.rnh



ILL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED

DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

LOCALITY

Australia

Europe

Maryland

District of Columbia

Missouri

Connecticut

California

Texas

South Carolina

Arizona

Louisiana

Ohio

British Guiana

New York

Washington

Kentucky

Pennsylvania

181964
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Date: 4/30/7^

.• li.o !-»l!?wjnj in

A! KIT. I.

(Type in plaintext or code)

AIR MAIL - REGISTERED

(Priority)
I

.J-.

TO:

FROM:

RE

:

DIRECTOR, FBI'

SAC, LOS ANGELES (100-74129)

CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATIONS
OF REVOLUTIONARY PROTEST GROUPS
(CIRPG)

SUBCOMMITTEE TO INVESTIGATE THE
ADMINISTRATION OF THE INTERNAL
SECURITY LAWS. INTERNAL
SECURITY SUBCOMMITTEE OF THE
SENATE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY.

ALL IHFOEHATION CONTAINED
HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/P.LJ/JH

..-^ OTHER Inaccessible by the FOIPA'

Re: Bureau airtel 7/29/69, captioned
CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATIONS OF
REVOLUTIONARY PROTEST GROUPS.

im ajsisl

V - Bureau (AM-RM)
4 - Los Angeles

(1 - 100-43854) (Dr. FREDERICK C. SC
(1 - 157-9517) (SLA)

WH/gcw

_!__ /uir -vtM"M>t
W/

! ;^JUN 1 1975 Social Agent i)(cfb^7
m Sent 2 M Per t

\

5

fe

a

o

*U. S. COV£nNM£MT PRINTING OFFICE : 1909 O - 3-35-030 (II)
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MS:;oc, uir. ^

Dcp. ADAdg, y
Dc P . ad \^}/j!:

Asst. Dir.:

Admin.

T

0// <^v

. BOX 890

E. riRST^f

IG BlACH, CALIF. 90801

i!ock 7-0941

k
*

1 ~>

August I, 1975
S

ILL INFORMATION CONTAINED
HEREIN IS UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

Dear Sir:

\

^ /

Enclosed is a document containing testimony on Urban Guerrilla Warfare

published by the Internal Security Subcommittee of the Senate Judiciary

Committee.

This testimony discusses:

1. The doctrines that recruit urban guerrillas,

2. Urban guerrilla activities and objectives.

3. The roles played by students ,
prisoners and veterans*

4. The assistance given to urban guerrillas by the news media

and certain judicial verdicts.

Comp. Syst,

Ext. Affairs ,

Files & Com.

Gen. Inv

Ident. __

Inspect ion /ZjL/_

Intel!

ion/ZL

•4
Laboratory

Legal Coun.

Plan

Spec

Training

Teleph

Direc

a\ Uoun.

n.& Evai. —f\[
z. Inv. Jl $

ming «s»^

shone Rm. -f\*-v

tor Sec' A J

5. The

guern

relationship of communism and fascism to the urban

rlllas. m^n,^
6. Effective counter measures.

1

I hope you will find this document useful in your work. If you wish additional copies,

we will be glad to provide them without charge c

Sincerely, u *~ &

Y J

<2

'%.SNCL0SURS
_FrecTSchv/aLsy .

President jMl£

( ' V/;
^Y-j?<?$<£:..

FCS/sl

End.

F I V'-.b

5 5 DEC 5 W%

\-
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Director, FBI »
>'

. «

SAC, Buffalo (iOO-b)- (C)

6
r

r

i-

lL>-

CHRISTIAN ANTI-COMMUNISM CRUSADE "

IS -^ MISCELLANEOUS "

'

.
•;; :RepUl6t dated 4/13/71, captioned- as above

'.

: 8/18/75 .

ALL! UJBDRHATIOH COjlTAJHfcD
'"•••

-

HEFEItf 15 .tWC'LASSIFIED";."-' V'.'." '

DATE 4-1 9

-

2 Ol
o''

'BY,,' 60 322; UGLf / J>
L J / JU

•

ft /iW** Kw
En

?
lpS

fu
f?^c

t**e
,

i

Bureau are one Copy of a letter dated'

'W ioX
b
?fo

in
f9A

h? '" 1
S?

fcSte5d
»
Christian Antl-Copaunism CrtisadeV

S& ?£
8
??1

:

I
24 EA»S^^ St" LonS Be£U*» California, 90801,

•. with the signature WHro .SlSigAPg ^agiAmii —» ~_- ^„!_ .* .'

Ut^h *.h„ k i-r-J ^EP ^F D
> «/^r which was enclosed ~"

^

^"H|-aDo^[ettg.. The letter and documfente were addressed '*- ^
- Office on/iv3^^^J?«"^'-'-"^.'4lte^^<»i^'^..^ Buffalo ;\

; <

~ •-';• •-;-- .'-'•- "-'••.'"
" -' ...•--

"-
• "" -' ."."OTHER Inaccessible by the FOIPA._ • -{/

fttrnl «w S\£n%, bacWOUQd> captioned In Buffalo indices wasturnrshed^ to the -Bureau^by referenced -letter. ,: -
:->;-..-, \

. -..V' .;-,•--.-: ".:
;,,

;.s-*-.
-•-;'•--/ -

: .,- I-- .;.••; .;,..;,.;.'. <*V/-- .; :
_: /^"

,

;
""-"--.'v

i$J

'.V
The ^°^.; is;^i% furnished; for 'the Bureau's information;..

(2r-. Bureau (Enc. 2)(RM)
1 -Buffalo

GCH:afe
.(3)

*

m

,;«W A%25J97J\ v
"*wmaEjjj^^

SEP

I/---- " -.-.
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RICHARD AJVIOUERiE Consultants in Direct Mail

w 7777 LEESBURG PIKE FALLS CHURCH, VIRGINIA 22043
I

Dear Friend:

ALL INFORMATION COHTAIHED
HEREIN 13 UNCLASSIFIED
BATE 04-19-2010 BY 60322 UCLP/PLJ/JN

(703) 356-0440

May 21, 1976

o

Are you as concerned as I am about the advances "being made by the Communist
world in South Africa? vThe Middle East? Panama? The U.S.A.?

•Xf you- are, then-come* listen -to one -of the . country ' s foremost experts on .

Communism tell us about how the Communists are "Changing the World through
Philosophy" — and what 'we can do about it!

Dr. Fred Schwarz, the President of the Christian Anti-Communism Crusade will
conduct a dinner-meeting at the Twin Bridges Marriott Hotel (Virginia side of the

- lUth Street Bridge), Thursday, June 10, with dinner at 6:30 p.m.

At 7:30 p.m., Dr. Schwarz will discuss the Communist philosophy and tell us
how it is being applied throughout the world and right here in America today.

Dr. Schwarz is actively engaged in the struggle against Communism in many
countries utilizing the weapons of truth and knowledge.

He has written several books including "The Three Faces of Revolution" a]

"You Can Trust the Communists (to be Communists)."

The St. Louis Globe-Democrat says about the latter, " should be read by
every American, especially by the millions who are unaware of the insidious and
subversive tactics employed by our enemy "

If you come, Dr. Schwarz will autograph for you a FREE copy of this famous
book, which has sold pyer two million copies.

Please return the enclosed post card today to let us know that you are
coming to the dinner meeting. The cost of the dinner is $8.00 per person payable
at the meeting. If you are unable to attend the dinner, please come to the
meeting which starts at 7^30 p.m. Theaae is no charge for attending ;the meeting.

, 3-for REC-93 /Qd - ^0^3h

'

In either case, please let us know^by^June 4th that you eenm?n^^b^returning
the enclosed post card or by calling Mrs. Porter at (703) 356-0U*l0, Ext. 20(3, so
we will have a seat for you and any guests you may bring. g£0 JUN & ™' ^

I !m looking forward to seeing you Thursday, June 10 at Dr r^Sgfawa^^^fieeting

.

.Sincerely,

l
ld

L
f^i&

Elchard^iguerie ^Mf
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ALL INFORMATION CONTAINED

HEREIN 15 UNCLASSIFIED
DATE 04-19-2010 BY 603'22 UCLP/PLJ/JN

dim.. ,... ,

^•4^ y

May 29, 1980

V

Mr. Ofeto-J^SfisduaattBBni.
Chairjoaa^
For aM^na.CGUOtcy-.CQBsm.ittee

Department ja£.JtoN.JftuJs. ..

She" tatKloaa Legion—
6 faddinatpn soed~

—

Scars<3al©, New York.,. 10583

Dear Mr* Dohrenwenda

'$&*sP^&

I have received your May 8th communication and
appreciate your furnishing me a part of your publication
"The Westchester Spotlight,* as well as a copy of the May,
1980, "Westchester Legionnaire** I know Or* Schwars is
pleased to join those whom you have honored in the past*
Please extend our congratulations to him on receiving your
1980 Americanism Award*

With regard to your desire to locate Mr* Herbert A*
;lbrick, we have not had contact with him for some time
are, therefore, unable to provide you his address*

Sincerely, yours,

William H. Websterfo jun 16 1980
Director

Los Angeles - Enclosure x>

\>

s

Ex.e AD Inv. _
6x.c AD Adim .

Ex.c AD LES _

Attt. Oir.:

Ada. Strvi._

Crtm. Inv. .

Ident

Intel!

ReBucal to LA arid Long Beach 5/15 and Long Beach ca$N*'
5/16/80. \<^

NOTE: Bufilg$A reflect we have not ih&d contact wit& Mr. ^i&b^ck
since 1971. *Dr*-'Fir£d Schwarz1^^ .jbhHS iPceisjident ^ the Cl^pL-sti&n
Anti-Communism Crusade -and 'he and ittiai* crusade are known ^

to the Bureau. Response discussed with SA
Long Beach RA„ WW \P \l ?* [

ESHrjnjh {4J

Laboratory

Legal Coun.

Plan. & Imp.

R.cMgnt.

Tech. Strvi

Training

1 Public Alls. OH

(I .,66JUN^
I980

MAIL ROOM D3 <rr^l/$^ -

'WW
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